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5
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we're honest about it. You deserve fair reporting

on games before yqu buy them. Read the TSG
reviews - THEN buy.

And there's much more in TSG. Every issue contains game

variants, strategy articles, computer game information, art, letters,

humor, and more. We do “Company Reports
’ 3

to let you know

what’s new in wargaming. TSG covers the entire s-f and tantasy
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In This Issue

No “theme” is this month's issue

just a heterogeneous collection of s-f

and fantasy game ideas. We've got

another good Timothy Zahn story

,

along with an article to relate its magic

blades to D&D ... a review of FGU's

new Aftermath (and a capsule review of

the first supplement) . . . some worth-

while complexities for Traveller combat,

and two more nonhuman races , . .

Lew Pulsipher's discourse on Diplomacy

variants for science fiction and fantasy

readers , . . and a comparison of three

new computer fantasies!

You'll also notice that we've got

some interior color this issue. If reac-

tions are good, it may become a habit.

NOT in this issue is the oddball game

I mentioned last month. As warned, it

was subject to constraints of time and

space — neither of which proved suffi-

cient. We'll try again later.

-Steve Jackson
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WHERE WE’RE GOING
For once, the title of this column is

100% literally appropriate* The First

announcement is . . . where we 1

re going*

We 1

re going to 2700 Metcalfe, Austin,

Texas 78741 . By the end of August, our

move should be substantially complete.

(Our phone number and PO box will

remain as before; use the new address

ONLY for UPS and the like, please.)

Due to the move, the magazine is run-

ning somewhat late this month. As this

column goes in, wehe about a week

behind.

Our new space has — I hope — all the

room we’ll be needing for some time, in

addition to a slightly expanded office

area, it has a room we plan to make a

“permanent play test’
1

headquarters, and

a BIG warehouse area. It’s also closer to

town. A definite improvement.

# * #

Business goes well, 1 think. Tve just

gotten the initial sales Figures on our

latest releases. In one month, we sold

approximately 3,600 Car Wars, 3,200

Undead, 3,000 Killer
,
and 1,700 Game

Design. That’s about half again what I

was hoping for. Thanks . . ,

# & #

New projects * * * The miniature

vehicles for Car Wars are still a near-

certainty, We're being VERY picky

about the original sculpture, and I have

to admit that there’s a small chance that

well never get any masters that are

beautiful enough to accept. But I think

we will. Work is aiso in progress on two

Car Wars supplements, each of which

expands the original game in a differen t

direction. More on ali of this next issue.

Denis Loubet and Paul Jaquays are

still working on their respective sets of

Cardboard Heroes. We’re still looking at

a September release date for the four

new? sets: Denis’ three batches of

Monsters and Undead, and Paulks first

set of 1 5mm Traveller figures.

Two other Cardboard Heroes pro-

jects have been waiting in the wings for

quite a while: bases and floor plans. The

bases would be totally optional: plastic

gadgets for those who want a little

more weight on their figures. The floor

plans would be similar to various

“dungeon floors” now on the market.

The differences would be (1) they

would be full-color, attractive “stone”

floors; (2) they would be plastic coated,

so you could mark on them and then

ERASE the marks, and (3) they would

sell for only $5 a set.

# # #

A note on Killer : A lot of game

stores are sponsoring games for their

customers, but the best we’ve heard so

far has come from Warriors, Wizards,

and Robots, a California emporium.

Their tournament is being GM’d by a

private investigator . , . who used to

play the game with other “private

eyes” as an informal training aid. That

ought to be a GOOD game * * . wish I

could get in on it!

-Steve Jackson

GAME MASTER
GAME MASTER exists to answer questions

on your favorite games. If you have a rules

question or play problem, send it in. Questions

to be answered will be chosen on the basis of
general interest. They will be first referred to

the game publisher or designer. If no response is

received
f
GAME MASTER will offer its own

interpretation of the rule. Sorry - no individual

replies are possible.

Car Wars

“
. . * I cannot find anywhere what is sup-

posed to happen when a vehicle loses its power
plant * .

David Dyche
San Diego, CA

/ probably should have cross-referenced this

under “effects of damage" — but it’s there. Un-

der the power plant rules (bottom of p. 20j you
will read “When the power plant is lost

,
a vehi-

cle can no longer fire lasers or accelerate, but

ALL other systems still work

A

J

The reasoning

behind this is that most vehicle systems would

be made as failsafe as possible; brakes, wea-

pons, etc,, would HAVE to function Indepen-

dently if the driver is to feel reasonably secure.

The only exceptions are the wheel motors them-

selves and the laser
,
which takes up too much

power to work without the motor.

- Steve Jackson

Raid on Iran

fl) At one point you state that the Ameri-
cans can escape by reaching a street, but that

this is more dangerous and costs the U.S. play-

er victory points. Under the victory conditions

there is no mention of this. What is the solu-

tion?

(2) If Iranian militants or mobs close-attack

a helicopter, can that helicopter still attempt to

leave — in other words, can helicopters leave

with Iranians in the same area?

Overall, I really enjoy the game and find it

a very clean system . . .

Bill Creed

Washington, DC

(The long arm of coincidence strikesf Two

days after Bill’s letter arrived, we got another

letter
t
with the exact same two questions, from

Michael deck of Falls Church, VA,)

(1) The U.S. player should be docked one

point for each person who escapes the embassy

on the ground rather than in a helicopter

.

(2) Yes
f
a helicopter may leave with Iranians

in the same area. When they moved into its area

and close-attacked it, they had their chance to

disable it. If they were not successful, the heli-

copter is free to (attempt toj leave.

— Steve Jackson

Next Issue
Our October issue will have something special for SF

miniatures garners — a pull-out section on advanced armored

combat rules for TRA VELLER;

Also, for D&D enthusiasts, there will be an article on realistic

rules for radiation, and “Demography of a Fantasy World, ” by

Lewis Pulsipher;

And
, for SF role-plavers, a featured review of SPFs new

game system, UNIVERSE,



STEVE JACKSON GAMES
Now . - three new games front the designer of OGRE, G.E. V. f RAID ON IRAN, and THE FANTASY TRIP, More of the best

values in gaming. . . at the lowest prices And a new book that belongs in every serious game-player's library. Read on . . .

CAR
WARS

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

Ever want to blow away the car that cut you

off from the freeway . . . drop a few spikes to

discourage a tailgater . . . take on a cycle gang with

the twin .50-cals under your hood? Now you can.

In CAR WARS, players design freeway combat

vehicles, with weapons, armor, and even body

style. Then they take them out on the roads of the

future — to come home 'aces/ or crash and burn.

Designed by Chad Irby and Steve Jackson,

Includes 24-page rulebook, road grids, and FULL-
COLOR counters (drawn by Loubet) for cars,

cycles, wreckage, etc. Any number can play. $3.00

in stores, or $3,50 by mail from SJ Games,

UNDEAD! A role-playing game inspired by

Bram Stoker’s classic Dracula. The vampire Count

has come to London to spread death and terror.

Moving on a map of the city, the vampire player

tries to conceal his coffins and find new victims.

His heroic pursuers search for his hiding places

and try to alert the city. When the players meet,

they battle - until the vampire flees, or one side

is destroyed. For two or more players, with or

without a referee. Designed by Steve Jackson,

Components include full-color counters and city

map; 24-page rulebook, and combat maps, $3.00

in your hobby shop, or S3.50 by mail direct.

The controversial game that's being played across the

country! KILLER is a “live” game. Each player tries to

knock off one (or all) of the others, by fair means or foul.

Usually foul, Waterguns or dart-guns replace pistols; an

exploding balloon becomes a bomb, and so on. This is the

first published set of rules for doing your friends in . . . with-

out hurting them. Includes scenario suggestions; dozens of

weapon simulators; and hints on keeping your game safe,

legal, and not TOO mind-boggling to the rest of the world!

KILLER is not for everybody - but If you want to test your

reflexes and ingenuity in a way no paper game ever will,

then this just may be for you.

Rulebook written by Steve Jackson. $5.00 in stores, or

$5.50 by mall direct.

GAME DESIGN:
Everything you ever wanted to ask about game design

(but didn't know where to start). This authoritative book
covers the field from both the theoretical/mathematical

viewpoint and the practical angle. The general theory and

history of warganting lead into a detailed nuts-and-bolts

discussion of combat, terrain, mapping and movement, com-

ponent design, professional play testing techniques, and more.

A special chapter covers role-playing game design.

GAME DESIGN is co-authored by two authorities in

the field, Nick Schuessler is publisher of the iconoclastic

Journal of WWII Wargaming and has taught a University of

Texas-sponsored course in wargame design. Steve Jackson is

Direct-mail prices above include postage, Texas residents please add .

pay the postage. Checks or money orders only — no cash, please. Send orders

Theory and Practice
designer and/or publisher of several best-selling games.

Whether you're interested in “simulation/' “playability,” or

both, this book covers what you need to know. Much of this

material originally appeared in The Space Gamer
,
but has

been extensively revised and updated, with new material added

(including a full bibliography).

An invaluable aid for the professional or semi-professional

designer . . . for the serious hobbyist who wants to revise his

favorite game . . , for the Game Master building a fantasy

world ... or as a play aid for the gamer looking for back-

ground material and strategy hints.

S5.00 in your hobby shop, or $5.50 by mail direct,

% sales tax . TSG subscribers - order on your mailer cover form and well

d TO. Box 18957-T, Austin, TX 78760.
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SF Character Contest Results
Our June contest invited readers to

submit Traveller statistics and data up

to three heroes or villains of science fic-

tion literature. As usual when the contest

is Traveller-related, there were less than

thirty entries, but almost ail of them were

good.

The winner was Richard Bartucci. He

picked three good characters from lesser-

known (but still solid) backgrounds, and

wrote them up in standard Citizens of the

Imperium format:

Captain Bob Schuster

99AB87
Age: 46

8 Terms

Credits 65,000

Space Mining and Maritime Trouble-

shooter,

Leader-3, Vacc-1, Navigation-4, Pilot-1

,

Bribe-2, Admin-3, Jack of All Trades-3,

Streetwise-3,

As long as colonies are planted on

worlds with oceans, there will be a need

for skilled mariners, and as long as new

star systems* asteroid belts are exploited

for the raw materials to build them,

specialists in zero-G mining and manu-

facturing will be required.

This hard-bitten saltwater sailorman is

unique in having experience in both areas*

Employed by a large supranational ship-

ping and mining combine as trouble-

shooter and triggerman, his outspokenly

critical way with government meddling

and his penchant for antagonizing his

own corporate hierarchy keep him

shifting about on various unpleasant

assignments. His skill in handling subor-

dinates and his uncanny knack for

finding solutions to the knottiest prob-

lems, however, make him too valuable to

fire — if only because the competition

would snap him up in an instant.

Pragmatic and sometimes abrasive with

incompetence, he can be sociable if en-

countered en route from one system to

another, and he can sometimes be found

commanding a cargo ship (the nautical

kind) on a colony world. Most of the

time, however, he will be engaged in the

tough task of shaking down a problem-

plagued asteroid mining operation.

(From Captain Empirical by Sam

Nicholson, 1979.)

A s-A -Shade-0fPurple-Grey
355DE9
Age: 66

6 Terms

Credits 83,500

Scout-Explorer, Writer, and Inadver-

tent Magician.

Pilot- 1, Electronics-5, Navigation-],

Computer-4, Medic-2, Liaison-minus-2*.

Single-minded in his pursuit of infor-

mation on new worlds, this well-meaning

but sometimes bumbling Scout seems to

have an unfortunate propensity for antag-

onizing the inhabitants of the primitive

planets he visits.

Trained as a biochemist and skilled as

a writer of popular fiction and science for

the non-scientist, he returns from his

(usually-solitary) missions only to at-

tend book promotions and major con-

ventions of the Travellers* Aid Society.

*If a company of adventurers includ-

ing Purple should encounter a group of

low-tech sophonts, it is likely that his

“negative skill” in Liaison will, in spite of

his best intentions, almost invariably

cause him to insult and infuriate the na-

tives; it is left to the referee’s discretion

to determine the results of this unfor-

tunate characteristic.

(From The Flying Sorcerors by David

Gerrold & Larry Niven, 1971.)

Jack Holloway

988A88
Age: ? (Old, but going strong . * . )

Gemstone Miner

Air/Raft-3, Liaison-3f Jack of All

Trades-4, Survival-3, Gun Combat (Rifle)-

5, Gun Combat (Pisto135.

Self-sufficient and experienced in

opening up dozens of new colony worlds,

this tough character is currently working

a solo mining claim deep in the wilder-

lands of a planet in the Spinward

Marches.

Adept at contact with extraterrestrials,

he has a family of small (ca* 30cm. tall)

autochthons living with him at his base

camp. These little furry bipeds are tool-

using forest-dwellers, intelligent but very

low - tech (pale olithic -e quivalen t)
,
amiable

and outgoing. While timid in their natural

habitat., “Pappy Jack’s” friends are famil-

iar with humans, sometimes to the point

of getting into things too delicate or too

dangerous to permit their tinkering. The

average characteristics of an adult are

1 874 1 1 (on human scale). Roll 1 D+3 for

number*

If threatened, the bipeds will fight as a

co-ordinated team using metal weapons

made for them by their Terrohuman

friend, consisting of a steel shaft with a

knobkerrie on one end and a blade at the

other. The latter can be used for stabbing

or slashing.

Holloway is extremely touchy when

one of his charges is endangered or when

he is threatened himself* Quick on the

draw and deadly with projectile firearms,

he is not one to cross lightly (“Last time

anybody pulled a gun on (him), they call-

ed it suicide* ”).

At any time, Holloway may carry on

his person up to 80,000 Credits In uncut

gemstones (roll 1D+2 and multiply the

result by 10,000 Credits).

(From Little Fuzzy and Fuzzy Sapiens

by H* Beam Piper, 1962 and 1964*)

Any of these three characters is the

sort that a Traveller ref would have no

trouble working into a standard scenario,

and any of them would be interesting

game material*

Second place went to Gary E. Reilly,

for his description of the two lead charac-

ters from Hammer's Slammers. Created

by author David Drake, the Slammers are

a crack armored force whose services are

for sale to the highest bidder* As such,

they could appear in a campaign — and

they might well be involved in the Fifth

Frontier War now in progress* If Gary had

written up some stats on their heavy

equipment, he would have come in first—

but refs can supply that for themselves

with a little work.

Colonel Alois Hammer
Strength B Intelligence B
Dexterity C Education 9

Endurance E Social Standing D
Traveller Rank 5

Skills: Pistol-3, Tactics-3, Leader-4,

Admin istration-2, Streetwise-2, Heavy

Weapons-2, Survival-3.

Colonel Hammer is widely known as

the commander of the highly successful

mechanized mercenary force commonly

known as Hammer’s Slammers. On and

off the battlefield, his tactical and strate-

gic expertise has earned him a reputation

as one of the best mercenary leaders in

this section of the Imperium* Once he has

accepted a contract, Hammer uses what-

ever means necessary to fulfill it, even

though some of his tactics have been

judged excessive by his critics. A man of

great self-determination, Hammer is

strongly dedicated to those who serve

under him. In turn, loyalty by his troops



goes beyond all expectations (as seen by

his high Social Standing)-

Alois Hammer possesses a trim, hour-

glass figure that has been toughened by

his military experience. Except when ab-

solutely required by protocol, his dress

consists of simple
j
but functional battle-

field dress. Hammer's personal weapon is

the 1cm powerpistol (treat as small ver-

sion of the PGMP-14, 8D damage),

Joachim Steuben

Strength A Intelligence A
Dexterity E Education 8

Endurance C Social Standing 5

Skills: Pistol-6, Survival-4, Streetwise-

J

Joachim Steuben is Alois Hammer's

right-hand man and chief confidant. At

first, his immaculate dress and boyish-

slim figure may mislead people. Behind

his nearly feminine features, Steuben

maintains a fierce and fatal personality.

His intense loyalty to Hammer verges on

fanaticism. Anyone offering even the

slightest perceived insult or danger to

Hammer will become the target of

Steuben's hatred.

Steuben's combination of speed (Dex-

terity E) and gun accuracy (Pistol-6)

make him a fatal enemy. His preferred

weapon is a superbly crafted 1cm power-

pistol. He is said to obtain pin-point ac-

curacy at extreme ranges (in excess of

one kilometer) with this gun. Imperial

psyche-pro files classify Steuben as ex-

tremely dangerous and to be handled

with caution at all times.

Colonel Alois Hammer and his Stam-

mers provide an excellent band of mer-

cenaries for inclusion in any Traveller

campaign. He may be willing to con-

tract the Stammer's services to a player-

character or may be actively seeking fresh

recruits for his force. Unfortunate, in-

deed, is any player character who would

come in direct conflict with the Stammers

or their commander.

An honorable mention goes to Robert

Weissinger for his tongue-in-cheek entry,

based on Douglas Adams' A Hitchhiker’s

Guide to the Galaxy. This material is

probably too strange for many referees
}

and would require a good deal of interpo-

lation before it could be used . . . but if

you like Monty Python D&D adventures,

you'll LOVE a “Hitchhiker” game of

Traveller.

Zaphod Beebelbrox

UPP 897442
Age: 200 years — physical: 30 years

Skills: Con-3 * Forgery-2, Streetwise

-

2, Hypo-Gun-2, Gambling-2, Hitchhiker-

1, Towel-1*, Pilot-/.

Beeblebrox, the ex-president of the

Galaxy, is being searched for by the

Galaxy's Police for stealing the Heart of

Gold
,

the Infinite Improbability Drive

prototype ship, {More data later,) There-

fore, any contact with another ship will

cause Zaphod to turn tail and run on a

roil of 5+, DM +3 if Imperial Navy Ship,

-1 for every level of Streetwise and Hitch-

hiker any one character aboard has. His

most outstanding features are his two

heads and three arms. In his third hand,

which he always keeps in his pocket, he

carries a Hypo-Gun (see Paranoia Press'

Merchants and Merchandise ), He has a

very large stash of anagathics, explaining

his long lifespan. He also carries several

doses of Combat Drug.

Ford Prefect

UPP 777863

Age: 32
Skills: Hitchhiker-3 *

t
Towel-3 * Street-

wise-2, Pilot-V*.

Ford Prefect is a researcher for The

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
,
who,

along with his friend Arthur Dent, man-

ages to escape from the Earth moments

before it is demolished to make way for a

Hyperspace bypass. In his possession is

the Guidebook, an electronic device which

gives information (sometimes wildly inac-

curate) about the galaxy; a Sub-Ether

Sens-o-Matie, a device used to signal ships

to try and hitch a ride; and, most impor-

tantly, a towel.

Arthur Dent

UPP 687552
Age: 30 years

Skills: Towel-

L

Arthur is only a highly confused per-

son trying to make some sense of a very

confusing galaxy. He knows only the bar-

est minimum knowledge needed to sur-

vive in the universe, and therefore he is

constantly referring to the Hitchhiker’s

Guide,

*New Skills:

Con: Basically, the ability to pull a

fast one, i.e,, selling the Brooklyn Bridge,

selling used spaceships, etc. To see if a

con scheme works, the referee rolls 2D vs,

the mark's Intelligence — the Con level of

the Conner. If the roll is equal to or high-

er than this number, the con has worked,

but on a 12, the con was discovered.

Hitchhiker: Basic knowledge in how to

hitch a ride aboard spaceships. The base

roll is determined by the referee for a

chance of getting aboard, and is modified

thusly: DM+1 for each level of Hitchhik-

er, +2 if ride is intersystem, -5 if no Hitch-

hiking ability, -1 for every additional per-

son taken. If the modified roll on 2D is

the base or higher, you get on.

Towel: Knowledge of the proper utili-

zation of that item which is most useful

5
to a hitchhiker — a towel. In combat,

treat as a club for range and armor modi-

fiers, A towel does ID+i damage, and

each time the target is hit, he must make

a saving throw (3D vs. Endurance). Fail-

ing causes unconsciousness for 2-12 (2D)

minutes. For more uses of a towel, check

The Hitchhiker 's Guide to the Galaxy.

Gadgets, Ships
,
and Robots

The Hitchhiker s Guide to the Galaxy

Cost: Cr 50

This is a very important item for galac-

tic hitchhikers, because it helps them to

make sense of a confusing universe. Its

best selling points are its low cost, and

the words “Don't Panic" imprinted on

the cover. It is with this that the referee

can give information to the player, though

it won't always be right.

Infinite Improbability Ship Heart of

Gold

High Guard Statistics: YZ-K2*°ZZFI-

000050-00000-0

Mass: 10,000 Tons

Cost: 1,000 GCr
Passengers: 4; Low: 0; Cargo: 200 Tons

Fuel: 300 Tons; Agility: Z
Yes, that's right This ship has infinite-

jump and maneuver-Z. The jump drive,

in this case, is the Infinite Improbability

Drive, which basically allows a ship to

jump between the stars almost instantane-

ously, but there is always the chance of

mis-jumps (roll 11+, no DMs for each

jump). The computer is designed to basi-

cally run the ship by itself. It has a hap-

py, cheerful personality, and answers to

the name of “Eddie,” This ship is Tech

Level 18.

Marvin, the Paranoid Android

Cost: 5 MCr
Type IV chassis and leg propulsion

units

Bask Sensor Package, Voder/Vocoder

unit

Large robotic brain

Programming: Pilot-2, Navigator-2,

Manic-Depressive / Paranoid personality,

and a telepathic package allowing for

Probe ability.

This should be enough for most refer-

ees to start with. Share and enjoy!

The May contest invited readers to de-

sign Combine light units for Ogre/G.E. V.

Reluctantly, we're going to have to invoke

our “no winners” clause . . the response

was relatively small, and none of the de-

signs we received seemed both workable

and futuristic. We got some pretty good

“Buck Rogers” ideas, and several rework-

ed M-60s - but that wasn't really what

we were after. So it goes.
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Sword’s man
By timothy Zahn

If I had to do it over again, I think I

would have followed the advice my first

warmaster gave me many years ago: never,

never

;

buy anything from a wandering

wizard*

Don't get me wrong, now — except for

a few rotten fm fruit, wandering wizards

are pretty much honest, helpful sorts

who are perfectly harmless unless you

spit in their eyes or forget to bow the

requisite number of times or something.

Melc-sa-fae was one of these upstanding

types. And the sword itself is exactly as de-

scribed: one black-hilled falchion, djinn-

possessed, length and weight somewhat

variable. A good bargain . . * probably—
I suppose Pd better start at the begin-

ning* It was in early summer, as I was

coming back from the sack of Trel Cas-

tle with the fifteen thousand gold pieces

that was my fair share of the loot. (Well,

maybe a little more than my share; but

I was the one who had had to clear out

that dungeon, after all.) Fifteen thousand

gold pieces weigh a lot. Pd ruined one

horse already and was fast losing a second

when I came upon Melc-sa-fae the wizard*

He was sitting under a tree singing

quietly to himself — or so I thought until

I saw the griffin sitting enchanted in the

branches over his head. At first 1 figured

the wizard was using a spell to keep the

beast at bay — if s sure what I would have

been doing — but as I came closer I saw it

shift its wings slightly and realized Melc-

sa-fae was simply using the griffin as a

mobile sunshade*

I was just starting to pass him by,

keeping a wary eye on the griffin, when

he opened his eyes. “Greetings to thee,

Warrior," he said. “Come and tell me
where thou art bound."

Knowing better than to refuse, and

glad of a rest anyway, 1 went over. “1

am called Conakar of Masaar, noble

Wizard,” I said, bowing five times — the

number of silver stars spangled on his belt*

He moved his arm slightly, uncovering the

sixth star; hastily, I bowred again, “I seek

no particular land, only adventure
”

“And wealth, too,” he said, eying my
horse's burden. “I am Melc-sa-fae, Wizard

Sixth Rank. Dost thou intend to travel

far with thy plunder?”

I was pulling the heavy bags off the

horse and letting them thump to the

ground. “Fd hoped to at least get it to

Borsil, where I could buy gems or some-

thing else a little easier to carry.”

“There arc many thieves between here

and Borsil ” the wizard rumbled. “Against

them even a powerful adventurer might

have great difficulty.”

Fd already worried some about that

without coming up with any good an-

swers. “1 don't suppose you'd be willing

to accompany me for a proper fee."

He shook his head, “My path lies in a

different direction. But perchance I may

aid thee in another way."

Reaching into the pack that lay at his

side, he produced an ordinary-looking

black-hilled falchion - ordinary-looking,

that is, until he drew it from its scabbard

and 1 saw the distinctive mirror-finished

blade.
“

'Tis a djinn sword ” he identi-

fied it unnecessarily, handing it to me.

Fd never actually held a djinn sword

before, and I felt both exhilarated and a

little scared as I swung it back and forth

a few times. It was amazingly light, and

didn't seem like it would pack much

punch. I said so and Melc-sa-fae smiled,

“Try it on yon limb," he suggested,

pointing to a branch as thick as my thigh.

I took a swing, and damn near severed

t]ie branch completely. Just before the

impact, the sword suddenly got a whole

lot heavier, and the extra weight drove

it two-thirds through tire branch with

ease*

“Fm impressed ”
I said. The sword

came out of the branch easily, too.
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“The djinn can also change the length

and breadth somewhat” Melc-sa-fae said,

which explained why it had been so easy

to withdraw.
“ ’Twould be extraordinary

protection for thee

1 rubbed my chin, I was sick of always

being on the receiving end of enchanted

weaponry, and djinn swords were suppos-

ed to be effective against a wide range of

magical spells, as well “How much do

you want for it?” I asked,
"

’Tis a most valuable instrument

he said thoughtfully, probably trying to

estimate how much I had in my bags,

“But for a truly noble adventurer 1 would

ask a mere seventeen thousand gold

pieces,”

I slid the sword back in its sheath,

drew it experimentally, and made a face.

“Thirteen ”
1 offered.

We eventually settled on fourteen

thousand seven hundred, plus the horse

and my old sword. Even at that it was a

hell of a deal, and as 1 walked away leav-

ing him under his griffin I wondered why

he’d been so eager to deal. Probably just

liked my face, I decided.

“So, you’re going to take me on

adventures, huh?” the sword said in a

tinny voice as we topped the first hill.

Not being used to my equipment talk-

ing to me, I jumped. “Uh. yes,” I told it,

feeling a little strange.

“Great,” it said. “Old Melc-sa-fae’s

too sedate for my tastes. Oh, by the way,

my name’s Whehalken — he forgot to in-

troduce us. Where are we going First?”

“Oh, I don’t know. I seek no particu-

lar land —”

“Yeah, I heard that part already. Silly

way to run a business, if you ask me ”

1 bristled, “I didn’t actu—

”

“Why don’t you go after particular

targets?” Whehalken went on as if I

hadn’t spoken, “The haunted cave at

Toulerec, say, or the Westfalren treasure,

or even the Jewels of Horrere.”

“Forget Horrere,” Fd heard stories

about the Jewels, and about what was

guarding them, and I wanted no part of

that. But the Westfalren thing sounded

interesting. “What’s this Westfalren trea-

sure?”

“It’s supposed to be a large pile of

gold and jewels bound up with a fire

djinn and guarded by a few basilisks and

may be a were tiger or two,”

“Great,” I growled. “That’s all, huh?

Just how big an expedition are you plan-

ning. anyway?”

“Just you and me.” He sounded sur-

prised. “I thought you were a big, power-

ful warrior. You afraid of a few basilisks?”

“Let’s say I’m cautious. I wrant to live

long enough to enjoy any treasure 1 find

- it’s a personality quirk.”

Whehalken snorted, I’d never heard a

sword snort before, but he managed it.

“Oh, for — Maybe we ought to attack a

greengrocer, then. Safer,”

“All right, knock it off!” I snapped.

“Until someone dies and you’re appoint-

ed king, just keep your mou- just keep

quiet,”

“Well, 1 don’t know why you bought

me if you’re not going to listen to my ad-

vice,” he muttered.

He had a point, Djinn swords were

supposed to be basically truthful - ex-

cept wraithers, which always have red

blades - and they did seem to have pri-

vate ways of learning things, f thought

about it for two more hills before speak-

ing again. “So you think we can take

Westfalren, eh?”

Silence. “Whehalken, are you there?”

I asked tentatively, tapping the hilt with

my right fingernail.

“You told me to keep quiet,” he said

petulantly. “Make up your mind,”

“Look 1 took a deep breath and

swallowed my irritation, “All right, yes,

1 want your advice. Really.”

“Ye all, I think we can take it,” he said

briskly, changing moods with the speed

of a unicorn’s parry, I began to wonder if

he’d been faking the grumpiness. “It’s

about four days’ journey away, west and

a little north of here. We take the north

branch when this road splits a few miles

ahead.”

“Well ... I suppose we can at least go

and take a look around.”

“Sure ” he agreed. “You can always

back out then if you want.”

I didn’t say anything. But I was begin-

ning to wonder if Whehalken had been

such a good bargain after all.

^ ^ $

“Last I knew the Kagan Pentalas

owned all this territory. Fancies himself

a warrior and a wizard, but isn’t much

good as either. You going to ask for lodg-

ing?"

“I sure don’t want to stay out here all

night.” I’d been keeping an eye on the

woods that bordered our path, and had

caught glimpses of large animals that I

had no desire to meet by moonlight,

djinn sword or no. “Why; don’t you trust

him?”
“Who, me? We spirits aren’t in the

trusting business, Conakar. When we get

trusting we get locked into swords and

treasures and stuff.” He sounded bitter.

“Oh.” I couldn’t think of anything

else to say.

We reached the manor house a four-

story bastard -castle sort of monstrosity —

before it got really dark. 1 didn't much

care for the doorwarder’s looks, but be

welcomed me courteously enough and

conducted me inside to meet the Kagan

Pentalas. Fortunately, Whehalken didn’t

say anything, and except for a sort of

strangled choke halfway down the hall, I

didn’t hear a peep out of him.

Pentalas had done his formal chamber

as a miniature of the throne room at Bag-

datliida Major, and I had to admit he

looked rather impressive seated there on

his fan-shaped chair, a stylized roc head

peering over each shoulder.

“So, Conakar, what brings you to the

modest demesne of Wesgard?” he asked

in a rumbling voice after we’d exchanged

names and he’d offered me a bed for the

night,

“I seek adventure, noble Kagan ”
I

told him. “Adventure, and perhaps a bit

of wealth,”

His eyes narrowed fractionally, and i

instantly regretted saying anything about

wealth. A second-rate wizard, Whehalken

Nightfall found us about half a mile

from one of the ugliest manor houses I’d

ever seen.

“Who owns this place?” 1 asked Whe-

halken as we trudged toward it through

the light undergrowth which was all that

remained of our branch of the road.

had called him; but the more I looked

around the throne room the less I believed

that. The carved wooden ceiling- beams

were far too heavy to be held up by their

narrow wall connections alone, the five

gold-and-crystal chandeliers glowed bright-

ly without benefit of candles, and some
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of the statues lining the walls were

following me with their eyes. The whole

place stank of enchantment. And if that

wasn’t enough, the ten or eleven retainers

who were lined up around the walls

looked slightly trollish and extremely

mean. The last thing I wanted Pentalas to

think was that 1 was going treasure-

hunting on his property. “Actually, Fm
on my way to win the Westfalren treasure,”

I added hastily,

“I see.” He didn't seem particularly

relieved, “You are a brave man indeed to

venture such a quest alone. Or do you

have powers of which 1 am unaware?”

“Tell him your great-uncle buried the

treasure, so you’ve got a legitimate

claim ” Whehalken murmured un expect-

edly, just loud en ought for me to hear.

“I have the power of rightful claim
”

1 told Pentalas loftily. “My great-uncle

originally owned the hoard

“Ah? But possession is usually more

telling than rightful claims ,” the Kagan

pointed out,

Whehalken whispered something else.

“I am willing to dispute that” I said,

again following the sword's suggestions,

“Justice will overtake all despoilers in the

end.”

There was a slight murmur from the

men along the walls - and not one of

admiration. Casually glancing around, I

noticed with some uneasiness that four of

the retainers had drifted closer to the

double doors that were the room’s only

visible exit. 1 wondered what the hell was

going on — were they siding with the

djinn and basilisks at Westfalren?

Pen talas broke into my thoughts. “1

sense another power about you; an en-

chantment or other sorcery. Have you

perchance a magic blade?”

“Of a sort,” I said. If they liked djinns

and basilisks , , . “My blade is djinn -

possessed.”

It was like someone had cast a spell . .

.

or maybe someone did. Suddenly the ten-

sion in the room was thick enough to

brace battlements with. I’d been right

about the trollish looks, after all — and

trolls do not like djinns. I was beginning

to sweat heavily, and it was all I could do

to keep my hands peacefully at my sides,

Pentalas leaned forward, a glint in his

eye. “Interesting,” he murmured. “Per-

haps you would allow me to see it,”

I reached slowly to my belt with my
left hand, thinking furiously. I didn’t

dare draw Whehalken — an action like

that could be misinterpreted even under

the best of conditions, which these

weren’t. But with a dozen unfriendlies

around me, I didn’t want to hand over

my only sword, either. “Perhaps in the

morning I can give you a full demonstra-

tion of his abilities ”
l suggested lamely.

“That would best be done outside, in the

daylight.”

Slowly he leaned back again, the glint

still in his eyes, “Very well,” he rum-

bled. “But you must be tired. Harbrec

will show you to your room.”

I bowed low, glad to be leaving.

“Thank you, 0 Kagan Pentalas —

”

And without missing a beat Whehal-

ken chimed in, “ — usurper of the throne

of Wesgard ” he added, duplicating my
voice exactly,

Pentalas leaped to his feet with a roar,

snatching his sword from its sheath. As

if that was the signal they’d been waiting

for, the others drew their own weapons

and charged.

“Wait a second!” I yelled over the

trollish battle cries. “I didn’t — Whehal-

ken, why the hell -”

“Would you rather have been murdered

in your sleep?” he snapped. “Draw, will

you? Pentalas is practically on top of

you.”

He was, too, bearing down on me with

a fire-tinged blade that had to be a shaped

elemental. Even as 1 yanked Whehalken

out I knew there was nothing I could say

that would stop the Kagan’s attack. He

must really be a usurper to be this mad, I

realized, and I wondered what the hell

Whehalken was trying to do.

Pentalas was almost imrange, his sword

already starting its downward sweep

when I finally moved, feinting left and

then leaping right. Pentalas didn't fall for

it; his sweep shifted angle to aim direct-

ly toward my skull. I whipped Whehalken

up to block - and saw, too late, the bod-

kin in Pentalas’s left hand arcing for my
side. I braced myself to twist aside — and

just then our swords met.

Hiere was a flash of fire and a screech

that froze my blood and nearly drowned

Pentalas’ bellow. He jerked back, looking

dazed, half of a dull gray sword clutched

in his hand. With some small hope of re-

trieving the situation, I gave him the flat

of my blade instead of chopping his head

off. Spinning around to face the charging

part -trolls, I threw my arms straight

up over my head. “Stop!” I shouted , . .

and as my arms reached full extension

Whehalken flew out of my hand.

I'm a swordsman; I've been handling

blades since my fifth birthday, and I do

not lose hold of them in mid-battle. Even

as I dived for the throne where I had seen

Pentalas’ bodkin go skittering I knew
what had happened; Whehalken had

pulled his size-changing trick with the

hilt. Whehalken had deserted me, deliber-

ately.

I grabbed the bodkin in my left hand

- my own dagger was now in my right —

and spun around, pressing my back to the

throne. At least it would be quick, I told

myself bitterly. The howling part-trolls,

the scent of blood already beclouding

their minds, would reach me in seconds;

and with my dying breath I would curse

Whehalken and his treachery. For all the

good that would do.

And then, without warning, there was

a sudden thunderous clatter and an ear-

splitting scream, and the whole ceiling

collapsed above us.

I woke up, probably no more than a

few minutes later, with a throbbing head-

ache. Levering myself in stages to a sitting

position, I peered around me at the dar-

kened room - darkened because the

chandeliers had gone out and the only

light came from a handful of high win-

dows.

The room was a mess. Beams and bro-

ken crystal lay everywhere. Underneath

them, at various places, lay unmoving

forms, I stayed where 1 was until I could

account for Pentalas and ail Iris troops,

and then got carefully to my feet. “You

okay, Conakar?” Whehalken
5

s voice came

from across the floor, “Come over here

and get me, will you? I’m stuck into one

of the beams.”

“Sure I will,” I growled as sarcastically

as I could, “Great idea. It'll give you

another chance to kill me,”

“Don’t be ridiculous. I saved your life



— or could you have handled all those

fighters yourself?”

That was a good point. But — “No,

but it was your fault they attacked me

in the first place* You and that stupid

insult — in my voice, yet *”

“Well, he did usurp the demesne, or

so Tve heard

“Who cares'! You didn’t have to goad

them like that!”

“I did if you want the Westfairen

treasure* It’s downstairs.”

“And that stuff — what? The treasure?

How do you know?”
“Pentalas left the fire djinn in the

hoard when he brought it back, probably

pretty recently* I sensed it when we came

in”

“So that stuff about being the rightful

heir was just to make them nervous, huh?”

I was still mad, but the logic of the

scheme was getting a lot clearer. “But

why couldn’t you have waited until I’d

at least had a night’s sleep?”

“Because they were all together in this

room” Whehalken explained patiently.

“They might not have been all here in the

morning.”

“So? Oh the ceiling.” I craned my
head upwards and winced. “How’d you

do it?”

“Simple, Like I said, Pentalas is — was

— a rotten wizard. Most of Ms impressive

magic was done by captured spirits. I just

released the ones holding up the ceiling

and lighting the chandeliers and down it

all came. I figured you’d be safe enough

there by the throne or I'd have yelled a

warning,”

“Thanks. You were almost right.”

“Sorry. Well, come on - all we have to

do is go downstairs and release the tire

djinn and the treasure’s yours.”

Clutching the back of my head, I

stumbled through the wreckage toward

Whehalken *s voice. It couldn’t be this

easy, I told myself.

But it was*

* * *

With the aid of a stunted cartage-dragon

we found chained up in the stable, we got

the treasure - minus flame djinn - to

Borsil, where I sold the whole lot for a

horse, extra armor and supplies, and some

very fine gems* I’d planned to go next to

Ezaleh, but Whehalken has heard rumors

of a treasure buried at the foot of a per-

manent waterspout somewhere south of

Jal. We argued about it some, but in the

end I gave in. After all, Whehalken does

seem to know what he’s doing.

Which bothers me just a bit ,

,

.

Sure, Whehalken
S

s explanation of the

Pentalas affair fits the facts well enough;

and he did get me a lot of treasure with

ridiculously little effort* But I can’t

throw the feeling that he wasn’t really

doing any of it for me, that saving my

neck may have been merely a way of

accomplishing his real goal. You see, I

keep remembering his bitterness when

talking about trapped spirits like himself,

and the fact that in getting me the West-

fairen treasure he managed to liberate

eight of them, counting the elemental in

Pen talas’ s sword* That’s a lot of spirits

for a single night’s work . * . especially

since he didn’t have to free the chandelier

spirits to get me out of that jam.

A bound spirit sword is created in the man-

ner you would expect — by conjuring a spirit

and binding it into a blade. The creator must be

able to conjure or summon the creature involv-

ed, and must perform the following spells:

Enchant an Item, Trap the Soul, Limited Wish,

and Permanency. Bound spirits are powerful,

but always somewhat contrary,

A bound spirit sword has the same align-

ment as the spirit* It has an intelligence equal to

the spirit's, and an ego equal to its wisdom (roll

3d6 unless otherwise specified). If it speaks, it

can use any language normal for that creature.

In effect, a bound spirit is an NPC controll-

ed by the DM* It may not actively seek its own

release, but may complain as much as it likes,

or try to dominate its owner. If a spirit blade is

broken, the spirit is released.

Demon & Devil Blades

These are almost as dangerous .as cursed

blades. They do not convey all the powers of

the spirit involved, since it must be weakened

to be bound. Demon blades are dull black, and

warm to touch. Devil blades arc shiny black and

icy cold* Both kinds communicate telepath-

ically.

A blade from a Type I-1 1 1 demon or lesser

devil is +1. A blade from a Type IV-Vi demon
or greater devil is +2* There are. rumors of

blades made by binding demon lords and arch

devils, but they are probably just rumors.

Either kind of blade will allow the owner to

Detect Good and use Infravision. Also, it will

convey a degree of magic resistance equal to the

spirit's* In addition, demon blades have the

power to create darkness in a radius of 15 feet.

(The bearer can see through the darkness.)

Devil blades can create fear in any being struck

(save as against wands).

Demon and devil swrords are sometimes

given to evil characters as part of a pact, or re-

ward for services rendered. They lie freely, and

will always try to dominate their wield ers.

Djinn Blades

Djinn are perhaps the most agreeable of

bound spirits, Djinn blades appear highly pol-

ished, gleaming like mirrors. They can speak

any language*

Djinn blades are +2* They can create matter,

whirlwinds, and illusions like a djinn* They en-

able their owners to become invisible, but not

to fight in that form*
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But even if Tm right, I suppose I really

don’t have any reason to complain. As

long as Whehalken protects me and helps

me get rich, it’s none of my business what

sort of private quest he wants to pursue.

But it’s sort of embarrassing to find my-

self acting as a glorified cartage-dragon

for a sword. I hope I can keep anyone

else from finding out - I have a reputa-

tion to consider.

Anyway, I guess I know now why

Melc-sa-fae was so eager to sell me the

sword. And I think that the next time 1

meet a wizard on the road Til just keep

walking*

Djinn never lie. They will never intentionally

betray a master of the same alignment, though

they may trick him into serving their own in-

terests* Also, their judgment is not perfect; they

can get their masters in trouble accidentally.

Efreet Blades

Efreet blades are froward and sometimes

dangerous. They shine like djinn blades, but

with a reddish cast, and are warm to touch.

In battle, they appear as flaming swords* They

can speak any language,

Efreet blades are +2; against cold-using crea-

tures and undead, they are +4, Damage taken

from an efreet blade counts as fire damage for

purposes of regeneration. They can detect

magic, create illusions, and create a wall of fire

as can an efreet. They enable their users to

become invisible* but. not to fight in that. form.

Efreets cannot tell a literal lie, though they

often distort the truth* They treat owners of

any alignment equally insolently.

Elemental Blades

An elemental must be weakened to be

bound at all, so these blades are not as power-

ful as the others. However, they are dumb, and

relatively easy to control. Elemental blades are

+ 1. They do not communicate*

Eire blades are red -grey and hot to touch.

They are +3 versus cold-using creatures and un-

dead* Damage taken from a fire blade counts as

fire damage for purposes of regeneration.

Water blades are blue-grey* They enable

their users to breathe water and move freely

through water.

Earth blades are granite-grey. They can be

used to tunnel through earth at 5 feet a minute,

or through rock at 1 foot a minute.

Air blades are silvery grey. They enable the

owner to fly at 18" a turn.

Invisible Stalker Blades

When seen, these appear vague and trans-

lucent* They can speak, mostly to curse and

give insult.

An invisible stalker blade is +2. It enables

the user to become invisible and to attack in

that form, also to Detect Invisible and to track

as a 5 th level ranger*

Invisible stalkers are generally obedient but

obnoxious. They make no secret of their dis-

pleasure with their owners and with things in

general.

Bound Spirit Blades in D&D
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FEATURED REVIEW:

§>uiorii®Jjrust
by Forrest Johnson

Recipe for an excellent computer

game: Start with an adventure/dialog pro-

gram — you Open Box, Get Sword. Attack

Monster, and so on. Add some features of

an FRP game* You have a “character”

with “characteristics.” He can get tired

and rest, or be wounded and then healed.

The piece de resistance — your character

is reusable. He can be transferred from

adventure to adventure, read directly

from one disk to another, complete with

equipment, gold and experience.

This is SWORDTHRUST, the creation

of Donald Brown. His name is familiar to

those who have played Eamon, But

SWORDTHRUST is a commercial effort,

and is more complete than the earlier

game.

The System

Each weapon has a base chance to hit,

and deals a variable amount of damage (a

sword does 1 d8
,
a mace id4). Shields and

armor absorb damage, but reduce your

chance to hit. Neither shield nor armor

can absorb damage indefinitely, but it’s

hard to tell how much punishment one

will take.

Each weapon, and spell, counts as a

skill to be learned separately. There are

also skills for parrying, using a weapon

left-handed and wearing armor without

DX penalty. Successful use of a skill may
Improve your level of ability.

Combat is straightforward. Fight or flee

is your main option. However, you can

also throw a spell, pick up a dropped wea^

pon, or simply rest a turn.

Charisma

Of course, “friends” are no help in fig-

uring out a puzzle adventure, and they do

require some upkeep — healing spells and

sometimes a gift of weapons. Also, your

small army disappears at the end of each

adventure, and you must start the next

one alone. But there are a lot of peculiar

effects:

In one adventure, described below,

Tuan made friends with a vampire. It

watched amiably while Tuan looted its

treasury, and as he made “friends” of

Arthur Godaiming and Mina Marker.

(Don't ask.) It helped kill a number of

monsters which weren’t impressed with

Tuan's charisma, and watched while Tuan

took their treasure for himself. Later Tu-

an, with his “friends” present, was told

he would have to kill the vampire to com-

plete his quest. This did not seem to alarm

the vampire at all. However, when Tuan

gave it a gold coin, it became furious and

attacked him. (It was pounded flat.)

This weirdness is explained in the rules,

but I think the programmer could have

handled tilings better. I have never met

anyone who let me have his bank account

simply because he liked my boyish good

looks. These “friends” should demand

wages or a share of the loot.

Much of SWORDTHRUST will seem

familiar to FRF gamers. When you boot

the master disk to create your first char-

acter, you see three characteristics —“har-

diness” (read ST), “agility” (read DX)
and “charisma” (read charisma). These

will range from I to 30. Charisma is the

most important of the three. In this game,

the greatest hero is he who makes his en-

emy his friend.

Your character starts with 200 g.p. and

can buy any of five kinds of weapons,

three kinds of armor, and two kinds of

shields. Ten magic spells are available;

most, are too expensive for beginning char-

acters. One can also visit a tavern and

pick up rumors, can buy some training, or

leave his money at the bank.

I learned the hard way that good cha-

risma is vital for SWORDTHRUST char-

acters. No matter how mighty a swords-

man, an adventurer won’t get far without

friends.

Monsters are either (1) hostile and at-

tack you, (2) neutral and ignore you, or

(3) friendly and follow you around, at-

tacking hostile monsters. A character with

high enough charisma can recruit a small

army at no expense.

Of course, this is factored into the ad-

ventures. Some monsters are friendlier

than others, and many of the hostile ones

can only be defeated by a small army.

This seems like a design flaw. My char-

acter, Tuan, with CHA 24 and a charm

spell, doesn't get to fight much anymore.

Weak Points

There are a number of flaws. The ab-

sence of graphics will bother some peo-

ple, (But not me; how much “graphics”

do you get with D&D?)
You have to bargain every time you

buy something. Bargaining can be dull. Td
rather be adventuring.

The encumbrance rules are a bit silly.

How come a guy with three suits of ar-

mor and six weapons is “lightly encum-

bered?” (On the other hand, how many
players really want to worry about encum-

brance?)

Lastly, there are a number of errors in

the otherwise commendable documenta-

tion.



Strategy

This is not a complicated game, but it

does take some strategy. Most of it is ob-

vious, but there are some tricks the design-

er may not have considered.

My central strategy is, I don
r

t play un-

less I have a decent character. It may be

possible to make your way in the world

with CHA 4, but I wouldn’t want to try.

There is a suicide routine to dispose of

really weak characters, but I have some-

times found it profitable to reboot the

program and take character generation

from the beginning. (Incidentally, the pro*

grammer could have eliminated this “strat-

egy” if he had opted for point allocation

instead of conventional dice-rolling as a

basis for character generation.)

I accept combat with discretion, avoid-

ing a “fair fight” like the place of honor

at a hanging. Who wants to be fair? If

threatened by multiple opponents, I flee.

Monsters pursue on a percentage basis,

but “friends” always flee with you. Using

this tactic, 1 can pick off monsters one at

a time. (The programmer could have made

things harder by having monsters move in

a group, or giving “friends” a chance of

fleeing in the wrong direction.)

1 wring every possible advantage out of

the program. For example, if you try to

move normally in a room with hostile

monsters, the program tells you that you

can’t. This amounts to a “free” way to

find out whether hostile monsters are

present; the other methods are dangerous.

These “strategies” would never get past

a DM, but they can be vital for a SWORD-
THRUST adventure.

The Testing Ground

Included on the master disk is “The

King’s Testing Ground,” an introductory

dungeon. It has much the same flavor as

the T&T solo adventures.

You may lose a few characters here at

first, but soon you will be running them

through blindfolded. It is just a way to

build up your characters; it has no other

function or theme.

There is a subroutine which excludes

experienced characters from the testing

ground.

The Yampyre Caves

The first “adventure supplement” re-

leased fox SWORDTHRUST is a puzzle

scenario. Your character has been victim-

ized by a vampire. Unless he finds some

way to remedy this lamentable condition,

he probably will not survive the next sun-

rise. In other words, you solve the puzzle

Designer's Notes
Currently, the most popular type of

computer game is the “adventure” game.

In It, the player directs the actions of a

single character. The character picks up

(and uses) various artifacts, slays mom
sters, and gathers gold. However, “adven-

ture” falls far short of true FRPing, with

combat-and-magic systems being laugh-

ably simple and inconsistent from one ad-

venture to the next. It was my desire to

write a game that came far closer to the

mark, SwordThrusf is what emerged, and

I think I succeeded.

The feature that separates SwordThrust

from most other games is that it automat-

ically stores your character on the diskette

between adventures. Most games have a

character’s life end when the adventure Is

finished, but a SwordThrust character will

develop and grow from one adventure to

the next.

A second nearly unique feature of

SwordThrust is a complete and complex

combat system (which is fully explained

in the player’s manual). All weapons are

divided into five classes (axe, bow, club,

spear, and sword), and every player has a

separate expertise level for each class.

Successfully using a weapon in a class in-

creases your experience IN THAT CLASS
ONLY.

The newest “feature” that some ad-

venture games have added is fancy high-

resolution graphics. The game is suppos-

edly much better if you actually see a

dungeon, not merely have it described to

you. It was a long and difficult decision,

but I chose not to use any graphics in my
adventure.
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or you die. This is not a nice, safe way to

pick up experience.

“Sunrise” is a good touch. The compu-

ter displays the game time (not real time)

with each update. At 6:00 a.m., the time

is displayed in reverse, and your character

starts weakening. This helps to keep you

from dawdling.

Like any adventure, this one can “wear

out.” It takes generations of characters to

solve the puzzle, and a real hero to get

through at all. But given these prerequi-

sites, it is childishly easy. There might be

some challenge in getting through with a

weak character, but I feel little urge to try.

SWORDTHRUST is not the best game

of its type; ifs the only. It has flaws, but

so does every milestone.

More adventures are promised. I cannot

think of any games I await more eagerly.

SWORDTHRUST (CE Software , 801

73rd St., Des Moines, IA 50312); $29.95.

48K disk for the Apple; DOS 3.3. Game

comes with 28-page t 5W* x 814** booklet,

bagged. One player; playing time 30-60

minutes. Adventure cannot be saved. (Sur-

viving characters can.) Published 1981

.

THE VAMPYRE CAVES (CE Soft-

ware); $24.95. 48K disk by DonaldBrown

for the Apple
f
DOS 3.3. One player; play-

ing time 1-3 hours. Can be saved. Publish-

ed 1981.

The first (though less important reason)

for going with mere descriptions is that

SwordThrust currently pushes at the edges

of the Apple’s limits. If I were to add pic-

tures, I would have to remove some of

the complexities of the game, and I was

very unwilling to do that.

But, far more importantly, I have seen

many of the graphics-based adventures,

and none of them approaches even a me-

dium-quality comic book, much less shows

Frazetta-ish pictures. This is not the fault

of the people who designed the games.

The hardware available today simply can*

not produce high-quality illustrations.

Given the choice between vivid descrip-

tions or bland illustrations, I chose the

descriptions.

For now, that is. The SwordThrust

products currently out were designed to

give us a great deal of freedom in the fu-

ture. We are experimenting with various

different formats of games, including dun-

geons that can handle whole parties enter-

ing together, two-computer dungeons that

pit two players against each other, fantasy

wargames (where your character’s gold

equips your army), and even capabilities

for designing your own adventures! With

SwordThrust, we may finally have a uni-

verse that truly has no limits.

— Donald Brown
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DEUS EX MACHINA
Adventure Programs
If you're lucky enough to own or have

access to an Apple II computer, you have

available a dungeon master who will prove

to be tireless, original, believable, and al-

ways ready to play. Some new fantasy

role-playing programs which take full ad-

vantage of the Apple's hi-res graphics and

central processing computer brain are the

next best thing to actually setting out on

a real-life adventure.

The games - Ultima from California

Pacific Computer, Hellfire Warrior from

Automated Simulations, and Crush, Crum-

ble and Chomp, also from Automated

Simulations - are all available on floppy

disk. Once the disks are inserted into an

Apple’s drive, the electronic adventurer is

off on any number of fantastic voyages.

Hell fire Warrior

HeIlfire Warrior is the sequel to Auto-

mated^ much appreciated Temple ofAp-

shai game which took Charles Roberts'

honors as best computer game at Origins,

Hellfire extends the dungeon another

four levels and raises the playing system

to new heights of fun and eye-catching

animation.

Hellfire ’s dungeon-style levels are pre-

sented in the same manner as the game's

predecessor. Walls depicting hallways and

chambers are drawn onto the screen. As

you move down a hallway or into a cham-

ber the screen momentarily clears and then

paints the new area you can sec around

you. You are represented by a small, de-

tailed warrior figure on the screen.

One-key commands allow you to move
your warrior persona in any direction, at

one of nine speeds. As you move, you

may examine walls you pass for secret

doors and passages.

This is a true role-playing game; your

character's attributes are first rolled for

you by the computer. As your character

progresses through the various levels, his

attributes will reflect his improvement.

Further, your character can be stored on

disk — much as a lead miniature would be

put away in its velvet-cushioned box —

until the next expedition is formed. You
may also save a game in progress, or save

an image of the state of the dungeon.

While Temple offered the bare necessi-

ties of outfitting one’s character before

setting out, Hellfire has some additonal

“shop” options. You will visit with Gulik

the armorer where you can purchase five

by Neil Shapiro

types of armor, and five styles of wea-

pons. Fnord the Apothecary sells healing

salves and up to 13 different potions. Of
ten, the effects of the potions are unex-

pected and they can change attributes

either permanently or temporarily. Final-

ly, you will want to visit with Maladypse

the Mage who charges what the traffic

will (or won't) bear for enchanting wea-

pons and armor and also offers various

other magical goodies.

Once equipped as staunchly as your

purse will allow, you’ll note that Hellfire

has much more of a sense of mission than

Temple had* Goals on each of the four

levels are distinctly different. So, even

though combat remains the same, you do

not tire of repetitiveness. Combat, by the

way, is the same as in Temple * As you

move about, various hi-res monsters chase

after you. You can fight with a sword and

watch your warrior self parry, slash and

thrust or use a bow — even a magic arrow*

As you fight and move, an on-screen dis-

play keeps track of your fatigue level,

your wounds, and offers other info as to

room location, weight you are carrying,

type of monster you are facing, and How-
ard Cosell-like reports on combat results

blow-by-blow.

The fifth dungeon level (levels being

numbered 5-S to match up with Temple's

1-4) is called the “Lower Reaches of Ap-

shai" and will be the most familiar to

players who are Temple aficionados. But,

right away, you’ll note the monsters are

far more vicious. It suddenly will become

apparent as to why Hellfire characters are

rolled with far more experience points

than new Temple characters. (This, by

the way, is to my mind one of the game’s

few faults* As a sequel to Temple I would

have preferred that Hellfire accept veter-

an characters from the previous game.

Only way now is to use the edit mode

and give your old vet enough experience

to survive*)

The sixth level is a maze guarded by

everything from centaurs to saytaurs to

criotaurs* Finding your way out and solv-

ing the puzzle is half the fun — but for

the faint of heart, an encrypted clue is in-

cluded in the game’s 64-page, illustrated

manual.

The seventh level — “The Vault of the

Dead" — puts you amidst hostile spirits*

(At this point, most of my characters

have rolled over and died in response to

one threat or another*)

The final “Plains of Hell" level chal-

lenges you to rescue a warrior maiden

from the eternal flames, (So far, she's al-

ways stayed cooking on my disk.)

Hellfire Warrior is likely to be a con-

tender at the next Charles Roberts awards

— but this time, the competition will be

fierce.

Ultima

Ultima is one of the most unique fan-

tasy role-playing games I have seen - cer-

tainly the most unique one that will run

on a computer* It offers a wealth of de-

tail that makes its world a true sub-crea-

tion. (Sub-creation is a word originally

coined by the wizardly philologist J.R.R.

Tolkien in his essay “On Fairy Stories,”

It means that a world is believable and

may be imaginatively entered into. There

is enough detail and layering that all is

not instantly apparent, and all the rules

hang together without any belief-destroy-

ing contradictions*)

First thing you do in Ultima is to make
a character disk, your attributes rolled by

the computer. Then you decide your race

and specialty* You can be ahuman, dwarf,

hobbit or elf and specialties include war-

rior, wizard, cleric and thief* Various at-

tributes may be point-traded for other at-

tributes to enhance certain of your char-

acter’s abilities. But, all of this Is similar

to dozens of other games* The fun begins

when you — in the persona of your char-

acter — enter the richly detailed world of

Ultima*

The player disk is replaced with the

game disk and you are suddenly present-

ed with a hi-res map. The map shows for-

ests, mountains, plains, seas and yourself

positioned there. One-key movement

commands move you in any direction —

by scrolling the map. For what you see

on the screen is only a very small part of

the entire world of Ultima*

As you move about you will note that

there are cities, castles and dungeon en-

trances mixed in with the various terrain.

Your first goal will be to head for the

nearest city to spend a bit of the gold jin-
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gling in your novice-sized purse. On your

way, hope that you meet no wandering

monsters or thieves — in your at-the-start

condition of being weaponless you would

have to try to run away.

Once you reach a city your disk drive

will whirr, the screen will dear and in place

of the strategic map the in-city map dis-

play will be drawn. When in a city, you

move your figure into various shops. The

hi-res city is protected by little guards

who are pictorially more muscular than

your own displayed form. This is a good

point to keep in mind as Ultima’s rules al-

low you to attempt stealing from the

stores - but if caught by an alert shop-

keeper, all those guards will descend on

you.

Also, watch out for the bard — there’s

one in every city. And, like a Victorian’s

dream of a stage entertainer come true,

the bard is a happy leech who will follow

you around only to steal the shirt off

your back.

In the city you can buy (and sell) wea-

pons, armor, transportation, magic spells,

and food. Magic costs experience points

as well as gold — but you will likely need

some for dungeon activities (wizards will

find the magic is easier to buy and can

carry more). Weapons, armor, and trans-

portation change with the game’s level of

technology.

That’s right, the level of technology

advances the longer you play the game,

and as your character advances in levels

of expertise* Ultima begins in medieval

times but will literally take you into the

space age. More on that later.

Once you leave the city you will want

to set out for the nearest castle. Castles

too have their own hi-res display of a wall-

ed courtyard with various nooks and cran-

nies. Also present is a jailed princess rest-

lessly pacing her cell, a king ready to talk

business or honor, a lot of very, very,

very muscular guards and a few magic

pools. (And another thief this time a

jester.)

In the castle, you will want to visit the

king. For gold, the king lias the power of

increasing your hit points. And, if you of-

fer him your service as a token of your

fealty he will send you on a quest. It will

be necessary to complete many quests be-

fore winning the game — before it is even

clear how to win the game.

A good strategy at the beginning of

the game involves traveling between close-

by cities and castles. Keep fighting the

wandering threats that crop up and in

that way — if victorious in battle — you

will slowly accumulate some gold. The

gold can be used in cities to buy better

weapons and armor, and in the castles to

enhance your hit points. In this way, you

can gradually build yourself into a more

formidable character.

When you are sure you are ready it is

time to make your first expedition into

one of Ultima’s many dungeons. But the

dungeons are not for the faint of heart

nor the shy of hit points.

Entering a dungeon puts you in the

three-dimensional dungeon display. You

see the walls and chambers done in a per-

spective as if you were really walking

through these darksome lairs. Hidden

traps abound so you will have to use the

“I” for inform and search key often .

Ladders will tempt you to climb down

to a lower level, but be sure you know

how to get back to the entrance or you

can quickly become lost. At this point

you may be glad that you purchased a

ladder-up spell back in the last city you

were in. Such a spell will let you create a

ladder to a higher level if you find your-

self in over your head.

There are force field barriers in the

dungeon and more than thirty various

monsters, all done in hi-res detail. You

fight them with one-key commands eith-

er with your weapons or with your magic.

If you triumph you gain in both experi-

ence and gold. If you lose, there go your

hit points.

As the game continues you will find

that the challenge becomes more and more

intense. But, in counterpoint, your alter-

natives become richer. As technology im-

proves you will find that the frigate you

thought so useful a few levels back now

looks exceedingly primitive. And that

greatsword you were so proud of earlier

looks like an antique compared to what

you can buy now. (But to tell you more

would spoil the real thrill of discovery

that Ultima provides the new player.)

You will find that Ultima pushes the

Apple II computer right up to its state-of-

the-art limits. As a program it is amazing,

as a role-playing game it is a gem.

Crush, Crumble and Chomp

While the above two games are both

fairly complex, you may wish for a beer-

and-skitties type computer game that you

could play at one sitting. That maybe

even you could explain to a wife, girl-

friend or neighbor?

If so, get ready for the hilarious new

Crush, Crumble and Chomp. Automated

Simulations’ newest entry is a computer-

ized melding of Monsters! Monsters

!

and

The Creature that Ate Sheboygan. Billed

as “The Movie Monster Game,” this disk

turns you into a rampaging beast.

You can play the role as Gosh illa the

lizard creature, the sea-loving Kraken, the

spidery Arachnis, the globular Glob, the

maniacal Mechismo or the flying Mantra,

Or, if you would like, the rules booklet

details how to roll your own monster per-

sona.

Once you’ve decided your monster,

you choose where you want to destroy

and rampage. Hi-resolution maps of New

York, San Francisco, Washington D.C. and

Tokyo are included on disk. The maps

show buildings, parks, skyscrapers, bridg-

es, roads and water.

Also on the map with you are animat-

ed civilians, cars, police vehicles, tanks,

national guard units and helicopters. The

first rule of monsterdom is - if it moves,

cat it!

Monsters must grab and eat to keep

their hunger level low enough that they

do not go berserk.

Some monsters spit fire, others leave

webs behind. All is done in real-time ani-

mation. And, the animation is so well

done that playing CCC is like watching a

late movie.

You even have a separate pictorial dis-

play that shows the position of your mon-

ster’s head. This is important in aiming

the little fellow’s often worse-than-bad

breath.

Various scenarios award points for de-

struction alone, for surviving a long time,

for combat against soldiers, or for all of

the above. But no matter what scenario

you choose it is obvious that the pro-

grammer was a human — after all, the

monster is always doomed. Whether you

are gradually wiped out by the stings of

the strange little soft creatures, or the

mad scientist himself gets you (to the

accompaniment of an on-screen “EEE-

AARRGHH” message) your monstrous

days are numbered.

But keep on crushing, crumbling and

chomping right up to the final curtain

call.

HELLFIRE WARRIOR (Automated

Simulations); $39.95. Designed by Jeff

Johnson and Jon Freeman. Program on

disk or cassette for the Apple; TRS-80

and Pet. One player; playing time hours

or days. Can be saved. Published 1980.

ULTIMA (California Pacific); $39.95 ,

48K disk by Lord British for the Apple II.

One player; playing time hours or days.

Can be saved. Published 198L

CRUSH,
CRUMBLE AND CHOMP

(Automated Simulations); $29.95 . Disk

for the Apple and TRS-80; cassette for

the TRS-80 and Atari. One player; play-

ing time 10-60 minutes. Published 1981.
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Types of Variants

Diplomacy Variants

by Lewis Pulsipher

The first science fiction and fantasy

games distributed on a non-local basis

were variants of Diplomacy. The earliest

of these preceded the simple space war-

game War of the Empires, described in

The Dragon 3, by one to two years, he.,

1964 or*’65.

Diplomacy is a multi-player board war-

game known to most strategic games play-

ers - Risk and Diplomacy are probably

the most widely known conflict games in

the world if one excludes traditional

games such as chess. It is presently mar-

keted in the native language in Germany,

Brazil and Argentina, and in English in

most western European countries.

The heart of Diplomacy is negotiation

between the seven players who represent

the Great Powers of World War I: Austria,

England, France, Germany, Italy, Russia,

and Turkey. (It is riot a simulation, of

course - Turkey and Germany were no

l

comparable in the war but Turkey is as

strong in the game.) Facilitating the neg-

otiations are simple game mechanics util-

izing simultaneous movement of a total

of 34 armies and fleets, with no luck in-

volved, Deals and alliances are made and

broken during the game, and no one can

be certain whether other players will react

as expected; in other words, the players

themselves provide the chance element.

In the mid-bO’s, science fiction fans or-

ganized postal games of Diplomacy, play-

ers negotiating by letter and sending

movement orders to a non -playing ref-

eree, who reproduced the orders and sent

a copy to each player. Wargamers soon

became involved, and today about 2,000

people worldwide play postal Diplomacy ,

and one magazine devoted entirely to ar-

ticles about Diplomacy circulates to 1 ,000

people. Over 500 postal games have been

completed, each requiring two to three

years or more. Nearly 100 people act as

referees, most editing and duplicating their

own fanzines.

One of the attractions of Diplomacy is

the simple but flexible game mechanics.

The rules can be adapted to construct a

strategic game on almost any subject re-

quiring more than two sides. No other

game, except chess, has engendered so

many variations. Diplomacy variants dif-

fer from variations of other wargames in

their scope. Variants often include a new

board, and sometimes many rules are

changed or added so that a virtually new

game is the result.

There are over 600 published variants,

ranging from a single rule change to mon-

sters that retain only two aspects of Di-

plomacy, the “support” rule and the mul-

tiplayer format. Since postal Diplomacy

fandom grew out of science fiction fan-

dom, SF/F variants naturally gained some

following; Middle Earth If in fact, was

the first variant played by mail that was

not merely a team version of standard

Diplomacy

,

Because variants are usually

amateur undertakings, often designed by

someone with no previous experience and

little long-term interest and reproduced

by short run methods such as mimeo-

graph, a great many are inferior games.

Moreover, most variants are designed with

postal, not face-to-face, play in mind. As

a consequence of these shortcomings most

variants are out of print, though there are

archivists who can supply photocopies of

many at cost (“variants banks”).

The variants I describe below are usu-

ally exceptional and often meet the best

professional standards, but I have includ-

ed ail generally available SF/F variants,

whatever the merit of the game. Abstract

and near-future variants, which sometimes

have titles that sound like SF/F, are not

included. I have listed out of print variants

for those who want full exposure to this

fascinating sub -hobby. The title of any

variant which cannot reasonably be play-

ed face-to-face is followed by an amper-

sand (&); an asterisk (*) indicates that a

non-playing referee is required.

These variants can be divided into eight

categories which will be examined in turn.

These are:

1. “Balanced” variants based on Tol-

kien’s books

2. “Realistic” Tolkien-based

3 . Others based on fantasy stories and

novels

4. Fantasy variants not based on any

story

5. Variants based on SF novels and

stories

6. Other miscellaneous SF

7. Other SF depicting a single solar sys-

tem

8. Other SF covering many solar sys-

tems

A letter and number code and the de-

signer’s name follow the title. The code is

my rating of the variant, to help guide the

reader. The first letter is an expression of

the care and skill with which the game

and map have been constructed. A is best,

E is worst. I have assumed that good play-

balance is a very desirable characteristic,

that is, each player should have about the

same chance of winning the game. The

number indicates howr much the rules of

Diplomacy have been changed, from i
-

few changes to 5 = almost everything

changed. The second letter indicates how
faithful the variant is to its novel or to

the genre as a whole; believability and at-

mosphere, a feel of science fiction or of

fantasy, also come into this, and the rat-

ing is of course subjective. A is most

faithful, E least. Consequently the “A”
rated variants are the best, the reader

choosing for himself what complexity lev-

el he desires since changes from standard

rules usually entail greater complexity.

Following the description of each vari-

ant is an indication of how it may be ob-

tained. DW (short for Diplomacy World)

and VP (short for SF&F Variant Package)

are explained at the end of the article.

Tolkien Variants

Tolkien variants are derived more or

less from J.R.R. Tolkien’s work, especial-

ly The Lord of the Rings trilogy. Some
depict the war at the end of the Third

Age, a few cover other eras, and others do

not pretend to simulate any particular

period. There is even one unpublished

variant depicting events in a Fourth Age.

There are special problems with these sce-

narios. The War of the Ring is simply not

a multi-player situation: with minor ex-

ceptions, no negotiation is conceivable.

Moreover, Sauton’s physical resources en-

sured his victory if the Ring had not been

destroyed . Given the scale of the Diplo-

macy game-system, it is virtually impossi-
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ble to design anything that is both a bal-

anced multi-player game and good simula-

tion-

With one exception, all these variants

use a multi-player format, since this is the

heart of any Diplomacy-type game* Oth-

erwise they fall into two categories, those

variants which value play-balance above

simulation, and those which emphasize

“realistic” elements at the expense of

play-balance. Unfortunately, the latter

are badly flawed by the need to make

Mordor almost as strong as all other coun-

tries combined (and even then it is unre-

alistically weak)* If just one non-Mordor

country is poorly played, or if one player

decides that a certain second place finish

is worth throwing the game to Mordor,

the game is virtually over before it begins.

This often happens. If all players are good

and experienced, non-Mordor forces may

reduce Mordor to a reasonable size, after

which play resembles a normal Diplomacy

free-for-all.

Balanced Tolkien Variants

These are usually called “Middle-Earth Dip-

lomacy”,

Middle Earth II (B 1 E, Don Miller) was the

earliest science fiction or fantasy game ever

played, to my knowledge, except in a local area

(e.g., the original Urnkhmar). The five players

are" Moidor, Gondor, Rohan, Rhovanion, and

Amor. Rules are standard, and the game has lit-

tle resemblance to any Middle-Earth period, VP.

Middle Earth V (B 1 D, Lew Pulsipher) de-

parts from the earlier mold with an initial set-

up which scatters each player*s units: Elves,

Men of the North, Condor, Mordor, Harad-

Rhun, Dwarves, and Angmar. VP (revised ver-

sion).

Middle Earth VIII (B 1 E, L- Pulispher) is an

8-player simple variant with only one move-sea-

son per game year, again without much “simu-

lation” to it. Available in an issue otNews from
Bree from Hartley Patterson, 10 Waterside,

Wooburn Green, Bucks, England.

Unavailable variants:

Middle Earth 1 (C. W ells). Unfinished.

Middle Earth III (D. Miller). Unfinished?

Middle Earth IV (B 1 D. B. Mebane).

Middle Earth VI (C 1 D, J. Biehl). Finished,

but map never published.

Middle Earth VII (B 1 E, L. Pulsipher).

Realistic Tolkien

These variants always Include a Ring piece

which is secretly carried about by an army Rou-

ble and triple strength armies; arid a very pow-

erful Mordor with units and home centers scat-

tered about the map. If the Ring is taken into

Barad-dur, one of the non-Mordor players (usu-

ally the Ringbearer) wins. In the more complex

variants, especially the two Downfall versions,

there are pieces for Nazgul and most of the im-

portant personalities of the trilogy. No matter

how ingenious they are, however, they suffer

from the constraints mentioned above and are

nice to look through but seldom good to play.

The only one of these currently available is

Downfall of the Lord of the Rings and The Re-

turn of the King I* (C 4 A, Hartley Patterson).

VP.

Unavailable variants:

Mordor vs. the World I* (D. Miller). Not seen.

Mordor vs. the World II* (D. Miller), Not

seen.

Mordor vs, the World III

*

(D 2 C, D. Miller).

Mordor vs. the World IV* (C 2 C, D. Miller).

Third Age I* (C 2 C, B. Libby).

Third Age II* (D 2 C, D. Morris and R.

Sharp).

Lord of the Rings /* (C 3 B, J. Key).

Lord of the Rings II* (C 3 B, J. Key).

Downfall of the Lord of the Rings and the

Return of the King IT* (C 4 A, R. Sacks).

The Great Years* (D 3 C, K. Neuman).

Beleriand (C 3 C, S. Doubleday). First Age/

Silmarillion.

War of the Great Jewels (B 2 B, L. Pulsipher).

First Age/Silmarillion,

In addition there are two atypical Tolkien

variants, both named War oj the Ring. The first

(A 1 B, L. Pulsipher) is an attempt to synthe-

size the two styles, but with emphasis leaning

toward play balance. The map looks more or

less like the “reap* thing, down to a chain of

spaces along the Misty Mountains. The seven

players in the standard version are Mordor, Har-

ad, Sarunian, Free Peoples of Rhovanion, Free

Peoples of Eriadoi, Evil Folk oi the North, and

Gondor-Rohan, each with one fortress and one

double army. Mordor has four armies altogether

instead of three, rather like Russia in standard

Diplomacy , There are several other versions for

4-6 players depicting various invasions in G on-

dorian history, and finally a mild version of the

“realistic*
1 type for those who prefer that style.

DW.
The second is the commercially published

game (D 1 C, T. Drake, Fantasy Games Unlim-

ited). The thin board, few counters, and turgid

rules are in no way worth the ten dollar price.

This is a two-player game using the Diplomacy

game-system - supply centers, support, same-

movement rules. Considering the precedents the

designer had to draw on, this is a poor effort at

best.

Fantasy Based on Novels

There are six variants based on R.E. Howard’s

Conan stories, all suffering more or less from the

unfavorable configuration of major powers on

the Hyborian map.

Hyborian Age II (C 1 C, Burt Labelle) is a

simple variant which the designer felt was a fail-

ure, though some players liked it. The Great

Powers are Aquilonia, S.tygia, Cimmeria, Turan,

and a federation of Ophir, Corinthia, and Koth.

VP.
Hyborian Diplomacy (HA V) (C 2 B, Jim

Peters with revision by C.F, von Metzke) is os-

tensibly a variant for 2-11 players. However,

this merely amounts to adding or subtracting

players without changing anything else, so most

if not all versions are poorly balanced, DW,

A completely satisfactory Conan variant has

yet to appear.

Earthsea Diplomacy (B 2 E, Thomas Gallo-

way) uses the map of the setting for Ursula Le

Guin*s trilogy. New rules allow greater mobility

and versatility for fleets. Published in DW VoL

1, number 6, now out of print; but available

from variant banks.

Other variants:

Dalarna I (C 3 D, X. Feeder).

Dalama II (C 3 D, J. Leeder). Both based on

Well of the Unicorn , F. Pratt.

Witch World / (E 3 B, J. Robertson).

Witch World II (B 2 B, L. Pulsipher). Both

based on A. Norton’s Witch World series.
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jacking, Rescue, Piracy and Shipbound ^
Hunts as vvell as Security Duties and Mer- *
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as Commercial Liners with para -military

functions, the Singing Star and her

sister ships can become a prominent
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Hyborian Age I (C 1 C, G. Gygax and L. Pul-

sipher).

Hyborian Age III (D 1 C, T. Hubbard).

Hyboriax I (HA IV) (L. Dunning), Not seen.

Hyboriax II (HA VI) (B 4 B, L. Dunning).

Melnibon ejBlack SwordjYoung Kingdom

s

(two versions known by various names).

(B 3 B,K. St. Andre).

Age of the Young Kingdoms (B 2 B f ? Neu-

man). Both of the above based on Mi-

chael Moorcock's Elric series.

Fantasy Not Based on Any Story

All but one of these are magic-system vari-

ants, that is, rules for heroes, wizards, and spells

grafted onto the standard Diplomacy board and

rules.

The Dying Earth (A 4 E, L. Pulsipher) is not

related to Jack Vance's famous series. It repre-

sents an earth climbing out of the savagery fol-

lowing the exhaustion of many natural resourc-

es. Each player (2-11 or more) begins with one

army, a hero, and a wizard, at a center he se-

lects. The wizards may find items that permit

“budding" of more wizards and heroes. A wiz-

ard may know only three of the six possible

spells, casting only one each turn. The hero adds

to the strength of a unit he accompanies. He-

roes and wizards have no combat strength alone,

and may be in the same space as an army or

fleet. VP.

Sword and Sorcery Diplomacy (A 4 B, Scott

Rich) uses the usual seven countries and includ-

es many more spells and a different system for

determining how; many wizards and heroes a

player may possess. A king piece is added. DW.
The two variants above resemble each other

in some ways because Scott and I started them
independently and then helped each other with

playtesting. Neither is in any way based onDun-
geons and Dragons , If any game is a precedent.

It is the old fantasy postal role-playing game
Midgard

Song of the Night (A 2 A, L, Pulsipher) uses

a new board and an expanded and revised Dy-

ing Earth system. The complexity rating is for

the simplest version. With the addition of ex-

ploration, non-human creatures and monsters,

and magical treasure, the rating can go up to 5

;

it is then the most comprehensive and most rad-

ical of all fantasy variants. 2-7 may play. In Di-

plomacy Games and Variants, see be!owr for de-

tails.

Other variants:

Magic Diplomacy II (C 4 C, ?). Magic I never

published.

Dungeons and Diplomacy I (?, 1, Maiden).

Unfinished.

Dungeons and Diplomacy II*& (C 5 B, L.

Dunning).

Lords of Law and Chaos (B 2 B, L. Pulsi-

pher),

Variants Based on SF Novels and Stories

Owing partly to copyright questions, only

one variant in this category is readily available,

though many exist.

Barsoom I (A 4 A, L. Pulsipher) is based on

E*R. Burroughs Martian series. The eight play-

ers are Black men, Yellow men, Helium, Dusar,

Jahar, Kaol, Ptarth, and Duh or-Amh or. Armies

move between cities on dotted lines while air

fleets move in normal Diplomacy type spaces

and may descend to, or drop an army onto, a

city. The board is global, i.e., the east and west

edges connect for movement purposes. VP.

Other variants:

Foundation IK (B 5 C, F. Mulhausei).

Foundation II& (A 5 C, R, Brooks),

Foundation IIIK (A 5 C, R. Brooks).

Barsoomian Blitz (Barsoom II) (D 3 B, K. St.

Andre).

Kregen (C 2 C, K, St, Andre),

Cities in Flight (A 3 D, T. Galloway).

Miscellaneous SF

Timesteps (A 3 B, L, Pulsipher), for any

number of players, is based on the paratime/

multidimension probability idea (Corridors of
Time, Lord Kalvan of Otherwhen , and other

novels). Each player begins with the same num-
ber of combat units and paratime transmitters,

with which all are trying to conquer virgin, high

resource worlds with the configuration of our

earth, but with different supply center locations

in each dimensional copy. Players may move
about in a world as usual, or use a transmitter

to move to a wrorld adjacent in paratime. VP.
Quantum Space (A 2 C, T.A, McCloud), for

any number of players, is a semi-abstract space

variant. Each player has a planet of eight spaces

and four centers, with twTo space fleets and two
armies. Each planet is surrounded by an “orbit"

space. AH orbit spaces are adjacent to a hyper-

space with an infinite number of positions. To
gain centers one must break into an enemy or-

bit and either land a fleet or convoy an army
down to the planet. VP.

Other variants:

There are Aliensamong Us* (B 1 E, P. Willey).

Transmat& (C 1 E, P. Willey).

SF Covering a Single Solar System

Lunatic Diplomacy III (A 2 C, Thomas Gal-

loway). In this variant a planet divided into sev-

eral spaces is surrounded by many satellites fol-

lowing one another in set orbits. The orbits in-

tersect in some cases, and space fleets occupy-

ing satellites may move from one orbit to an-

other. After every move each satellite moves
one place In its orbit, changing many positional

relationships among fleets and supply centers.

VP.

Other variants:

Lunatic I (A 2 C, T. Galloway),

Lunatic II (A 2 C, T, Galloway),

Interplanetary (E 5 B, G. Reed).

Apposition (B 2 A, P. Willey),

Ecliptic (B 5 A, P. Wr

illey).

SF Covering Many Star-systems

Between Galaxies I (A 4 B. L. Pulsipher),

for 2-9 players, uses a hexagonal grid with en~

tire galaxies depicted on it. Each galaxy has a

supply point value, with five points supporting
one fleet. Fleets may move up to three hexes

but In straight lines only, and cannot end a move
in intergalactic space. Any number of fleets of

one player may occupy a hex. VP.
Between Galaxies II (A 3 B, L. Pulsipher),

for 2-9 players, uses the same idea as above but
In simpler form and with a toroidal board so that

there are no corner positions. Only one fleet

may occupy a hex, and normal supply centers

are used. Published 'In DW Vol 1. number 4;

now out of print, but available from variant

banks.

The Star Kings (A 3 B, D. Pulsipher), for 5-8

players, also uses a hex grid. There is one fleet

per star-system, and players can also obtain for-

tresses which double as matter transmitters.

This permits interesting starting positions with

home centers scattered about the board, and
supply lines are important, VP.

Other variants:

Cosmic Diplomacy* (E 2 D, S. Trembly).

Galactic Diplomacy (A 4 A, L. Lakofka).

Interstellar Diplomacy I (& II)

&

(B 5 A, L.

Pulsipher).

Interstellar Diplomacy IIISc (A 5 B, L. Pul-

sipher).

Interstellar Diplomacy IV& (A 5 A, R, Pre-

vot).

Cosmic DiplomacyK (C 5 A, L. Dunning).

There are several variants with science fiction

titles for which I have no particulars: Space Sta-

tion Ultra, Interstellar Conquest, and Proxima

Centauri,

Availability

“DW” in the lists above refers to Diplomacy
World , a magazine devoted entirely to Diploma-

cy. It is necessary to order an entire Issue to ob-

tain the variants section. The magazine is print-

ed in reduced type and the maps tend to be too

small to be used with the large wooden Diplo-

macy pieces, though wargame counters are sat-

isfactory substitutes. Variants available are:

Sword and Sorcery Diplomacy (Volume II,

number 3),

War of the Ring (III, 1).

Hyborian Diplomacy (IV, 1).

Each issue is SI.25 from Walt Buchanan, Leba-

non, Indiana 46052. They are in short supply;

if out of print, the variants can be obtained

from a variant bank (see below).

A copy of the latest issue of DW costs $ 1.25

from Jerry Jones, 1854 Wagner St,, Pasadena,

California 91107.

“VP" above refers to the Science Fiction

and Fantasy Variants Package . Tills is a collec-

tion of variants printed in full size photo-offset*

Many maps are large enough for the wooden
pieces. Included along with the variants listed in

this article arc two pages of simple SF/F rules

which can be incorporated into other variants.

A copy costs S3.0Q postpaid from Lewis Pulsi-

pher, 700 Morreene Rd. Apt. C-li, Durham,
NC 27705.

Diplomacy Games and Variants is a maga-

zine-size 24 page booklet published by Strategy

Games, London. Three 17 x 11 inch maps are

included, as well as introductory Information

and simple variants to complement the more
complex games. Among the latter is Song of the

Night, mentioned above. In Britain order from

Games Centre, 16 Hanway St., London W1A
2LS. In America order from Lou Zocchi, 01956
Pass Road, Gulfport, MS 30501 for $5.50 post-

paid.

“Variant banks" sell copies of many out of

print variants at cost of photocopying and post-

age. In America write Rod W,r

alker, 1273 Crest

Dr., Encinitas, CA 92024 (catalog $1*10), or

Fred Davis Jr., 1427 Cl abridge Rd,, Baltimore,

MD 21207. In Britain write Andy Tringham, 25

Auckland Rd,, London SE19 2DR.
For more information about Diplomacy,

cither get a sample issue of Diplomacy World or

buy Gamers Guide to Diplomacy , available from
the Avalon Hill Company and In game shops.

$ # & ife

Great, Lew, but you seem to consis-

tently rate yourself “A” or Does

anyone out there have a second opinion?

-FJ
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"
. . Much research is needed on the

concept of timed “fuses”for balloons that

do not involve any sort offire or chemi-

cal action but will explode the balloon at

a predictable future time. One elegant so-

lution {which I will leave to the reader as

an exercise in misapplied science) makes

use of the rotation of the earth . The first

correct answer received at the SJ Games

offices will be acknowledged in TSG . . .

”

These lines appear on p. 23 of the

KILLER rules. The first copy of KILLER
was sold on July 3 ;

on July 1 1 ,
we receiv-

ed a reply to the challenge! Rich Bruner

(Palo Alto, CA) wrote . . a black bal-

loon and tack placed in an eastern win-

dow will work if the victim sleeps late.”

This one is pretty good, but Tm not pos-

itive it would be totally reliable — and

black balloons are hard to find.

A few days later, John Pierce (Burke,

VA) called to suggest that a solar panel

placed in a shadow could send power to

an igniter when the shadow moved. Com-
ment: Any igniter is a potential fire haz-

ard. However, if the solar cell powers a

small motor, to the shaft of which is at-

tached a very sharp pin, then a balloon

could be detonated without any danger at

all!

We also received a suggestion that a

pre-foeused magnifying glass could ex-

plode a balloon when the sun moved.

Again, this is a fire hazard; I can’t rec-

ommend it. Better stick with electrome-

chanical devices.

However , . . none of these gadgets is

the one I had in mind. In fact (how’s this

for an added hint?) the device I’m think-

ing of operates totally independently of

the sun! Got any inspirations?

— Steve Jackson

New Weapons

Several good new KILLER weapons

were suggested by players at the Origins

tournament, including —
Sock blackjack (Class A). One sock

rolled up inside another one. Hit your vic-

tim on the head, and he's dead. This one

is disgustingly simple, and certainly should

have been in the book. But don’t put any-

thing other than cloth in the sock.

Towel club (Class B). A towel is rolled

up loosely lengthwise and secured with

three or four rubber bands. It is then used

like the blackjack (above). This one is

Class B because its increased size and

weight makes it possible to knock glasses

off, or clear a bookshelf with a wild swing,

or something equally obnoxious.

Garrotte . There are two good ways to

simulate a garrotte, or strangling cord:

Hands (Class A). Put both hands on the

victim’s shoulders from behind, squeeze,

and say “Gyeecccch” or something equal-

ly throat-curdling. Don’t actually grab

your victim’s throat - this can provoke a

violent reaction.

Paper string (Class B). Roll a strip of

toilet paper into a long “string” and loop

it over the victim’s head from behind.

When you put any pressure at all on it, it

will come apart safely - but you’ve got-

work on Killer neared completion, the

name of Professor John W. Johnson came

to our attention. Professor Johnson is a

professional folklorist at Indiana Univer-

sity . . . and, as it turns out, he has been

studying the various informal manifesta-

tions of this game for some time.

Professor Johnson was good enough to

share some of his data with us, and to

write the afterword to our Killer rule-

book. We’re happy to be able to help

him by reprinting his questionnaire here.

Those of you who have played the game

can help Dr. Johnson by answering his

questions and sending them to the

address below. At last . , , a professional

study of gaming . . . !

Note: If your only experience with the

game is through the SJ Games rulebook,

please say so when you send your replies.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to col-

lect information concerning the game “Killer*’

(also called “Victim,” “KAOS,” “The Assass-

ination Game,” “Ping Pong Murder/* etc. The

data is being sought by a professional folklor-

ist, Professor J. W. Johnson, of Indiana Univ-

versity. The material will be analyzed for use

In the teaching of folklore, and will possibly be

published in a professional journal of folklore.

This game is known to have been played on

many campuses and elsewhere (in many
forms) for a number of years, and folklorists

are interested in learning all they can about it.

If you have played this game, your response

would be appreciated.

I. BACKGROUND DATA
Folklorists are interested in placing data in

a social context. All information requested in

this section, however, is optional.

1 . Name and address.

2. Would you agree to be interviewed

personally, or to answer a more extensive

questionnaire by mail?

3. Do you object to having your name
mentioned in an article about this game?

II. THE GAME
L How or from whom did you learn about

the game?
2. What tricks or ruses did you use to ‘kill*

your victims? Did these tricks really work?

3. What tricks or ruses did assassins use to
4

kill* you? Did these tricks really work?
4. Did you ask anyone to help you ‘spot

1

your victim or assassin?

5. Did you have an organized plan of

defense or a method of avoiding assassins?

6. If you were required to use a specific

weapon, did you modify it in any way - i.e.,

to improve range, accuracy, etc.?

7. If someone asked you why you wanted
to play this game, what would you tell them?

8. Have you ever heard of this game being

played elsewhere on your campus, another

campus, or anywhere else? If so, can you sup-

ply the names and addresses of persons who
played it there as possible interview

subjects?

9. Could you briefly outline the rules of the

game as you played it? Were there special regu-

lations about the weapon you could use? Were
there regulations about how many witnesses

could observe a kill? Howt did you get the name
of your next victim when you had killed your
first one? If you were able to kill your assassin,

how did the ring of assassin-victim-assassin dose
up without your finding out who your new
assassin would be?

10. Other comments:

Please write your answers on as many sheets

of paper as necessary, and send them to:

Professor John W. Johnson
Folklore Department
Indiana University

Bloomington, IN 47405

Your help is appreciated.

Contest
This month’s contest is for killers.

We’re looking for more science -fiction

weapon simulators . . . safe ways to “kill”

somebody in a futuristic manner. Entries

should be written up in the form used in

the actual KILLER rules. Entries will be

judged on the basis of cleverness and orig-

inality — but unsafe entries will automati-

cally be out.

All entries will become the property of

TSG/SJ Games. First place will win a 12-

issue subscription; second place will re-

ceive a 6-issue subscription. Winners (and

any good runners-up) will also appear In

TSG. We reserve the right to award fewer

(or no) prizes if no entries of publishable

quality are received. Entries must be post-

marked no later than October 31, 1981.
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Expanded Combat for Traveller

What if my character is hanging upside

down from a slow-moving air/raft in a

heavy wind on a 2G planet with an exo tic

atmosphere panic-firing a tripod weapon

without the tripod at a 2-foot- tall oppo-

nent evading at medium range in a fast-

moving ATV at night in a snow storm af-

ter being wounded?
The basic Traveller combat system was

designed for use with the weaponry and

characters of Traveller Book One. When

confined to Book One characters and wea-

pons, there are few conflicts* But since

the advent of the basic Traveller system,

several expansions have been released in-

troducing new weaponry and more highly

skilled characters* Mercenary is perhaps

the worst offender in this regard. Using

its weaponry, particularly gauss rifles and

fusion guns, even an unskilled character

literally cannot miss most shots — even

when the target is in battlcdress! And

skill levels of Combat Rifleman 5+ or

High Energy Weapons 3+ are not uncom-

mon among characters created with the

Mercenary generation system*

In basic Traveller there are only a few

negative die modifiers to your to-hit roll:

mainly those for evading and for drawing

and firing a weapon in the same round* A
few more are added in Snapshot un&Azh-

anti High Lightning
,
but really not enough

to match the almost unbeatable combina-

tion ofMercenary weaponry and high skill*

To retain some semblance of challenge in

Traveller fire fights, the referee may be

hard pressed to devise negative modifiers

on the spot to reflect the conditions pe-

culiar to each combat situation.

The problem that often arises is this:

Unless he’s kept careful record of modifi-

ers used in each particular situation, soon-

er or later the referee, being human, is go-

ing to use a different modifier from the

one he’s used before in the exact same sit-

uation. And of course there’ll always be

at least one player who will call him on it*

To avoid such conflicts in my Traveller

campaign, Tve worked out several sets of

guidelines to cover the various situations

that may crop up during the course of a

Traveller session. With the advice and con-

sent of my players, I’ve formulated a set

of standardized combat modifiers to re-

flect a wide range of conditions under

which combat may occur. Tve also devis-

ed a system of automatic hits and misses,

by William A. Barton

a concept common to most role-playing

games, but absent in Traveller. This guar-

antees that even the most skilled charac-

ter with the most powerful weapon will

miss on occasion — and gives everyone a

slight chance at a lucky shot now and

then. Adoption of such a set of combat

rules should help smooth out just about

any Traveller play session.

Combat Die Modifiers

Tve divided all my combat DMs —

both negative and positive - into five ba-

sic areas: Modifiers of movement, of sit-

uation, of action* of environment, and of

condition*

Modifiers ofMovement; These are DMs

applied to the roll to hit due to movement

on the part of either the character who is

firing or his target or, in some cases, both.

These DMs are all cumulative, he*, if the

person firing and his target are both run-

ning, a total DM of -6 is applied to the roll

to hit (-3 + -3 - -6). Likewise, if a target is

evading in a slow-moving air/raft at medi-

um range, the firer is in a slow-moving

ATV, and both are closing range, the to-

tal DM is -5 (-2 for evading at medium

range, -2 for target flying slowly, no man-

euvers, -3 for firing from a slow-moving

vehicle, +1 for firer closing range, and +1

for target closing range). This, of course,

does not take in account additional modi-

fiers for weapon’s range, armor or skill in

the weapon, all of which would be added

when determining the final roll to hit*

Modifiers of Situation: These concern

the actual physical condition of either the

character firing or his target. These include

any type of cover the target may be be-

hind, the firer or target (or both) taking a

prone postion or being at different alti-

tudes, the firer shooting from different

positions or from uncertain footing, and

firing from extremes of range, long and

short.. Many of these will be cumulative,

but some will not, i.e., a target under cov-

er may claim only one of the four states

of cover, usually at the referee’s discre-

tion* Similarly, a character cannot fire at

a target at extreme range and at point-

blank range at the same time. One can

fire at a target at a lower altitude (+ 1 ) un-

der soft cover (4) while prone (+1) dur-

ing an earthquake (uncertain footing, -3)

for a total DM of -2*

Modifiers of Action: These are caused

by some action taken on the part of the

character firing or by the target. Several

of these are taken directly from GDW’s

own works, such as those for panic firing,

snapsh ots or use of telescopic sigb ts. Oth-

ers include taking an aimed shot, moving

to fire at a target to the rear or side, firing

while performing various acrobatics or us-

ing psionics to aid targeting, etc* Few of

these modifiers are cumulative with each

other, most actions precluding any other,

but most can be combined with DMs from

the other sections (i.e*, firing at a station-

ary target already hit in a previous round

while lying prone on a slow-moving vehi-

cle).
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Modifiers of Environment: These are

dependent on the physical surroundings

of the person firing or his target* They in-

clude modifiers for firing in adverse weath-

er conditions and in various gravity fields.

Familiarity on the part of a character

with any of the environmental situations

described may negate certain modifiers,

especially if the firer is in a very familiar

environment, such as that of his home
world or a similar planet*

Modifiers ofCondition: These are based

on conditions such as the lack of skill of a

character in a weapon, the size of the tar-

get, the physical condition of the firer -

wounded, fatigued, intoxicated - and

how much a load the person firing is car-

rying. Whether a person is wearing a vacc

suit or battledress or is involved in some

type of combat fall into this category as

well. Some of these DMs are cumulative;

some are not. For example, losses of one-

half ST, DX and END are cumulative. A
character with less than half of each of

these would suffer a total DM of 4. The

4 DM for 3A DX loss would supercede die

-2 for lA DX loss. The character would re-

ceive an additional -1 DM for having been

wounded the previous round. Ifs not easy

to fire accurately when wounded!

For the exact modifiers used in each

case, refer to the Combat Modifiers Ta-

ble. As noted above, Tve incorporated all

the DMs from the various Traveller books

and supplements into my tables for con-

venience. Those DMs are marked in the

table with asterisks (*).

Automatic Hits

The roll of an unmodified 12 on two

dice becomes an automatic hit regardless

of the number actually required to hit.

The to-hit number does, however, aid in

determination of damage to the target,

which may range from no hits (an insignif-

icant flesh wound) to death, as follows:

If the number rolled on two dice need-

ed to hit is 9 or less, the roll of an unmod-

ified 12 is an automatic hit which does

double the normal damage as rolled up

for the particular weapon being used. For

example, a 12 is rolled when firing at a

target with a laser carbine. Roll four dice

damage as normal. If the roll is a 13, the

target takes 26 hits. If the doubled roll it-

self does not kill the target, roll one die.

On a roll of 1 or 2, a vital spot has been

hit (heart, brain, etc.) and the target dies.

If the number needed to hit is from 10

to 14, an unmodified roll of 12 is an auto-

matic hit which does the regular amount

of damage for that weapon* If the damage

done by that particular weapon is not

enough to kill the target, roll one die. On
a roll of 1, a vital spot has been hit and

the target dies.

If the number needed to hit is from 15

to 21 ,
the roll of a 12 equals an automat-

ic hit which does only half damage* Roll

damage normally and divide it by two,

rounding fractions down* If the result is

less than one, it is a scratch and the target

takes no damage.

If the number needed to hit is 22+ (not

possible in most cases unless using the

modifiers listed in this article), a roll of

J 2 is an automatic hit causing a maximum

Roil of 12

To Hit Result Vital Hit

9- automatic hit, double damage 1 ,2

10-14 automatic hit, regular damage 1

15-21 automatic hit, half damage NA
22+ automatic hit, 1-3=1 pt. damage, 4-6=0 damage NA

Modifiers of Situation

* Fixing at extreme range

Target under cover, mostly exposed

Target under cover, partially exposed

* Target under cover, mostly unexposed

Target under cover, totally unexposed

Roll of 2

Uncertain footing

To Hit Result Jams
1- automatic miss, may jam 1-3

2-7 automatic miss, may jam 14
8-12 automatic miss, automatic jam NA
13+ automatic miss, automatic jam, may explode NA

Skill Unjamming Procedure Result

No skill Cannot unjam

Level 1 Will take 2D6 rounds to unjam weapon, twice that if evading

Level 2 Will take 1 D6 rounds to unjam weapon, twice that if evading

Level 3+ Will take one round to unjam weapon, two rounds if evading

Firing at point-blank range

Target prone

Firer prone (and aiming)

Firer prone (not aiming)

Target at higher altitude than firer

Target at lower altitude than firer

Target under soft cover (bushes,

smoke, etc.)

Firing gun from rest, comfortable

position (in foxhole, sitting, etc.)

Firing gun from rest, awkward positionTRAVELLER COMBAT MODIFIERS

Modifiers of Movement
(kneeling, scrunched up, etc.)

Firing while upside down
r Target evading - close, short range 4

medium range -2

long range -3 Modifiers of Action

Firer evading Same modifiers for target * Draw and fire weapon in same round

evading * Fire shotgun against flying target

: Target sneaking (moving cautiously, * Panic Fire

making use of cover, etc.) -3 * Snapshot

Target or firer walking -I (Cumulative; i,e., -2 if * Cover fire

both walking.) Turning or swinging to fire

Target or firer trotting or jogging -2 (Cumulative) at target at side

Target or firer running -3 (Cumulative) Turning or swinging to fire

Target flying slowly (wings, air/raft, at target at rear

grav belt, etc.) *2 Firing while dropping from one level

Firer flying slowly, no maneuvers to the next

(as above) -2 (Cumulative)

Target or firer flying fast, no maneuvers

(as above) -4 (Cumulative) Firing shoulder weapon one-handed

Firing from slow-moving vehicle -3

Target in slow-moving vehicle -2 Firing hand weapon with wrong hand

Firing from fast-moving vehicle -5 Aimed shot

Target in fast-moving vehicle 4
Target or filer opening range -1 Firing at stationary target, already

Target or firer closing range + 1 hit in previous round

-4 (+ modifiers for very

long range,)

-1

-2

-3

Can’t hit unless damage

rating of cover is sur-

passed.

-3 (May require DX throw

to retain footing.)

+5 (Must be within 1’ of

target.)

-3

+3 (See aimed shot.)

+ 1

-1

+1

-1

+3

+2
-1

-3

+2
-2

-2

-1

-2 (Counts as snapshot.)

-4

-4 (Must throw DX or less,

otherwise lose footing

and can’t fire.)

-3 (Unless DX I3+, then

only -L)

-2 (Unless ambidextrous.)

+2 (Must have spent one

round aiming.)

+2
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of one point damage. Roll one die. On a

roll of 1-3, the target takes 1 hit. On a 4-6

the target receives only a scratch, no dam-

age.

Note that the roll to hit a vital spot

causing the death of the target only ap-

plies to living beings. If the target is a ro-

bot, a vehicle or anything else that is not

alive, the roil for death is not made. Simi-

larly, if the damage roll has resulted in the

target receiving only a scratch (Le., less

than one point of damage), the roll for a

vital hit is not made either. Example: A
target is hit with a body pistol which does

3D-8 damage. The number needed to hit

was a 6, The roll was a 12 - double dam-

age. A four is rolled on three dice. Even

doubling the roil results in only 8 points.

The target therefore receives no damage,

so the roil for a vital hit is not made.

Automatic Misses

The roll of an unmodified 2 on two

dice becomes an automatic miss regardless

of the number needed to hit. The to-hit

number does, however, determine what

the consequences, if any, are to the wea-

pon and/or the character firing it, as fol-

lows:

If the number needed to hit on two

dice is 1 or less, the roll of an unmodified

2 is an automatic miss. Roll one die. On a

roll of 1-3, the weapon has jammed and

may not be fired again until unjammed.

On a roll of 4-6, the weapon may be fired

normally next round.

If the number needed to hit is from 2

to 7, an unmodified roll of 2 is an auto-

matic miss. On a further roll of 1-4 on one

die, the weapon jams. Any other result al-

lows the weapon to fire normally next

round.

If the number needed to hit is from S

to 12, a roll of 2 unmodified is an auto-

matic miss and the weapon always jams.

It may not be fired again during the pres-

ent combat sequence until unjammed.

If the number needed to hit is 13+(i.e.
?

an unmodified roll of 1 2 is necessary so

as to achieve an automatic hit), the roll of

a 2 is an automatic miss and the weapon

is jammed to such an extent it cannot be

unjammed at all during the present com-

bat sequence. It will require a person with

either electronic or mechanical skill (de-

pending on the weapon) 1D6 hours (mi-

nus skill level) to repair the weapon. Fur-

thermore, a second roll must be made im-

mediately upon rolling the 2 on the to -hit

roll. This is a one die roll. If a 6 is rolled,

rather than jamming, the weapon explodes

doing one-half its regular damage to the

holder. The weapon cannot be repaired

and is useless.

The procedure for unjamming a wea-

pon during the combat sequence is as fol-

lows: If the character has no skill in the

weapon which has jammed, he cannot un-

jam it at all within the combat sequence,

A character with a skill level of 1 in a wea-

pon which has jammed may unjam it in

2D6 combat rounds. A character with a

skill level of 2 in the weapon may unjam

it in 1D6 combat rounds. If evading, the

number of rounds required to unjam the

weapon is doubled for skill levels 1 and 2,

If a character has a skill level of 3+ in the

Fire at specific body part

(i.e., heart, head)

* Using telescopic sight

* Firing weapon with folding

shoulder stock, folded

* Firing pistol weapon with attached shoul-

der stock — close and short range

medium and long range

Firing while dropping to prone, etc.

Firing while performing acrobatics
* Throw grenade more than 15 meters

Firing bipod weapon (LMG, etc.)

without bipod

Firing tripod weapon without tripod

Using psionics to help target weapon

Firing same round as teleported

4
+4 (At long and very long

ranges only.)

-1

+1

-3

-3

-1/each additional 15 me-

ters

-1 (Autorifles excepted.)

-3 (Check for encum-

brance also.)

+2 (Depends on the situa-

tion,)

-2 (Additional 4 if disori-

ented.)

Modifiers of Environment

Firing in darkness without IR or light

intensifler goggles, etc. 4 (*If target at dose

Firing in dim or twilight (without aids) -2

range, -1 .)

(No modifier if target

Firing in rain, snow, etc. -2

at close range.)

Fixing in heavy rain, snowT

,
etc. -3

Fixing in medium winds 4
Firing in .strong winds -2

Firing in storm winds -4

Fixing in hurricane, tornado, etc. -5

Firing in zero-G, no skill -2

(+ appropriate DM ifFiring in zero-G using handhold -1

Firing under water (fixer or target) -3

two-handed weapon.)

(If both under water,

Firing in dense, exotic or

worse atmosphere -1

only -10

(+ modifier for weath-

er conditions.)

Firing in gravities 2Gs or higher -2

Firing in vacuum Use DM for short or

medium range, which-

ever is more favorable.

Firing in familiar environment (plan-

etary stats of diameter, atmosphere

same or within 1 factor of home
world or world where trained) +1 (May also negate cer-

tain negative modifi-

ers above.)

Modifiers of Condition
* No skill in weapon (NFCs and certain

character types only)

Target % human size or smaller

Target twice human size or larger

Target vehicle size or larger

Firer under heavy fire

Fixer involved in melee, hand-to-hand

* Firing while in vacc suit, no skill

Firing while fatigued (More than 18

hours without sleep; must sleep at

least 6 hours undisturbed to elim-

inate initial -DM)

Firing while under stimulants

Firing while under heavy

medication, drugs

Fixing while mildly intoxicated

Firing while heavily intoxicated

Firing while seriously ill

Lost more than % DX
Lost more than Yi ST
Lost more than Vi EN
Lost more than % DX
Lost more than 34 ST
Lost more than % EN
Carrying maximum load (within Yi kg)

Encumbered up to Yi encumbrance

Encumbered from Yi to full encumbrance

Carrying more than twice maximum load

Wounded last round

Hand (or arm) firing with wound

Wearing powered bat ticdress

-5

-2

+2
+4
-2

-3

-2

-3 (Additional -1 each ex-

tra hour without sleep,

rest or stimulants.)

-1

-3 (-5 if drug a hallucin-

ogen.)

-2 (EN of 13+, -1,)

4 (EN of 14+, -2.)

-4

-2 (Cumulative)

-1 (Cumulative)

-1 (Cumulative)

-4 (Cumulative)

-2 (Cumulative)

-2 (Cumulative)

-1

-2

-3

4 (Military personnel on-

ly — anyone else can-

not fire.)

-1 (The effects of shock.)

-2 (If using specific hit lo-

cations.)

+2 (Not applicable to sys-

tems for willeh battle-

dress is required.)
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weapon jammed s

it will only take .him

one round to unjam it, two if evading*

Note: The concept of automatic miss-

es may be applied to blade and brawling

weapons as well. Simply count a jam,

should it occur, as a broken weapon* If

the weapon is a bow, the string has bro-

ken. Unfortunately, a broken cutlass can-

not be unjammed. Such a weapon may be

used only as a club; a second broken re-

sult renders the weapon totally useless.

Firearms in Contact with Target

The final question which this article

will address is: “What if I have my shot-

gun stuck right in his gut and pull the trig-

ger?’" According to any strict interpreta-

tion of the Traveller combat system, this

would count as a shot at close range and

in the case of most long firearms (non-

pistols) would probably result in a miss.

Unrealistic? Of course* And players have

every right to complain about a strict ad-

herence to such an interpretation* To

somewhat alleviate such situations, Tve

added the point-blank range modifier to

my DM tables. But for the even closer
Lt
gun-to-gut” encounters, I use tbe follow-

ing procedure:

If a character’s weapon is in contact

with its target, the target having been sta-

tionary when the weapon was placed into

contact, the result of a shot is an automat-

ic hit which will do one extra die of dam-

age to the target than the weapon normal-

ly inflicts. However, unless the target was

taken completely by surprise (from be-

hind, while asleep, unconscious or tied up)

when fired upon, he may attempt to roll

one-half his current DX or less on 2D6. If

he succeeds, the shot is resolved as if at

point-blank range, target evading. Damage

is rolled normally if a hit occurs.

Thus are my additions to the Traveller

combat system. May they help your ses-

sions as they have mine. It should be not-

ed again, especially concerning the com-

bat modifiers, that these rules were devised

with Mercenary*-type characters and wea-

ponry in mind* While the automatic hits

and misses and other rules may work well

even with Book One situations, it would

probably be best to limit most of the DMs
listed for those good of Mercenary free

for alls, or those situations where Book

One characters have gotten hold of such

heavy weaponry. And while I’ve tried to

cover nearly every situation I could imag-

ine under which combat could occur in

tbe most appropriate manner I could, fm
sure some will want to alter some of my
DMs and will manage to think up others

I’ve overlooked. Feel free. Half the fun in

any role-playing game is adding your own

twists.
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bility in Traveller; Scenario for Triplanetaiy; Magic contest results;

Simple Traps; and 8 pages of reviews.

No. 40. Traveller issue: Planet of Adventure: Tschai, a new Traveller

combat system, Non-Human Races contest winners, Aboard .the

Leviathan; also Cumulative Index to Game Articles; Game Design:

RPGs; Deus Ex Machina; and 6 pages of reviews.

No. 41* D&D Issue: Tips for Thieves. Alternate Races for D&D, DM
Don’ts, (Your Name) and the Holy Grad; also Tips for TFT Players;

more Non-humans contest winners; Game Design (last of the series);

Deus Ex Machina; and 9 pages of' reviews*

No* 42. Star Trek issue: Designer’s Notes, Official Errata, Star Fleet

Battle Manual reviewed, programming dialog in Trek computer

games; also Metamorphosis Alpha Notebook; glossary of game terms

- and what they really mean; combined arms in D&D; more non-

human races; GEV contest winners; and 8 pages of reviews.

Send $2.50 per copy ,
plus 50 cents per orderfor postage and handling *

to TSG, Box J8805, Austin, TX 78760 *

If you are a TSG subscriber, you can get discounts on back issues. Use

the order form on the mailer cover ofyour subscription copy ,
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Origins
The Origins Awards for 1980 were

presented at Pacific Origins, July 3, 1981.

(The Academy of Adventure Arts & De-

sign was formed in 1981 to conduct the

final voting on the Origins Awards, so

that the Awards could be ready by the

time of the Origins convention and so

that various abuses of voting during the

convention could be avoided. Member-

ship information for the Academy can

be obtained by sending a stamped, self-

addressed envelope to Academy, P.O,

Box 656 Wynadotte, MI 48192.) The

nominees and winners are as follows:

The H.G. Wells Awards for Outstanding

Achievement in Miniatures and

Role-Playing

Best Historical Figure Series
,

1980:

RAL PARTHA CONDOTTIERI; also

nominated were: Heritage Napoleonics,

Hinchliffe Seven Years War, Mike’s

Models’ Ancients, and Minifigs 1 5mm
Napoleonics.

Best Fantasy or Science Fiction Figure

Series
,
1980: 'RAL PARTHA PERSON-

ALITIES; other nominees were: Grena-

dier’s AD&D, Heritage Knights 8c Magick,

Martian Metals Traveller, and Minifigs

World of Greyhawk.

Best Vehicular Model Series
,
1980:

GHQ MICRO ARMOR; also named were:

CinC 1/285 armor
,
Heritage Fanzertroops,

Martian Metals Ogre scries, and Superior

Models’ MAATAC.
Best Miniatures Rules

,
1980: TAG-

FORCE (GDW), winning out over Engage

8c Destroy (Chaosium), Knights & Magick

(Heritage), Sea Command (Enola), and

WRG Ancients 6th Ed.

Best Role-Playing Rules, 1980: DRAG-
ONQUEST (SPI); its competition was:

In The Labyrinth (Metagaming), Land

of the Rising Sun (FGU), Space Opera

(FGU), and Top Secret (TSR).

Best Role-Playing Adventure
,
1980:

TWILIGHTS PEAK (GDW); others nom-

inated were: Duck Tower {Judges Guild),

Expedition to the Barrier Peaks (TSR),

Keep on the Borderlands (TSR), and

Queen of the Demonweb Pits (TSR).

Best Professional Magazine Covering

Miniatures
,
1980: THE COURIER, which

bested Campaign, Dragon, Gryphon,

Military Modeling, and Wargamer’s Digest.

Best Professional Magazine Covering

Role-Flaying, 1980: JOURNAL OF THE
TRAVELLERS AID SOCIETY, winning

Report
out over Different Worlds, Dragon, The

Space Gamer, and White Dwarf
All Time Best Fre-Napoleonic Gun-

powder Miniatures Rules: WRG RENAIS-

SANCE RULES; others named were:

Cavaliers 8c Roundheads, Field Regula-

tions (both TSR), Frederick the Great

(FGU) and The Wargame (Charles Grant).

All Time Best Air Combat Miniatures

Rules: BASIC/ADVANCED FIGHTER
COMBAT (Zocchi), winning over Air

Power (TSR), and Figher Pilot (Zocchi).

The Charles Roberts Awards for

Outstanding Achievement in

Boardgaming

Best Fre-20th Century Boardgame
,

1980: EMPIRES OF THE MIDDLE
AGES (SPI), winning over Circus Max-

imus (AH), Kni glits of Camelot (TSR),

Pea Ridge (SPI), and War & Peace (AH).

Best 20th Century Boardgame, 1980:

CRESCENDO OF DOOM (AH); also

running were: Berlin 85 (SPI), 5th Corps

(SPI), Fortress Europa (AH) and Kursk

(SPI).

Best Fantasy or Science Fiction Board-

game
,
1980: AZHANTI HIGH LIGHT-

NING (GDW); others were: Asteroid

(GDW), Dark Nebula (GDW), Knights of

Camelot (TSR), and Time Tripper (SPI).

Best Computer Game ,
1980: TEMPLE

OF APSHAI (Automated Simulations),

which went up against four Avalon Hill

titles: B-l Nuclear Bomber, Midway Cam-

paign, North Atlantic Convoy Raider, and

Nukewar.

Best Initial Release of a Boardgame,

1980: STREETS OF STALINGRAD

(Phoenix), winning over Alaric the Goth

(SSG), Raid on Iran (Steve Jackson),

Titan (Gorgonstar), and Winter Storm

(Vanguard).

Best Professional Magazine Covering

Boardgames, 1980: FIRE & MOVEMENT;
others named were: Ares, The General,

Moves, and Strategy 8c Tactics.

Best Amateur Magazine Covering the

Ilobby in General: HMS REVIEW, win-

ning over Airdrome, Combat Zone,

Alarums & Excursions, and Journal of

WWII Wargaming.

Adventure Gaming Hall of Fame
Membership: E. GARY GYGAX.

Special Combined H.G. Wells and

Charles Roberts Award for the Gamer's

Choice of 1980: ACE OF ACES (Nova).

Origins Releases

New releases at Origins included two

science fiction role-playing games. SPI

introduced their new Universe (to be re-

viewed next issue), Lou Zocchi brought

out a new edition of bis venerable Star

Patrol

Heritage released four small-format

games, the first of their projected line

of “Dwarfstar” games. These are pack-

aged in 4” x 7” cardboard boxes, with

color maps and counters. Titles are

Star Viking, Demonlord, Barbarian

Prince, and Outpost Gamma.

Chaosium announced that their mag-

azine Different Worlds would be going

monthly.

Also new at Origins: the first issue of

zx-Dragon editor Tim Kask’s new mag-

azine, to be titled Adventure Gaming.

Fantasy Games Unlimited will be

going into the miniatures business,

producing figures for its Space Opera

game. T-Rex Miniatures will continue

to do the vehicles; FGU will do other

figures.
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Nonhuman Races
The Krenn

The planet Combe is primarily note-

worthy because of the unique phylum,

Cloromorphus

,

which originated there.

These are large (80 to 150 meters at full

growth) tree-like plants that propagate by

“seeds’
5 which are not only mobile, but

intelligent.

The adult plant shows no signs ofintel-

ligence, but at maturity produces “seeds
55

which, depending on the genus, have from

4 to 8 appendages and are self directed.

The seeds normally remain mobile for pe-

riods ranging from 2 to 35 standard years,

with some individuals remaining mobile

for over 50 standard years.

Three species have developed at least

the rudiments of language, the Krenn be-

ing the most proficient in language and

tool use. Krenn have 6 limbs, 2 used for

locomotion only, 2 digited at the end and

used solely for fine motor skills, and the

remaining two (in the center on the

trunk) are used for gross motor manipula-

tion and occasionally for locomotion.

The Krenn society exists to protect the

Krenni trees and their growing space (as

weD as several symbiotic species). They

educate the newly released seeds (Kren-

dor) in tool use, language, and duty to

the forest.

In times of poor growth many of the

Krenn will migrate to other areas. This

pressure for new growing areas has led to

the spread of the Krenni forests to the

three neighboring planetary systems.

The psychology of the Krenn has at-

tracted some discussion among human

scientists. Krenn do not die at the end of

their life cycle; they grow into Krenni

trees. This seems in some ways equivalent

to a “death wish,” since by all accounts

the Krenni trees are not self-aware! The

search for an appropriate location Is very

high in Krenn motivation. The only more

powerful motivation yet discovered is the

tenacious defense of the Krenni forests

by the Krenn.

This extreme territorial nature was dis-

covered by the first contact group, the

crew of the Vistula, One of the Krenni

trees was set afire by the landing boat,

and the crew suddenly found themselves

facing an organized, disciplined attack.

Krenn colonization teams have been

reported recently outside of their normal

cluster and some military and scientific

sources suggest that they plan to establish

Krenni forests on less developed planets,

eventually displacing the currently dom-

inant life forms.

— John L, Vogel

The Crell

Designed specifically for Space Opera
,

the Crell are the major power found in

both the Libra and Virgo constellations.

The empire is over 400,000 light years

from end to end, and contains 2,195

known systems to date.

The Crell are most feared for their

large roving fleets of battleplanets and

starhunters. The battleplanets are similar

in design to the Death Star of Star liters

fame. The number of battleplanets en-

countered will not be less titan two, and

not less than four if an invasion fleet is

encountered. Starhunters are up-gunned

cruisers designed for long range fleet ac-

tion and are often encountered in small

fleets of one to six, A fleet will also have

one to six agroships per battleplane t, be-

sides one to twenty starhunters.

The Crell are a race of ursinoids or-

iginating from three Class G solar systems

located in the Votre II sector in the Libra

constellation. The race is Tech 10 and is

as old as the last remnants of the forerun-

ners. Despite the military city-state ap-

pearance, the Crell are a semi-democratic

open-structured society. Their social mor-

als are similar to Terrans, leaning towards

a more destructive mentality. Despite this

the Crell are slightly conditioned to believe

that the empire’s interests come first. As

would be expected, at least 80% of the

population has to have at least four tours

of military service (eight years), including

females. Due to such a large number of

the populace being in the military, robots

and conditioned slaves are necessary to

perform some, if not all, of the hard labor

tasks.

The economy is based on legal tender

called a platinum “lubal ” with gold being

the most valuable metal. The economy of

the four home worlds is that of a rich in-

dustrial planet with populations running

around 25,000,000,000, It is due to this

that conquering of other worlds is neces-

sary to obtain natural resources and pro-
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vide colonies to “keep the wheels turning.

15

The colonies are most important as the

Crell reproduce like rabbits.

Socially, the male ’ is the dominant
member, although, the female is expected

to perform certain tasks normally related

to the males. The ursinoids themselves ap-

pear as heavily proportioned humanoids
with hair. They still retain the claws of

their ancestors and the brown, black, or

white fur also. Males range from ISO cm
to 225 cm in height and mass of 100 kg

to 220 kg. Females are somewhat smaller

than the males, but are still large in pro-

portion to human males. Vision and hear-

ing are similar to human norms. Smell on

the other hand Is very acute, almost ap-

proaching that of a canine. Ursinoids are

vegetarians, consuming meat on occasion.

They have iron-based metabolisms and

life expectancy is about 100 years.

Standard Crell Trooper

Uniform: CBA with jet black appear-

ance and golden helmet with silver eagle

and large tinted visor. Rank is given in a

series of red and green strips on helmet

backs. Back packs and belts also black.

Armor: CBA/5E with helmet and belt

screen (sealed).

Armament: AMG 10 with type Gover/

under grenade pistol, targetscope and bay-

onet, force blade, blast pistol. If in vac-

uum conditions, substitute blast rifle for

AMG 10.

Other Gear: backpack

two weeks field rations

sleeping bag

water dispenser

three weeks emergency concentrated

rations

PC/5 side communicator

300 10mm rounds

personal medipack

polarized visors

two magnesium flares

electric torch

40 water proof matches

2 photon grenade torpedoes

4 fragmentation grenade torpedoes

2 incendiary grenade torpedoes

2 frag demo grenades

Squad: 4 troopers, 1 cap troopers.

Section: 2 squads.

Platoon: 3 sections + 3 corporals + 1

sergeant.

Special patrols or troops participating

in large scale combat will probably have

contra grav harness or jump pack.

Support Weapons

Squad: blast LMG and lanze.

Section: gauss rifle and 2 apro carbines.

Platoon: 2 dally guns and 2 tangle rifles

This will be the standard gear of troop-

ers involved in small scale action. If involv-

ed in large scale battle or invasion force

80% will be in vehicles or PAPA armor

but with same weapons. The other 20%
will be unnecessary personnel, techs, and

men in rear area positions (artillery).

Attributes: all 11 + ld6

As the Crell arc a Tech 10 civilization,

die majority of the industry production

is devoted towards the manufacturing of

more powerful weapons.

The Crell will accept certain canines

and felines into their ranks only if they

are loyal to the cause. Such races often

make up their own divisions and are often

used in semi-suicidal and suicidal missions.

Sometimes, the Crell conquer such races

and make them into puppet city-states of

the empire for as long as the Crell need

them. Human or demi-human races will

either be controlled or enslaved. Any sau-

rian or other lizard races will be immedi-

ately put to death by whatever means fea-

sible, as reptiles are extremely disliked.

The Crell will make military alliances

with Mertuns and Bug races of high tech

levels, only for the purpose of furthering

military advances.

Sports and the arts are much appreci-

ated by the Crell people even though the

military goals come first. The dark side of

the force is practiced in the empire, along

with telekinesis, and thus psionlcs are not

uncommon among some officers of high

rank.

— Randy Chafe

THE COMPLETE S.F. ROLE PLAYING SYSTEM

Coming This Month: MARTIGAN BELT
Adventure scenario for use with Space Opera.

StarShip construction 8t maintenance rules * equi

ment and systems breakdown rules * StarShip move-

ment with advanced technology * faster than light

travel * non-vectoring sub-light travel * StarShip

combat * trade & commerce * mapping * planet &
system generation * economics & taxes & ground

combat * wounds * medicine * morale * banks &
loans * StarPorts * NPC races * Bug-Eyed Monsters*

NPC expertise * animals & creatures * rental of ve-

hicles * living costs * everything needed to create

a complete and 'realistic' universe with workable

and complete systems*

Space Opera consists of two 90+ page books, handy
reference sheets, character, ship, and planetary record

forms in a box. It is available from better game and

hobby shops or direct from:

Fantasy Games Unlimited Inc., P.O.Box 182,

Roslyn, N.Y, 11576 U.S.A. S18.00 postpaid.

Also Available: GROUND & AIR EQUIPMENT
heavy military equipment for use with Space Opera,

Including military aircraft, StarFtghters, militarv

vehicles, heavy weapons, and nuclear weapo
$5.00 postpaid.

SPACEOPERA
Character generation which includes the influence of conditions

on the charactef s planet of origin * many racial types available

as Player-Characters and NPCs * over 175 skill areas * advance-

ment of character skills by a logical system which allows for

development of chosen skills * characters built with initial skills

chosen to fit a given profession * 6 basic character classes in each

of 12 starting areas of service or profession * a detailed psionic

system with over 90 talents * realistic system for learning skills

and psionic abilities * a complete and rounded character with

skills chosen in a non-random fashion to meet his or her needs
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FEATURED REVIEW:

Aftermath
AFTERMATH is Fantasy Games Un-

limited’s entry into the growing subgenre

of Aftcr-the-Holocaust SF RPGs, which

inclUde s Timeline ’ sMonow Projec £ ,
TSR ’s

Gamma World and that ludicrous abomi-

nation, The Realm of Yolmi The basic

set consists of three rule books, an intro-

ductory scenario, a cardstoek character

sheet and a three-sheet fold-out set of

cardstoek charts that could be used as a

ref shield, boxed. The game includes 223

pages of rules — more than the three pre-

vious games combined, and more than 40

pages longer than even FGU’s Space Op-

era l

AFTERMATH is a very complex game

system. More than a role-playing game, it

is a role-playing simulation, perhaps more

so than any other RPG to date. AFTER-

MATH designers Paul Hume and Bob

Charrette seem to have sat down with the

idea of covering nearly every possible sit-

uation they could think of that might

come up in a world in which civilization

has crumbled, then to create a system

that would cover it. They’ve darn near

succeeded, too. The designer’s notes say

that AFTERMATH was more than two

years in the making; 1 can well believe it.

The game was originally to be released by

Phoenix Games, then was bought by FGU
when Phoenix apparently went under

(the FGU label on the cover of the box is

a sticker; J would assume this is to cover

the Phoenix logo), yet if 1 didn’t know

better I’d have sworn that it was designed

from the start with FGU’s penchant for

complexity in mind.

Among the various details covered in

AFTERMATH are the complexities of rid-

ing horses, splash effects of thrown acid,

various types of poisons and gases and

their effects, the shades of difference be-

tween a certain skill used in an urban en-

vironment - and dozens of other minu-

tiae that most systems either leave to the

gamem aster to devise or handle briefly

with a few guidelines. Whereas Gamma
World handles poisons and the characters’

resistance to them in a single chart, AF-

TERMATH goes into such subtleties as

the poison’s vector (aerosol, subcutane-

ous, gastric or dermal), its “incubation

period,” its strength and type (lethal, nar-

cotic or depressant), its cycle time, crisis

and side effects, even a formula for “en-

by William A. Barton

coding” poisons. The diseases of biowar-

fare are covered in even greater detail

than in The Monow Project
,
as is the de-

velopment and use of psionic powers

among the survivors — a subject TMP fail-

ed to cover properly,

AFTERMATH does miss a few bases

in its quest for completeness - weather

isn’t covered at all except under phenom-

ena on the encounter tables, computer

technology is slighted somewhat, as is the

construction and handling of convention-

al robots - but it doesn’t miss many. It

may not have the exhaustive lists of an-

imals and mutants of TMP or GW, but it

does include some animals usually not

found outside FRPGs - elephants, rhi-

nos, giant cockroaches and even sharks!

The only mutant animal listed as a “reg-

ular” in AFTERMATH is the Master Rat,

an intelligent rodent that may eventually

rival man for the remnants of Earth, as in

Andre Norton’s Star Man's Son , There’s

even a section on intelligent ape charac-

ters — chimps, gorillas and orangutans -

in case the gamemastcr wishes to recreate

the Planet of the Apes.

Equipment lists in AFTERMATH, like

nearly everything else, are extensive -

not so much as in Space Opera
,
but more

so than even TMP, especially the frrearms,

which 1T1 discuss in a moment. Equipment

is grouped into utility numbers from 0

(signifying low utility, poor or low-tech

equipment) to 5 (high utility, high-tech

items). For example, a club or a ruined

musket would be a utility l weapon while

a laser rifle would be utility 3. Equipment

is also rated by its barter value, barter be-

ing the only economic system used in the

game.

Those who thought the weapons list

overly long and detailed and the combat

system complicated in The Monow Proj-

ect should take a look at AFTERMATH.
The section on firearms and explosives

alone is 26 pages long — and that’s not

counting the section on muscle-powered

and hand-to-hand weapons, including wea-

pons usually relegated to fantasy games,

such as blowguns, shuriken and nunchaku,

and the section on lasers, nukes, flame-

throwers and other exotics. In addition,

there is a list of almost 200 different fire-

arms in the back, in case players want to

use even more detail. Pages and pages of

the three rule books are devoted to such

details as types of magazines, ammo, gre-

nades, etc.; black powder “cook-offs”; ar-

mor penetration values; gas and burn ef-

fects; methods of reloading weapons;

blast patterns for grenades, claymore

mines, shotguns, etc.; hip fire, recoil, laser

trauma — you name it, it can be found

somewhere in AFTERMATH.
Most of the basic combat rules are lo-

cated in Book 1, along with the explana-

tions of “detailed action time” (one of

five time scales used in AFTERMATH),

in which combat occurs, and rules for

movement and action performance, both

of which are required prerequisites to un-

derstanding combat. These rules cover the

likes of hit locations for bipeds and quad-

rupeds; various types of damage possible

(lethal, subdual, crushing or combination);

critical hits and misses; combat on amov-

ing vehicle, on horseback or in water; and

other basics that the later rules build up-

on. Examples are given of how characters

may face opponents on the time display,

how they can use skills and/or raw talents

to increase their chances to hit or miss a

target, how armor works — believe me,

there’s a lot here! And it’s all detailed.

There’s even a two-page “combat proce-

dure flowchart” in the basic rules book!

Now, personally, I think there has to be

something wrong with a combat system

that requires a two-page flowchart to

properly conduct an action as simple as

firing a gun at someone. If you disagree,
^

AFTERMATH is definitely your game.

Checking through the combat system,

one might pick out two main problems

with AFTERMATH. One is organization.

While AFTERMATH isn’t the hodgepodge

Space Opera is, the organization still leaves

something to be desired. The various rules

covering weapons and combat are spread

throughout the three rule books. Other

subjects are treated similarly. While the

basic rules in Book I explain the abilities,

attributes, talents, skills, etc., of charac-

ters, the method for generating characters

isn’t given until Book 2. As a result, to ful-
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ly understand how to create an AFTER-
MATH character requires leafing back

and forth constantly from one book to

the next, A lot ofinformation that players

might need to know in a game is placed in

the “forbidden-to-players" gamemaster's

guide, A player with a skill in laser tech-

nology, for example, will be able to learn

what his character would know only by

reading the GM guide, unless the GM gives

him the information. In several places, too,

terms and abbreviations are used quite

freely pages before they are even explain-

ed*

This ties in with AFTERMATH'S sec-

ond flaw: its excessive detail, calculations

and abbreviations* In several places I had

to read and reread a section to figure out

exactly what was meant - and then only

managed by reading an example. Without

the examples, much of the basic rules sec-

tions might as well be written in Swahili*

The rules lack clarity in places and will

take work to understand fully* The auth-

ors seem to be particularly enchanted

with initials, too. Characters have BCSs,

DRTs, CDAs and BMAs, make ASTs and

CSTs, use weapons with BDGs or WDMs,
all the while moving in DAT! Trying to

keep track of what all of them stand for

is enough to make one feel DOA. Overall,

I'd recommend you find a detail-minded

GM who has spent a lot of time learning

the rules so he can teach them to you —

or at least help you understand them.

in spite of its excessive complexity,

AFTERMATH has its admirable points.

Aside from the long lists of equipment

and weapons, the skills are quite diverse

and include such uncommon but useful

ones as Architecture, Tailor, Farming and

Culture, as well as the obligatory combat

and technology skills. One might note,

too, that AFTERMATH is the first game

of its kind to provide skills for characters

at all.

AFTERMATH'S character generation

is closer to that of Superhero 2044 that

anything else. Players are given 75 points

to divide among six attributes: wit, will,

strength, deftness, speed and health* Char-

acters also have scores in seven talent are-

as, determined in part by the character's

psychological profile (rolled for on one of

AFTERMATH'S many tables). The talent

areas are charismatic, combative, com-

municative, esthetic, mechanical, natural

and scientific. The attribute and talent

scores will help a player choose skills for

his character and will govern the charac-

ter’s initial score in each skill. Characters

must also determine their age groups, or-

igins, physical characteristics, encum-

brance capacity, basic clothing, initial ar-

mor and equipment and choose their

skills, among other things. It sounds like a

lot to do - and it is — but if a player fol-

lows the example given, character genera-

tion will prove to be one of the easier as-

pects of the game* The only problem may
come in determining encumbrance. The

formula given in the rules and that in the

example are contradictory. And neither

formula gives the results used in the ex-

ample to show the difference between un-

encumbered and partially encumbered*

So until FGU issues errata, you'll have to

use whichever formula you prefer*

The single aspect of AFTERMATH
which may make it very attractive is the

open-endedness of its background. Unlike

TMP and Gamma World, the world in

which AFTERMATH is played is entirely

up to the GM* if you want a world ravaged

by a nuclear war, so be it* If you prefer

natural disaster, it’s yours for the making*

Your personal aftermath can be set 20

years or 200 years after the holocaust -

whatever it may have been. Suggestions

are given for certain methods of world-

wide disaster to spark the GMs imagina-

tion: a new ice age, total or limited war,

cometary collisions a la Lucifer's Ham-
mer, Earth's slipping into another dimen-

sion where magic works and mythical

beasts still live, alien invasions (one of the

most interesting ideas in this iine is that

of H.G. Wells' Martians returning and win-

ning this time).

WHITE DWARF Magazine rated

DARKOVER Ji9” out of a possible
"10” and stated that it "... is an
excellent game. . . recommended
wholeheartedly to everyone."

It wouldn't be too difficult to integrate

a Morrow Project scenario into an AF-

TERMATH campaign or vice versa.

And the Bui People campaign mentioned

as a possibility is little more than a Gam-

ma World scenario without the futuristic

weapons and wild mutants* Thus, AFTER-
MATH could even be used as a source-

book to fill out places where the rules of

either of those two systems are a little

sparse. This could perhaps be AFTER-
MATH'S greatest attraction for those who
enjoy role-playing games rather than role-

playing simulations *

There's a lot more I could say about

AFTERMATH, both negative and posi-

tive, but space restrictions forbid it. So

I’ll leave it at this: If your taste in RPGs
tends toward simplicity or to systems

that are easily playable without a lot of

work, you'll surely want to pass up AF-

TERMATH. and stick to Gamma World

or The Morrow Project, If you thrive on

complexity, countless calculations and

mounds of information, AFTERMATH
will give you that — and more.

AFTERMATH is designed by Paul

Hume and Bob Charrette and is published

by Fantasy Games Unlimited. It retails

for $20.00, which includes the three rule

books, introductory scenario with cut-out

counters
,
charts, a questionnaire andgame

box. Published 198

L

Players create beasts and plants in

hopes of adapting to rapidly

changing environments as well as
matching wits against opponents

who threaten their survival.

For information, contact:

EON Products, Inc.

96 Stockton Street, Dorchester, MA 02124

from EON Products

What the

competition

says...
SPI in ARES Magazine . .destined

to become one of America’s
favorite games.”

AVALON HILL in The GENERAL
“...the game which stood the

hobby industry on its collective

ear,”

TSR In The DRAGON ”... highly

playable, fanciful and fun.”

ALSO
DARKOVER

based on the novels by
MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY

10$QUiRKS
the game of

un-natural selection
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Capsule
THE SPACE GAMER reviews board

games, role-playing games, computer

games, video games, and game supple-

ments. We review play-by-mail games if a

reviewer is enrolled. We will review any

science fiction or fantasy game if the pub-

lisher supplies a copy. We do not guaran-

tee reviews of historical wargam es, TSG
may publish a review of a game we are

not sent - IF a reader submits a review.

The staff will make reasonable efforts

to check reviews for factual accuracy, but

opinions expressed by reviewers are not

necessarily those of the magazine. For

information on writing reviews for TSG,

write for our “Writers’ and A rlists’

Guide.
”

Games for which reviews have been assigned

or received include: The Air-Eaters Strike Back!

Barbarian Prince, The Black Tower, Break In at

Three Kilometer Island, The C&S Sourcebook,

The Castle, Castle Perilous, Catacombs of the

Bear Cult, Crucis Margin, Deluxe Traveller,

Demonlord, Diadem, Doom of the Singing Star,

The Dragonlords, DragonQuest, Famous Mons-

ters, The Free City of Haven, The Generic

Gangster Chase Game, High Guard (2nd, Ed.),

Ilydronauts, Hyper Battle, Interstellar Skirmish-

es, An Introduction to Traveller
,
The Marti-

gan Belt, Midway Campaign, Nebula 19, Ordeal

by Eschaar, Portals of Irontooth. Revolt on

Antares, Robot War, The Shattered Alliance,

Star Patrol (2nd, Ed.), Star Rovers, Star Sector

Atlas I, Sword Lords, Swords & Sorcerers,

Thieves * Guild III, Thieves' Guild IV, Time Tun-

nels, Transylvania, Trillion Credit Squadron,

Ultra- Warrior, and Universe.

Games for which we are currently seeking

reviews include: Car Wars, The Cube, Dragon's

Hall, Griffin Mountain, Imperial Data Recovery

System, Killer, Mission Escape!, Outpost Gam-

ma, Rescue from the Hive, Sea of Mystery,

Space Ace 21, Star Viking, and Undead,

ATTACK OF THE MUTANTS (Yaquinto);

S2.00 or free with an order. One 11” x 17”

sheet of light cardboard, including map, rules

and counters. Two players; playing time 30-60

minutes. Published 1981.

This version of the game is evidently intend-

ed to introduce boardgam,es to people whose in-

terest in such things has not gone beyond Mon-

opoly. I had some difficulty following the rules

on first reading. The game is so simple, though,

that anyone can play, and no skill to speak of is

involved. Mutants (some radioactive) invade a

scientific establishment defended by robots and

occupied by four humans who are trying to fin-

ish an experiment. There are 25 rooms, each

one square. When opposing pieces occupy the

same room, a die is rolled for each piece to de-

termine if it destroys an opponent. After 10

turns, if the mutants have reached the center

room they win; otherwise the humans escape in

some unspecified manner, and win.

Considering how little skill is involved, the

presentation seems unnecessarily complicated.

For completists only,

- Lewis Pulsipher

Reviews

CHAMPIONS (Hero Games, 702 Laurel

Wood Dr,, San Mateo, CA 94403); $9 .95. De-

signed by George MacDonald and Steve Peter-

son. One x 11” rulebook, Two or more

players; playing time indefinite. Published 1981.

This is another in the ranks of superhero role-

playing games. Players create
*
through point-al-

location, the characters they want, and usually

exceed their allotted points by picking up su-

perheroic disadvantages.

More so than many role-playing games on

the market, and certainly more so than Villains

& Vigilantes or Superhero 2044, CHAMPIONS
succeeds in what it is trying to do. The charac-

ters, assembled with their multifold powers and

disadvantages* the combat* with its spectacular

effects* and the sheer coherence and playability

of the whole game system render this a very

good game. After one reading of the rules* a

player can create a decent character and will

have a fair grasp of the combat. The character

record sheet has not only ample room for ail

the noted characteristics* it also contains a

chart to aid in determining secondary character-

istics* another giving modifiers for various com-

bat options* and also a half-complete picture of

a character - simply ink in the appropriate cos-

tume motifs, color, and you have the character

before you* in all his (or her) glory. (There arc

eight character record sheets, each with a differ-

ent picture.)

There are a few nits to pick. A xeroxable

judge’s shield would have been nice; so would

a page of character record sheets for normal

NPCs and dependents. A sample adventure* to

aid the prospective referee assemble future ones,

would have been in keeping with the book's

utility. There is nothing on “extracurricular”

characteristics of the superheroes - there is no

way to determine professional skills or wealth,

for example. In the comics* Dr. Mid-Nite can

use his medical skills to aid a badly wounded

comrade, but in CHAMPIONS the injured soul

must be rushed to a hospital, as there is no way

for characters to be doctors. There is no way to

see if the character is a playboy millionaire or a

struggling science student. In short, within the

scope of the rules* you can create Iron Man* but

not Tony Stark* The Huntress but not Helena

Wayne.
These flaws can be overcome with some

thought and work, which leaves the buyer with

a fine game. If the subject matter interests you,

I’d wholeheartedly recommend this product
— Aaron Allston

THE HAMMER OF THOR (Nova Game De-

signs); SI 8.95. Designed by Joe Angiolillo. Con-

tains one 16” x 21” poster-like map, 16-page

rulebook* 19 card decks (600+ cards) and two

reference sheets. The current edition has a cor-

rected map and an errata sheet Two or more

players; playing time 4 hours up. Published

1980.

The object of the game is to be victorious at

Ragnarok, the final battle. Each player is desig-

nated good, evil, or neutral and then picks a fig-

ure from Norse mythology as his hero. Heroes

roam about trying to get followers* find useful

items and runes* and build up reputation points

(given for killing enemies). When heroes run in-

to some one - generally a random NFC - they

have an encounter. Heroes can choose to fight*

to make friends, or to seduce. Eventually the

Ragnarok card turns up* whereupon good and

evil line up for the final battle. The player on

the victorious side of Ragnarok who has the

most reputation points wins the game.

HAMMER is certainly complete. The 600+

cards include every mythical character (from

Thor himself to Audhumla the Original Cow)

plus every magical gadget or dwarvish artifact

ever mentioned in legend. On top of this, HAM-
MER has enough components to be played by

any number of players* Each player is on his

own private quest, seldom running into other

heroes. Players interact only when they run the

random NPCs other players meet.

HAMMER’S tragic flaw is its rules. I can’t

figure out weapon use — the rules seem to indi-

cate that weapons can only be used by leaders*

but only if they arc attacking but not defend-

ing. In that case, this game has a lot of weapons

that will never be used. Other rules arc vague:

do I lose control of a dead character? The errata

sheet, trying to correct a question about how
many followers a leader may have* only garbles

the matter further. There are also minor quib-

bles about accuracy: The map doesn’t match

the myths* the fire giants have ah but vanished*

the valkyries won’t obey Odin. There is too

much paperwork. There is no explanatory mat-

erial (who are the Alfar?). Lastly the game, with

small armies and their heroes marching along,

isn’t much like Norse mythology (even with a11

the completeness of every character and item

from legend* the truth is that you can’t use any

item the way it was used in the myths),

HAMMER OF THOR was a labor of love on

the part of its designer. Too bad Nova didn’t as-

sign him a developer. The game is not playable

as published, nor are any simple fixes going to

help - I recommend HAMMER only to Norse

mythology freaks who want to rewrite major

sections of the rulebook.
- W. G. Armintrout

I.CB.M. (Mayfair Games, Inc., P.O, Box

733* Chicago, IL 60625); S5.0Q. Designed by

Neil Zimmerer, One 8-page rule booklet, 17”

x 21” map* 3 08 die-cut counters, bagged. For

two players; playing time 30-45 minutes. Pub-

lished 1981.

For those Ultimatum enthusiasts who don’t

always have time for an all-out game of nuclear

destruction and retaliation (or who just like to

get down to the business of pushing the red

button minus the niceties of negotiation* etc.),

Mayfair Games offers LC.B.M.* one of the ini-

tial releases in its line of simple, quick-to-play

simulations. I.C.B.M. is nuclear war stripped to

the bare necessities — intercontinental nuclear

missiles and ARMs. The map is a polar projec-

tion showing the U.S.S.R, and North America*

with major cities and their values. The counters

show various strength U.S, and Russian missiles

on one side, mushroom clouds on the other. The

rules are brief, easy-to-understand and clean.

Everything that’s needed for a half-hour final

war - from first strike to massive retaliation -

is here.
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The graphics of I,CB.M, are especially nice.

The map is colorful yet not gaudy - more pleas-

ing than many that come with lower-priced

games such as this. The counters* while a bit

thin, are quite sufficient, with remarkably few

cutting errors - a problem usually found in

products by even the biggest companies. The
game is quick and simple to play; most games

won’t last much longer than the amount of

time used to set up in the first place* Since mis-

siles have a life of only four turns, it’s conceiva-

ble most will either be on their way to the tar-

get or will have been knocked out by your op-

ponent’s early waves before the first wave’s

time is up* Great for breaks between long ses-

sions of other games*

While the rules are generally clear* they are a

bit sketchy in a couple spots; the charts printed

on the game map aren’t adequately explained,

for example. This shouldn’t bother experienced

gamers, but it might be a problem for newcom-
ers. The game’s simplicity may cause old hands

at this sort of game to tire of it after a few play-

ings, too, unless they add their own variants to

the optional rules mentioned at the end* In fact*

I recommend that experienced gamers incorpor-

ate at least the rule on hidden ABMs as soon as

they get the hang of the game* The rule that all

missiles from one base must be launched at the

same time or the remainder is lost is less than

satisfying, but this is a picky complaint and the

rule is easily changed.

Overall, though, I*C*B,M. is an impressive

first offering for a new small company and a

good beginning level simulation for those who
like to reduce their opponents to so much nu-

clear dust.

- William A . Barton

THE SWORD AND THE STARS (SPI);

SI 2*00* Designed by Eric Smith. Boxed, with

17” x 22” map, 24-page rulebook, 56 cards,

400 counters* dice. 1-5 players; playing time 2

hours up* Published 1981*

Based on the same system as SPI’s success-

ful Empires of the Middle Ages
,
this game por-

trays empire-building among the stars. Those
who haven’t seen Empires will be surprised to

find that all of the counters in the game are

game function markers, and that running one’s

own empire is as important as ruining the oth-

ers* Play consists of a series of "operations” by
which one expands or improves one’s empire,

or attacks another empire* In multiplayer sce-

narios, players may make or break deals, bribe

each other* and even vote on the fate of a play-

er, Unlike some such games* THE SWORD
AND THE STARS contains rules about how to

make deals, and what to do if they are broken*

rather than just letting the players make use of

their own personal pressures. Personal pressure,

of course* remains as an element of the game.,

Those who have seen Empires will find that

THE SWORD AND THE STARS is almost but

not quite congruent to the older game* The
confederation, race* ideology, guardian webs,

and tech level correspond to the church* reli-

gion, language, fortifications and social state.

However* new features are included. Distance

can affect one’s ability to perform an opera-

tion, but stargates may be built to avoid such

attenuation* More importantly, the players vote*

during the last few turns, on whether to stop

the game. This feature prevents a player from

using the last turn to take far more territory

than he can hold, or to break a deal without

fear of the consequences*

Fd recommend THE SWORD AND THE
STARS to any die-hard Empires of the Middle

Ages player* to anybody who wants a less ex-

pensive alternative to that game* and to people

who play SF but not historical games. The
game system is great; only the historical appeal

of the older game is lacking.

- Brian McCue

THIEVES’ GUILD (Gamelords Ltd.); $9,95.

Written by Richard Meyer and Kerry Lloyd.

120 page 8*4” x 11” rulebook* Published 1980*

The thief has been the most neglected char-

acter type in fantasy role-playing games* Al-

though D&D* for example, includes a thief class,

the adventures toward which AD&D is geared

are unsuitable for thievish abilities. One seldom

encounters a gamesmaster who has arranged ad-

ventures specifically for thieves. The THIEVES*
GUILD series provides information and scenari-

os for GMs who haven’t had the time (or knowl-

edge) to work up adventures for thieves only*

According to prefatory material, TG was
computer-typeset and offset printed, but it

looks like reduced dot matrix printed on a good

mimeo - in other words, it’s hard to read. The
pages are punched with three holes to be stored

in a binder, allowing material from TG II and
III to be inserted In the proper places.

TG can be reviewed from two perspectives*

first as a self-contained game, second as a sup-

plement to popular role-playing games*

Asa self-contained game, TG lacks many de-

tails (such as rules for magicians, though spells

are included) and is unlikely to be intelligible

to someone not familiar with wargames* The
game owes more to D&D than to any other sys-

tem, but there are quite a few changes: for ex-

The sun hangs low on the horizon illuminating the ruins of

civilization with a bloody light. Is it the sunset of the earth or

the sunrise of a brave new world? You can decide as you
boldly stride the rubble strewn streets of the

Aftermath

i

provides a solid baste play mechanic that has been over 2 years in playtesting* Rules are provided

for modern firearms, NBC weapons and protections* mutations, survival, high technology and more. The

game is structured to allow the referee to decide the nature of the holocaust that destroyed the world in

which play will occur. Aftermath! is a step forward in the art of role-playing games*

$20*00 Postpaid

182, Roslyn, N*Y* 1 1576

The Game is for 2 to 6 players and a referee in search of a

different kind of adventure. It is a rofe-pfaying excursion into a

post-holocaust world.

Aftermath! contains:

* Basic Rules book with multiple examples

and illustrations of play.

* Players' Handbook detailing construction

of characters, equipment and life after the Ruin.

* Referee’s Handbook detailing construction of the

environment and running the game.

* Introductory Scenario to allow you to start play easily.
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ample , a non-adventurer averages around 15 hits

to kill. Only thief characters are fully described,

including skills which may be learned (such as

glassblowing) and some thiefly abilities addi-

tional to those of AD&D. GMs of other fantasy

games might want to add some of these skills to

their lists* The combat system is a sensible mod-

ification of the D&D style which eliminates

combat tables*

Considering TG as a supplement, many sec-

tions of the rules can be applied directly to oth-

er games, such as the rules for ransom, disguise,

“fences,” and disposition of prisoners. The sce-

narios really are intended to be used with TG
characters and rules; it's not disguised D&D. A

method of converting characters from D&D
t

C&$, RuneQuest, and T&T to TG is provided.

To use the scenarios without conversion of play-

ers the GM must, at least, make some changes

in hit points of persons and divide the value of

treasures by ten to get amounts reasonable for

other games. The scenarios, which occupy about

two-thirds of the book, include travellers for

highwaymen to rob, two stores to burgle, and

one group of couriers (in town) to waylay. There

are no dungeons as such, but the burglary and

courier scenarios include maps of buildings and

of the surrounding streets and establishments.

As a separate game TG is reasonably interest-

ing, but few veteran gamers will want to change

from their own rules, and few novices would

understand it* As a set of scenarios and rule sug-

gestions, TG is better than much Judges Guild

material, and even at $9*95 it offers as much

for your dollar as the “official” modules pub-

lished by the major companies, provided you

are interested in thieves and you don't mind

poor printing. In fact, if you like thieves, or

want to give them more scope in your game,

buy TG before you buy any other supplement.

- Lewis Pulsipher

TIME TUNNELS

Time Tunnels is a game involving

tremendous speeds and a lot of action.

Fleets of ships may be built one min-

ute, and possibly destroyed the next.

The goal of every Supreme Command-

er is having control over at! of the

planetary systems.

Time Tunnels Is an unusual game

involving the use of black holes, space

mines, and time tunnels. Energy crys-

tal production is also an important

asset to this game. Time tunnels are

created — invisible gateways between

planetary systems*

Time Tunnels uses a unique hidden

movement system* It is a 2-4 player

tactical game, using 224 counters*

Each player is the Supreme Command-

er of his own alien race.

Price: S4.50

Uncontrollable Dungeon Master

P.Q* Box 105,

Hinesville, G A 31313

Death and Destruction — price: $5

SUPPLEMENTS

DARGON'S DUNGEON, 2nd Ed. (FBI);

$5,95, Designed by Bill Hart and Michael Stack-

pole* Solo adventure for T&T* One 40-page

booklet* One player; playing time 1 hour* Pub-

lished 1981.

This is a remake of a solo dungeon publish-

ed in 1977* Up to three humanoid characters

are allowed, with combat adds totalling 90 or

less. Magic is allowed: players are referred to a

“magic matrix” (which is quickly becoming a

standard feature of FBI solo dungeons).

The new edition has little in common with

the old, and almost every change is an improve-

ment* The adventure is far more complete, play-

able, and better-looking than before.

Alas, some problems remain. There are a

number of irritating errors in the text. The bal-

ance is better than before, but some options

still mean sudden death, and others would chal-

lenge far more powerful characters than the

rules allow.

If you enjoy pointless solo dungeons, this is

a fine one,
- Forrest Johnson

GRIMTGOTH’S TRAPS (FBI); $9,95. Edit-

ed by Paul Ryan O'Connor. Supplement to any

FRPG* One 8Y2” x 11” 54-page booklet. Pub-

lished 1981.

This is a malevolent collection of dungeon

party -killers, evidently the best selections from

numerous FBI contributors*

GRIMTQOTH’S is a marvel for the merci-

less GM* Presented are 101 traps - room, cor-

ridor, treasures, miscellaneous items, and the

dread 101st Trap. Many traps are magical; most

are mechanical, and really quite clever* A lot of

experience went into this collection; if nothing

else, this supplement shows that a lot of people

out there really do like blood* Better than the

Handbook of Traps and Tricks (reviewed this

issue), GRIMTOQTH'S is cleanly and neatly

presented, commendably concise, and even in-

structive.

It is also really deadly, which is its major

drawback* Most of these traps are designed to

kill; diversionary or confusing tricks are few.

Some should be used only if the GM truly

wants a detested party to end up as so much

mash.

I'd recommend this as one of the best sup-

plements released this year - but use it sparing-

ly, unless you have several Indiana Joneses in

the party.
— Aaron A listen

HANDBOOK OF TRAPS AND TRICKS
(Dragon Tree); $9*50* Edited by Ben EzzeU.

Supplement for many FRPGs, One 814” x S 1
/;

5 '

100-page booklet. Published 1981,

As the title suggests, this is a compendium

of mostly dungeon-style traps - trapped pas-

sageways, stairs, rooms, hallucinogens, portcul-

lises, and so on, magical or mechanical or both*

It's a pretty good selection* Traps vary from

the annoying to the horrifying, and any GM can

find useful items here. A GM using too many of

these in one sitting will probably end up with a

party of frustrated and bored adventurers, how-

ever.

But - S9*5G? Even for this packed selection

of confounding tricks, $9.50 is too high a price

(unless you’re a wealthy gamer — a mythologi-

cal creature). I really cannot justify purchasing

this package at this price*

A good supplement — but wait for the price

to go down.
— Aaron A liston

INTO THE RUINS (FGU); S6*00* Designed

by Bob Charrette and Paul Hume, Supplement

to Aftermath. 28-page book and pull-out 1 1” x

17” backprinted map. Number of players and

playing time indefinite. Published 1981.

INTO THE RUINS is FGU*s first scenario

pack for its after-the-hoiocaust role-playing

game, Aftermath * According to the cover, the

scenario concerns adventures in the city of Lit-

tleton, one of three such communities vying for

supremacy among the scavengers, riff-raff and

mutant survivors of a nuclear-biological war*

The players, incidentally, may have ample op-

portunity to interact with said scavengers, etc*,

as well - hopefully without overly serious con-

sequences. The pack is complete with pregener-

ated NPCs representing the leaders and security

forces of the farming community, maps of the

city and various structures and descriptions of

what may be found within them, along with

stats for NPC opponents: the Zombos, the Ar-

mored Jeep Gang and the Bridge Trolls.

INTO THE RUINS is quite complete* It

should prove a boon for referees wrho were

more than a little overwhelmed by the quantity

of rules in the parent game, allowing them more

time to absorb those and still have a playable

scenario or specific game world, devised, ITR

should easily fit in with only minor changes* In

fact, the pack is so nicely structured overall

that it wouldn’t take much to use the basic sit-

uation, changing specific stats of NPCs, etc., to

fit it into another game system entirely* Several

of the situations would prove quite challenging

to a Morrow Project recon team, for instance.

Most of the problems with INTO THE
RUINS are minor: typos, a couple missing val-

ues — nothing really serious. The choice of dark

gray for the inner city on the main map was un-

fortunate; it tends to blob up black in places,

obscuring names and roads. And the roads and

pavement seem to have been left off the area

map of the warehouse the adventurers may have

to reconnoiter. Some sticklers for extreme real-

ism may object to the Zombos, but actually

they're more realistic than many mutants in

other such games* The only real lack here is in-

formation on the other two communities in

the city - the academic community and the

eastern coalition — which could cause the GM
some effort to create if the players decide to

visit either of these (and hair-pulling if FGU la-

ter releases a pack on them).

Overall, INTO THE RUINS is well-done and

should add greatly to any Aftermath campaign.

- William A. Barton

OPERATION: RAPIDSTRIKE! (TSR);

$5*50. Designed by Mike Carr and Corey Koe-

bernick. Module for Top Secret. Mapsheet, 32-

page booklet, and reference sheet* Published

1980.

OPERATION : RAPIDSTRIKE! is the second

module written for TSR’s espionage role-play-

ing game, Top Secret, the first being Sprechen-

haltesteUe, which was included in the rule set* in

OPERATION: RAPIDSTRIKE!, six agents in-

filtrate the island fortress of the villainess, Mad-

emoiselle Larrcau* Larreau plans to flood the

world’s drug market with the deadly hallucino-

genic Zucor, using it to further her plans of

world domination. The players* mission: de-

stroy the stockpile of Zucor on the island, cap-

ture or kill Mine. Larreau, and rescue the prof-

essor she kidnapped to help her produce the

drug.

This is pure James Bond stuff, and if you like

Top Secret, you will want this module* It is

chock-full of useful ideas for the referee and is

a fine example of a wTeii-made adventure for the
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game, A good referee can make this module real-

ly exciting, especially if he introduces a time-

limit for the completion of the mission. The or-

ganization, clarity, and presentation are all up

to the usual high TSR standards.

Unfortunately, the module is not particular-

ly flexible, as Sprechenhaltestelle certainly was.

This is a one-shot, one mission adventure that

does not lend itself well to expansion. Flay will

also eventually evolve into one continuous arm-

ed conflict as the alarm sounds and guards pour

forth to do battle. The referee should know
Top Secret’s involved combat system very well,

to run the module effectively.

OPERATION: RAPIDSTRIKE! is highly rec-

ommended to all administrators. It is an excit-

ing and worthwhile adventure. Hopefully, TSR
will produce many more of these non-D&D
modules.

- Matt Lussenhop

SQRAG (Paranoia Press); 53,50. Designed

by Chuck Kallenbach II. Approved for use with

Traveller. One SW* x 814” 26-page booklet.

Published 1981,

Issue one of High Passage gave the Impenum
a secret service, the Ministry of Justice Special

Branch. Now Paranoia has supplied the JSB*s

Zhodani counterpart, SORAG, the Scientific,

Operations, Research and Administration Group
- the intelligence and counter-intelligence agen-

cy of the Zhodani Consulate, SORAG contains

complete character generation tables for creat-

ing characters of the four branches of the secret

service, security clearance codes, new skills for

SORAG agents and new weapons and equip-

ment, including a list of new drugs available to

SORAG operatives and to anyone who can find

them. Several new vehicles are presented for

intelligence work, such as a miniature submar-

ine, intruder shuttle, infiltrator aircraft and
autogyro. A wide range of skills may be learned

by SORAG personnel, from combat skills -

such as the use of special weapons, including

the garrote, throwing knives and grenade pis-

tols - to such diverse skills as investigation,

psychological warfare, escape and evasion, poi-

son and antidotes, disguise, counterfeiting, and
even torture (shudder).

There are several interesting new ideas in

SORAG. For one, on the assignment table, a

character has to have a certain level security

clearance - from A, sensitive, to E, top secret

- in order to accept the assignment rolled up.

If the assignment requires a higher clearance

than the character has at that time, he must
serve an alternate assignment instead. Ail

special assignments are worked right into the

specific assignment table, doing away with the

necessity for a general assignment table alto-

gether, Characters have a chance each assign-

ment to raise their security clearance, allowing

them to accept more exciting (and dangerous)

assignments.

Aside from a couple of minor typos, there

are few problems evident in SORAG. Some
might easily complain that the roil needed to

advance in security clearance is too high,

causing agents to spend a lot of time in dull

alternate assignments (clerical, recruiting), but

then, that situation probably reflects the real-

ism of a secret service. Another possible prob-

lem is that it is sometimes difficult to ob-

tain the 2+ levels of the skills needed for -t-DMs

on the assignment resolution table (especially

weapon skills for survival purposes).

Unless the idea of Zhodani intelligence

agents waiting around every corner for your

hapless characters turns you off* you should

find SORAG an intriguing addition to the Trav-

eller myth os.

- William A . Barton

THIEVES 7 GUILD II (Gamelords Ltd.);

£5.95. Written by Richard Meyer, 60-page 8H”
x 11” rulebook. Published 1981.

THIEVES 1 GUILD II is the second in a se-

ries of three booklets of FRP rules and scenari-

os for thieves. It includes combat rule additions

for the TG system, several interesting and (most-

ly) believable tomb-robbing adventure scenari-

os, and highwaymen adventures. This volume

looks professionally typeset and printed, unlike

TG I. As in the first hook, the art is OK but not

of a full-time professional standard.

TG II does not stand alone if you want to use

the intended game system. For that you need

TG 1 (sufficient but incomplete) or the full Fan-

tasy System scheduled for publication this sum-
mer, TG II scenarios can be used for other FRP
games, however. The tombs arc heavily trapped;

they tend to be all-or-nothing, especially if the

thieves are lucky enough to find and use the de-

vice which disarms all the traps. The rewards,

too, tend to be excessive from the point of view

of other games. (Six and a half million gold

pieces in one dragon's hoard? Then again, the

dragon has over 600 hit points, and the players

are not supposed to have any way to defeat him).

Maps of the tombs are included. The remainder

of the booklet is a description of highway trav-

ellers, as in TG L
At this price I suggest you look at a copy be-

fore you decide whether to buy it. It is a useful

addition to TG, but certainly not indispensable,

- Lewis Pulsipher

\

ecwsT€(t one
designed by Steve Jackson

Once long ago . . .

man had amassed enough power to reach out

among the stars and carve out a vast new empire.

Today, the empire is gone, but you now have the

power!

Star Cluster One is a multi-player play-by-mail

game ot exploration, diplomacy, and combat.

Starting from a single world, each player must

explore the suns of the Cluster for habitable

worlds. If he’s lucky, he may even find one of the

devices of the fabled Outsiders! Players intrigue,

negotiate, and attempt to build their empires.

To enter, send $15 for the rules booklet, set-up fee

and three pre-paid turns or mail $3 for the rules

The Buchanan Company
P.0, Box 653

Winfield, Kansas 67156

booklet alone to:
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WEAPONS (Turtle Press, 11834 Caiadonna,

Warren, MI 48039); $4.00. Written by Matthew

Balent. 5Va" x 814” 30-page booklet. Published

1981.

WEAPONS is “an illustrated compendium of

arms suitable for use in medieval fantasy role-

playing games/* which means virtually every

edged or impact melee weapon used in any me-

dieval or primitive culture. Each of the approx-

imately 600 entries includes a small illustration,

and shows size as well as shape, weapon type,

length, mass, types of attacks, and relative

speed, damage, parry capability, and efficiency

as a throwing weapon. The relative values are

indicated by numbers from 0 to 4.

The drawings are occasionally shaky; the

weapons begin to look the same after a whilci

The bibliography includes 17 books, but one

may question some research decisions: why give

a bastard sword and broadsword identical val-

ues except for length and mass, while the Scot-

tish claymore and German zwei (two) hander

have quite different values although both are es-

sentially the same weapon? Is it likely that a

zweihander weighs nearly twice as much as a

5*4 meter pike? However, let the experts quib-

ble over such details. What is more important is

what’s missing. There is too little information

about too many weapons, leaving out such im-

portant details as how much room is required

to use a weapon, whether one or two hands are

required, and whether the weapon requires an

unusual combat style. Can just any fighter, say

one wearing plate, use a Japanese katana effec-

tively? lhn not sure, but you won’t find the an-

swer here. To adapt any ofthese weapons to any

game you will have to look them up in a weapons

reference work to try to find these indispensa-

From - SPACE OPERA

GROUND & filR

EQUIPMENT

"

T2-Terran

Tactical Missile Unit

Two for S3,95

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
Postageand Handling

Ordersup to $24.99

Order s o f$25 .00 o r over

For Airmail Service

U.S.& Canada
Add $2.50

FREE
Add $2.00

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERIES
SurfaceMail Add 25% oforder value

Airmail Add 50% oforder value

Residents of the Great State of Texas

please add 5 % sales tax.

Send check or money order to:

T-REX
3618 Dexter

Fort Worth, TX 76107 j

Me details. Thanks to an index, WEAPONS is a

quick-reference work, but even in that role there

are limitations. A question which plagues D&D-

ers is “what is a morningstar?” It’s not listed in

the index! The index only lists weapon type,

not page number — you must still search for the

relevant section, and sections aren’t in alphabet-

ical order.

In my view there is no need to add weapons

to those already in most FRPG; but if you must,

you’ll need to look them up in a good source to

get some detail. Ten times as much information

about a tenth as many weapons, presented more

professionally, would have been much more use-

ful. In short, WEAPONS is virtually useless.

- Lewis Pulsipher

PLAY AIDS

FIFTY STARBASES (Judges Guild); $5.98,

No designer listed. Approved for Traveller.

Sy2
f*

x IT* 94-page book. Published 1981.

If you’ve ever wondered, while embroiled in

a far-flung Traveller campaign somewhere in the

Imperium or beyond, ju&t what type of facili-

ties were offered at the starport on the next

planet, Judges Guild has the book for you.

FIFTY STARBASES provides charts, tables

and descriptions enough to flesh out even the

sketchiest of landing spots on the remotest -

or most advanced — worlds in your Traveller

universe. Fifteen pages of data outline the dif-

ferent services, equipment and personnel likely

to be found at various types of starports. This

includes new information on survey beacons,

berthing fees, refueling methods, available plan-

etary transportation, cargo handling, orbital

facilities, and starport working craft - shuttles,

tugs, rescue tugs and rescue missiles. There are

also starport generation tables, cargo tables and

lists of technical degrees and certificates for

starport personnel. The remaining 79 pages con-

sist of mapped starports, laid out on the small-

hex-with in-a-1arge-hex grid style of the Guild’s

fantasy mapping systems, with pages for keyed

information on facilities,

FIFTY STARBASES will aid Traveller ref-

erees in making their starports seem more like

real places for adventure rather than merely

starting and departure points for scenarios. The

generation tables, if used with the recommend-

ed judgment and discretion, should prove quite

handy, especially when the referee is called

upon to create on the spot with little or no

preparation.

The real failing in FIFTY STARBASES,
though, Is in the pre-mapped starports. While

some of them are well-conceived and seem just

ready for an imaginative ref to key in what each

structure represents, most of them consist of

a lot of cryptic geometric shapes with unknown

“textures” that I defy anyone to match up with

any terrain key. The book could have easily

been cut in half and no one would miss these

extra “starports.” It seems not as much care

was put into this hook as with, say, the recent

GUmmerdrift Reaches. Rather than typeset

copy, the text here is obviously shot from a

typewritten manuscript, giving it a sloppy,

ragged-edge look.

I’m afraid I must give FIFTY STARBASES
a qualified recommendation. The information

section on starports is quite useful, as will be

some of the maps, if you don’t mind paying six

bucks for the package and being able to use less

than half the book, pick up a copy.
- William A. Barton

NAVIGATOR’S STARCHARTS (Judges

Guild); $4,98. Approved for use with Traveller.

One 834” x II” 112-page book. Published 198 1.

If you’re a Traveller referee whose favorite

part of the game is mapping out new star sectors

for vour players to explore, yet you don’t have

easy access to a copy machine. Judges Guild’s

new approved-f

o

i-Travetler play aid, NAVIGA-

TOR’S STARCHARTS, should prove quite a

useful addition to your game supplies. STAR'

CHARTS contains enough blank maps to re-

cord six complete sectors of 16 subsectors each,

enough to keep a Traveller group busy for some

time. In addition to the subsector maps, six sec-

tor maps initiate each 1 6-,subsector section to

enable one to see at a glance the relationship of

each subsector to its neighbors. The sector maps

are backed with symbols for amber and red

zones, gas giants, starports, naval and scout bas-

es, asteroids and the presence or lack of water.

STARCHARTS uses the same format as JG’s

Ley and GUmmerdrift Reaches sector guide-

books, maps on the right side, room for plane-

tary data on the left, A sample from Glimmer-

drift is included on the back cover to aid those

unfamiliar with the mapping system,

NAVIGATOR’S STARCHARTS will be ap-

preciated by any referee who has had to leaf

through sheets of loose maps to find any partic-

ular subsector in his game or who finds the ne-

cessity to photocopy maps from other Guild

and GDW Traveller supplements too inconve-

nient or costly. The small sector maps are es-

pecially nice, eliminating the need to draw up

your own on hexpaper and making travel be-

tween subsectors easier to manage.

The book would be more useful - and far

easier to use - if each page were individually

numbered, however. Judges Guild’s star syrm

bols are a bit of a pain to try to draw; I recom-

mend using GDW’s simpler circles over JG’s six-

pointed stars. Another annoyance is that the

print is so close to the margins, some of it is cut

off in the center of the book. The pages them-

selves are printed in a blue ink that some copi-

ers don’t pick up well - if at all.

Still, NAVIGATOR’S STARCHARTS will

save you considerable time and expense (unless

you have a source of cheap photocopies) in your

excursions into stellar cartography,

- William A. Barton
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STARSHIPS (Superior Models); $3*50.

Written by J,A, Jamieson and \Y,C, Smith,

SYi' x 11" 16-page booklet, hole-punched*

Published 1980,

If you’re a devotee of Superior Models*

Starfleet Wars miniature rules and correspond-

ing starship miniatures, you may be aware of

STARSHIPS, an "Observer’s Directory & Iden-

tification Manual," STARSHIPS is an identifi-

cation manual of some of the newer Superior

starship miniatures, though more than a third

of its pages are actually devoted to the races

that man the ships in Superior’s universe. The

only ships covered, however, prove to be the

new, expensive, not-so-miniature Super Galactic

Dreadnoughts and their attendant fighter craft,

A chart on the back page does give some new

technical information on other new ships, along

with a largely unexplained firing table and a

note that "possession of this manual gives the

player . . . the right to add 5% to all . . , die

roils,"

Though it is far too limited in scope, the

idea behind STARSHIPS is sound; it is some-

what of a pain to try to keep track of all those

starships and to whom they belong - especially

the fighters, which often come unidentified in

small plastic bags. The Super Galactic Dread-

noughts (what a name!), however, seem the

least in need of ID aids of any of the Superior

ships. The added information on the races of

Starfleet Wars is a welcome addition, and the

illustrations accompanying each description of

an individual fleet commander or personality

is helpful in visualizing "the enemy” in fleet ac-

tions (provided one cares about such niceties).

However, unless you’re a real Starfleet Wars

fanatic, STARSHIPS will likely prove to be of

such limited scope as to be of little value„ The

ship designs pictured show a lack of imagina-

tion in several instances; the Carnivore Pole-

cat class looks suspiciously like a certain battle-

star in search of a bright and shining planet of a

couple of TV seasons ago. The Terran Victory

class resembles Darth Vader’s star destroyer

with its wings clipped. The Terran Meteor

attack craft are X-wungs, complete with R-2

units nestled behind the cockpits! And I can

just see the arguments that "add 5%” rule is

going to cause with those who don’t have the

manual.

If you’re really into the Starfleet Wars

universe, you might find this manual a worth-

while buy for $3,50. Casual players - and those

wishing to avoid arguments - might as well

pass.

- William A. Barton

T&T SURVIVAL KIT (FBI); $10.00. Play

aid for T&T. One plastic 3-ring notebook with

two reference sheets. Published 1981.

This notebook has a crease down the back.

It folds out to double as a GM screen. The con-

trivance is sturdy and useful. There is room in

this notebook to keep a hefty dungeon.

However, T&T is about the last FRPG to

really need a product like tins! The game is so

simple that FBI had to duplicate some material

to fill up even two reference sheets.

A high quality product, though. I predict it

will see use in a lot of games, besides the one

for which it was intended.
- Forrest Johnson

MINIATURES

ZHGDANI (Martian Metals); $2,95. Approv-

ed for Traveller. 12 15mm miniature figures in

bubble pack. Released 1981,

Martian Metals has at last released a pack of

ZHODANI for its line of Traveller 15mm minia-

tures. As the Zhodani are the main enemies of

the Imperium in GDW’s Traveller universe, one

w ould have thought a pack of such figures would

have been one of the initial releases. The prob-

lem was obviously distinguishing the Zhodani

from other human figures. The answer, unfortu-

nately, seems to have eluded Martian Metals,

The set is disappointing. Of the 12 figures, only

six are actual Zhodani; the rest are robots; three

warbots and three quite clearly intended to be

R-2 units! (Look out Imperium - the Zhodani

apparently have allied themselves with the Reb-

els! May the Farce — er, sorry, J,D. - Force be

with them.)

The six Zhodani appear to be officers; they

carry only handguns and seem to be in some

sort of uniform. There are only two different

poses, neither of which are suitable for combat.

And the facial features are almost nonexistent

- mere holes for eyes and mouth, the worst on

any of the MM Traveller figures yet. If mixed

with other figures from the Mercenary and Ma-

rines pack, these figures would be usable as offi-

cers in a Zhodani force. But so would many of

the Adventurer figures. The Warbots are nicely

fierce-lacking and different enough from the

warbots in the Robots pack to use in aZhodani-

Imperium mechanized clash. And if you wanted

R-2 units, well, now you’ve got ’em (and I sup-

pose if there’s a Droyne pack in the works,

Yoda will be included somehow' - right size,

you know).

Ah well. If you’re collecting the MM Travel-

ler miniatures, add a set of ZHODANI to your

collection - after all, it’s only three bucks. But

I certainly could have hoped for more than this.

And I certainly will expect more from future

sets, hopefully with Aslan and other Traveller

aliens. You should, too. Let’s hope we’re not

disappointed too many more times. Okay, MM?
- William A . Barton

This is Free Trader Beowulf,

calling anyone. . .

Mayday, Mayday. . . we are under

attack. . . main drive is gone. .

turret number one not responding. . .

Mayday. , . losing cabin pressure

fast. . . calling anyone. .
.
please help, . .

This is Free Trader Beowulf. . .

Mayday, . ,

TRAVELLER
Science-Fiction Adventure in

the Far Future

Came Designers' Workshop

TRAVELLER
Science-Fiction Adventure in

the Far Future

GDW’s award winning SF
role-playing game!

Traveller and more than sixty

other fine GDW games are available

at better hobby shops around the world.

Free catalog on request

Game Designers' Workshop
203 North Street, Normal, I L 61761 Dept. SG
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COMPUTER GAMES

ABM (Muse Software); £29.95. Disk for 32K

Apple. One player; playing time 30 minutes.

Published 198 L
ABM is an Apple version of the popular ar-

cade game Missile Command. The player is de-

fending six East Coast cities against an endless

onslaught of nuclear ICBMs (some of them

MIRVs), using anti-ballistic missiles launched

from five silos stationed in between the cities*

The ABMs are aimed using a crosshair control-

led by the paddles/joystick and are fired using

the paddle buttons. Two of the bases fire a more

powerful ABM, and all of the bases have the ca-

pability to recover from nuclear blasts. Once

the game is started, it continues until all six cit-

ies have been completely destroyed*

I have to give this game good ratings on a

number of points. The graphics and sound are

very well done - It’s not easy to simultaneously

update the traces of a dozen missiles while pro-

ducing shapes and sounds for a few explosions*

The game is very playable and very addictive* In

short, it's a nicely done piece of software.

This game, however, cannot compete with

the actual arcade version. It lacks both the speed

.(it isn't slow; it's just not fast) and the little ex-

tras that keep people dropping quarters into

Missile Command. Also, my review copy man-

aged to destroy itself while a friend was booting

it up, a disturbing event, to say the least.

In the end, the question is whether or not

you want to spend the money for another ar-

cade game. If so, then I can recommend ABM
to you with the above caveats.

- Bruce F, Webster

UNIVERSE III
UNIVERSE III is a computer-moderated correspondence game in which each player commands a starship

entering a new universe to explore, colonize, and conquer new worlds, contending with other players and unknown

hazards. Each time you send in a turn, the computer will evaluate it with respect to the current game situation and

other players* moves, and send you a printout showing your current status. When you '‘meef’ other players, you

can send them messages * * . to trade, negotiate, or intimidate*

UNIVERSE III IS THE “STATE-GF-THE-ART” COMPUTER GAME TODAY. WHY?

QUALITY - UNIVERSE III is a licensed version of UNIVERSE II, which was the most highly rated play-

by-mail game in the country last year, according to THE SPACE GAMER 5

s I960 Game Survey. It ranked ahead of

both STARWER and THE TRIBES OF CRANE.
NO WAITING TO ENTER No more sitting for months, waiting for another game to start* Entries arc

processed on receipt, and you’ll be in the game within two weeks or your money back.

NO WAITING TO PLAY — Because of our unique non-simultaneous movement system, your turn can be

recessed as soon as it arrives, so you can play as fast or as slowly as you like. Although the minimum interval

etween turns is one week (to keep local players from running off two or three times as many turns as out-of-town

players), your turn will generally be processed and in the mail to you within two days from the day we receive it.

NO DEADLINES - Our non-simultaneous movement system also means you can take as long as you like to

send in your turn* No more “missed turns’
5

!

NO EXTRA CHARGES - Our turn fee is $3.00 per ship or colony turn* We don’t charge you extra for com-

bat or special actions*

NO INTERFERENCE - Nobody at Central Texas Computing plays the game or tries to control the outcome.

It’s rill up to you and the other players.

NO BIG DEPOSITS — Our entry fee is only $7*00, which covers a set-up turn for one ship, rulebook, and one

extra turn* Your starship will be assigned, as soon as you send your name, address, and entry fee to:

Central Texas Computing, Inc*, 1210 Nueces, Suite 100-S, Austin, TX 78701

GALACTIC ATTACK (Siro-Tech Software);

$29*95. Disk for 4SK Apple with DOS 3.3 or

Language Card. One player; playing time 30

minutes to several hours. Published 1981.

GALACTIC ATTACK is a real-time space-

war simulation with strong Trek overtones

(phasers, torpedoes, shields, energy levels -

even the ships look strangely familiar), but the

game plays far differently from any Trek game

I ve ever seen. The main objective is to recap-

ture the planets in the solar system occupied

by Kzjnti armies (initially all but Earth/Luna)

while defending yourself against Kzinti ships.

Capturing a planet requires ship-to-ground bom-

bardment (they fire back, too), followed by

beaming down troops carried from planets you

control. Ship-to-ship combat involves laying

down lines of torpedoes, dodging the ones com-

ing at you, maneuvering for position and just

generally trying to blow the Kzinti out of the

sky before they do the same to you.

1 have very high praise for GALACTIC AT-

TACK* The graphics arc superb, considering the

real-time environment and all the things the pro-

gram has to do. The Kzinti ships are tough and

smart - not like the Klingon wimps found in

most Star Trek games - and, wonder of won-

ders, you really do have to use tactics to survive

each encounter: if you just stand still and slug

it out, you will usually be blown away* The

need to capture planets is a nice twist, and it

takes a while to learn just how to best do it. A
nice feature for the real-time environment is

the use of the letters QWE/ASD/ZXC as a direc-

tional keypad for quick angle entry (though

you can also use numbers, if you wish). And
one other thing: you don’t go looking for Kzin-

ti ships . . . they come looking for you.

As good as GALACTIC ATTACK is, it has

one major flaw and several minor ones. The ma-

jor one is that a game in progress can't be saved

(though you can put it in “stasis" to take care

of emergency matters)* This flaw is inexcusable

in any game requiring more than an hour to

play* and doubly so in this case because GA was

written in Pascal, which has very powerful disk

I/O capabilities. The two most annoying minor

ones axe the lack of audio feedback (i.e*,abeep)

when erroneous input is received and the in-

equities of the scoring algorithm that assigns

your point total at game's end. Also, be warned

that your typing skills will be sorely tested - it

can be fatal to take your eyes off the screen for

even a few seconds, and if you’re a slow typist,

you may find yourself turned into an expand-

ing hall of gas before you get. off more than a

few shots.

Despite the above, I recommend GALAC-
TIC ATTACK with few reservations* It gives

you far more for your money than a lot of oth-

er games costing the same. Because the difficul-

ty level can be adjusted to a very high point, it

will be a long time before you master this game*

- Bruce F. Webster
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GALAXY WARS (Broderbund Software,

Box 3266, Eugene OR 97403); $24.95. 32K

disk by Starcraft for the Apple. One player.

Published 1980.

This one should have been named Fish in

Space . In order to win you must pilot a missile

through an obstacle course of fish(!) and knock

out alien saucers. GALAXY WARS is a Japan-

ese import marketed by Broderbund Software,

and if s quite a decent little arcade game. Only I

found myself waiting for Mothia or Godzilla to

rear up out of the schools of fish and take a

swipe at my missile.

There are a few other disconcerting things

about GALAXY WARS, although none of them

really detract from the program. For one, you

have to turn your monitor on its side unless

you prefer to visualize your missile as a bazoo-

ka shell. And then there are the choreographed

little saucers all synchronized with the opening

sound routine, calling to mind the June Taylor

Dancers or a Busby Berkley musical.

Perhaps these are not logical inconsistencies

at all, but quite natural to the Oriental mind . .

.

if we Westerners buy the line about the moon
being made of green cheese, why not swarms of

fish roaming the astral pathways? And GALAXY
is fun to play, as much fun as any Invaders-type

game I have seen. Now if we can just get the

“lethal writhing electrical worms” from Space

Invasion onto hooks . , .

- Dave Albert

(Reprint courtesy of SoftSide magazine.)

LORDS OF KARMA (Avalon Hill); $20.00.

Tape for the 48 K TRS-80, and 32K Apple and

Pet. One player; playing time indefinite. Pub-

lished 1981.

'available fromt^B
ZOCCHI DISTRIBUTORS
01955 PASS ROAD <?'•

GULFPORT. MS.,39501*
ph i-eoi -so^seoc\£gjm

SEND Si FOR CATALOG

UNITED FEDERATION

STAR FLEET
GAMESCIENCE DARES YOU TO
JOIN THE RACE IN GAMES SUCH as
STARFLEET RATTLE MANUAL AND
STARFLEET BATTLES WITH THE AID
OF OUR APFRGVEO SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES

PLASTIC TUG, CARGO PODS & STAND $3.00

PLASTIC PREADN AUGHT WITH STAND S2.5Q

SOFT METAL R&T TYPE WITH STAND £2.00

SOFT METAL K-TYPE WITH STAND $2. SO
PLASTIC CRUISER WITH STAND S1.9B

CLOAKED (CLEAR) CRUISER
CLOAKED ICLIAR) DREADNAUGHT
GLOW IN- DARK CRUISER
GLOW-1 N-DARK DREADNAUGHT
GLOW- IN- DARK CARGO TUG
Please specify whaatliCf greer. Or Lslue glow
is vvorKCd when ordering-

STARSHIP STANDS & COMPASS CARDS
Pack Of 4 srands and 4 compass cards

IE £, 13mm HEX PAPER PACKS
for anginal design

22 X 35 HEXOVEB SHEETS
Clear plastic Sheets with numbered hexes

$2.25
S2.7 5
32.50
S3. 00
$3.50
Ship

This adventure is for the do-gooders of the

world, the paladins, the embodiments of the

chivalric code. Tire whole point of the adven-

ture is to do good deeds. By so doing, you en-

sure yourself of a place in heaven, via the AH
Express, The way that all this is carried out is in

the scoring system — the more good that you

do, the more “karma points” you accumulate —

an ironic “westernization” of the concept of

karma. There are all sorts of ways to get karma

points - you can slay monsters, rescue the prin-

cess, donate to the charity of your choice ... 1

wouldn’t be surprised if there was even a little

old lady to escort across a busy street. If you

prefer activities of the evil persuasion, then be

prepared to evaluate your performance on a

negative scale, for you will get -X karma points

if you’re nasty.

Winning the game is quite simple: When you

reach a certain total of karma points (over 200)

you will be elevated to heaven upon perfor-

mance of certain acts. Should you get killed in

your wanderings, don't despair: you will be

promptly resurrected on a mountain top, (emp-

ty-handed, of course). But the karma points ac-

cumulated in your previous incarnations will

still be there. Should your karma point total be

in the negative range, be prepared to burn in

purgatory prior to rebirth. If anything, this

might be the principal failing of LORDS OF
KARMA: You are always reborn. Thus, if you

have the patience to keep plugging away, you

can win in a single sitting. There is really no

challenge to winning, then . . .just patience.

There are no major differences between this

adventure and the vast majority of other “ad-

venture-types” as far as execution is concerned.

Simple two word commands are entered for ac-

tions, One drawback is that upon arriving at a

new location you must specify an examination,

otherwise you get only the most cursory de-

scription of the scene and no mention of possi-

ble exits.

All in all, LORDS OF KARMA is a good ad-

venture, There are plenty of locations and a fair-

ly wide variety of situations to face. The pro-

gram is done in machine language and executes

quickly. It is well written and thematically con-

sistent, and requires no esoteric knowledge on

the part of the user. If you like this type of

computer game, then I would recommend

LORDS OF KARMA. It is really quite enjoya-

ble. However, if you are expecting more than a

simple adventure, then you may be disappoint-

ed. Avalon Hill has not broken any new ground;

they have only covered known territory well.

-Dave Albert

(Reprint courtesy of SoftSide magazineJ

SKIING (Activision, 759 E, Evelyn Avc„

Sunnyvale, CA 94086); S 19.95. Designed by

Bob Whitehead, Video cartridge for the Atari.

Includes one cartridge and an instruction book-

let. One player; playing time 1-3 minutes. Pub-

lished 1980.

SKIING is a video game using a joystick con-

troller to guide the skier figure through the ten

courses provided. The first five games are sla-

lom runs with increasing numbers of gates and/

or faster speeds. The second five are downhill

runs of distances ranging from 200 to 900 me-

ters and gaining speed with each step. Eight of

the scenarios are always the same, but the

toughest slalom and downhill runs are random-

ly set each time selected.

SKIING is a mechanically simple game with

eight skier positions and three types of terrain:

trees, moguls, and gate flags. The only options

available to the player are turning the skier and

jumping over moguls. But for all its simplicity,

it is an involving, fascinating game. With trees

zooming by, the game gives the feel of skiing,

and where else can you hit trees for the sixth

time without breaking a leg?

It is only a one-player game, so competitions

have to be a matter of noting times and taking

turns, which at first seems like a bother,

SKIING is a simple game with excellent

graphics and varying scenarios. It’s a must for

those with the Atari system.

- Richard A . Edwards

HISTORICAL GAMES

ALARIC THE GOTH (Strategic Studies

Games); 310.00, Designed by Paul L. Van Pat-

ten, Jr, One 7-page ruiebook, a 22” x 25” three

color map, and 480 counters. Two to six play-

ers; playins time two to four or more hours.

Published f980,

ALARIC is a strategic level simulation of

the end of the Roman Empire and its fall to the

barbarians. One player takes the Roman side -

taxing provinces, raising different troop and

ship types, and trying to keep the empire to-

gether as best he can. The other one to five play-

ers control different barbarian groups which try

to move into imperial territory to set up king-

doms of their own.

ALARIC is very true to its period with a

nicely done map of the western half of the Ro-

man Empire including Africa, colorful counters,

and no charts. Simple Risk-like rules and simi-

larly easy movement rules make the rules easy

to understand and use. Designer’s notes show a

commitment to historical accuracy in general

and the player’s notes give good hints on strate-

gy
The only debatable point is the play balance,

which heavily favors the barbarians as a whole.

The only wray Rome can stand is to divide the

invaders against themselves, something which

the game supplies few mechanics for.

ALARIC THE GOTH is fair history, a good

game, and great fun,

- Richard A, Edwards
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COMPUTER
BOXING

©1981 Schubel &Son

City State Zip^

I J

Tonight the Olympic Auditorium in Los Angeles,

California is the scene for what will bean interesting

fight between Smith and Thompson,

Smith has good control over his fights and usually

strikes first. He has a big punch and can knock out

his opponent. Smith has been known to go down
when hit with a good punch. Smith has also been

known to cut. He tends to tire in the later rounds and

is easy to hit, Smith's record is 8 wins, 1 loss, 1 draw
with 4 knockouts.

Thompson is a good counterpuncher, but he does

not have a knockout punch. He has a good killer

instinct and will attack his opponent if he looks hurt.

Thompson has great endurance and defensive skills

making him hard to hit. Thompson's record is 6

wins, 2 losses, no draws and no knockouts.

Smith is the favorite to win this bout.

The fight is about to begin . . .

Computer Boxing simulates professional boxing

through a correspondence game. It allows for

interaction between players through a continuous

game that may be entered at any time, fn creating

this computer simulation, I have tried to bring

together all the subtle factors involved in the sport of

professional boxing. Through the use of a

computer, we are able to interrelate many subtle

effects of skill, condition, tactics and fighter

initiative to determine the outcome blow-by-blow

and round-by-round. The actuai rules are brief

because the computer will handle all the details

once the data is available. The objective of the game
is to win each boxing match and as a result rise in

the ranking to finaiiy become world champion.

———— —“—“— i

Send to: Schubsl & Son
P.O. Box 214848.

Sacramento. CA 95621

Enter mein Computer Boxing

Name

Computer Boxing may be entered for $10.50

which Includes the first three turns, setup, rule

book and all necessary material {except return

postage). Thereafter, turns are $3.50 each, A rule

book may be purchased separately for $3,50.

Computer Boxing offers these features:

• Design your fighter by choosing his abilities in

18 different areas,

• Choose the tactics your fighter wili use round-

by-round depending on the results of the last

round,

• Challenge opponents to matches where you feel

your fighter’s style or tactics will be most

effective.

• Each turn is a 10 round fight. (Less if there

is a knockout.)

• Unique rating system shows you just where

you rank as compared with the up to 200 other

players in your game, (There is a 500 charge

for a complete printout of every fighter’s

ranking and record.)

Can you become World Champion?
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PUBLICATIONS

GAME MERCHANT (P.O. Box 10068, De-

troit, Michigan 48210), monthly, $8/yeat or

free in many game shops, 24 pages. Editor Alex

Maiciniszyn. First published 1981.

GAME MERCHANT originated as a tabloid

newspaper delivered free to game shops. Game
manufacturers advertising in the magazine pay

for printing and distribution. Shop owners are

happy to give space to advertisements for items

they might he selling. The advertisers reach at

least 10,000 readers. The ads tend to come from

the smaller companies with a few games or with

some accessory such as dice, ring binders, or

even a dice-rolling contraption. In the first four

issues I saw ads for many items I had known
nothing about.

GAME MERCHANT also includes hobby

news submitted by manufacturers. No. 3, for

example, mentioned a settlement of the TSR-

Dave Arneson lawsuit, the planned sequels to

the popular Ace of Aces game, news from min-

iatures companies, and lists of future releases

from Metagaming and FGU,

THE TRIBES OF CRANE {Schubel & Son)

Game News. Three new cities have been built

by players within the last six months. Each of

these cities is a marvel of architecture. The first

of these cities, Ulan-Bator, is located west of

Exxcel and was constructed as an administra-

tive headquarters and military installation as

well as a cultural center for the Republic of

Ulan-Bat or. The city was built to include an im-

pressive cultural complex of a university, mu-

seum and theater with parks and a beautiful

garden terrace with vegetation, fountains and

reflecting pools. The second new city. Colum-

bine, lies isolated in the permanent ice. Its walls

are massive ice sheets towering 100 feet above

the surrounding glacier. It is said to have cost

over 129,000 gold to construct this city of ice.

The third city is the most mysterious on Crane,

The city of Selwood is a small and mysterious

barbarian city set in the midst of a dense and

nearly impenetrable tropical forest. Built around

the ruins of an ancient rep tile-worshipping civil-

ization, its inner forbidden city is the palace of

the legendary Lizard King, Many legends and

rumors abound. One speaks of a gold and jewel-

ed lizard statue, reported to be among the most

valuable treasures on all Crane.

GM has now changed to magazine size and

is available to individuals by subscription. S lib-

bers will receive a special “Suppliment” [sic] to

include “game modules/scenarios, maps, charac-

ter ideas, and more.” Without seeing the sub-

scribers-oniy material I cannot say with certain-

ty whether this publication is worth $8 a year.

However, the supplements will have to be ex-

traordinarily long or good. I suggest you try to

find GM at your local game shop (ask your deal-

er to request some, since they're free) if you

want a look.

- Lewis Pulsipher

MAGNETIC FANTASIES (Magnetic Fanta-

sies); $2.95, Edited and published by Claude

Plum, Richard Koch, and Arnett Taylor, x

II” offset printed and stapled. Published bi-

monthly, First published February 1981,

MAGNETIC FANTASIES describes itself as

being “devoted to the art of Computerized Fan-

tasy Simulations,” or, as they abbreviate it,

CFS, Its goal is to cover the ever growing field

of computer RPGs spawned by the original Ad-

venture program from MIT. The issue I received

(the first ever published) contained a few edi-

torials, some reviews, a few humorous articles,

lists of programs and articles dealing with CFSs,

a cartoon strip, and so on.

Plum et alls have come up with a good idea.

CFSs are probably the best-selling computer

games on the market right now. Indeed, with all

the free versions published in various computer

magazines, it seems that anyone with a home
computer has at least one such game on a cas-

sette or disk somewhere. And MAGNETIC
FANTASIES has the makings of becoming the

fanzine of computer RPG enthusiasts. The lay-

out and artwork are very good for a fanzine,

and while the articles are a little weak, they do

fill the pages.

Unfortunately, MF suffers from two major

problems. The fust is the price: $2.95 is a ridic-

ulous price, given the quality of this publication

STARMASTER (Schubel & Son)

Game News. Several (player controlled, ad-

vanced position) Elder Races have become more

active. There seems to be a move throughout

many areas of the Central Galaxy for these El-

der Races to once again establish their spheres

of influence. These spheres of influence were

greatly eroded by the cataclysmic destruction

of the Great Wars between the forces of the Ly-

rania and those of the Swarm. Among the re-

emerging Elders are The Gorluk Swarm (a psi-

onic, telepathic race), The Shyrian State Slav-

ocracy (a high technologic, individual society),

The Xereronomcs Swarm (a psionic, telepathic

race), The Lyranian Star Imperium (one of the

most advanced and powerful empires in the Cen-

tral Galaxy), The TChing-ka Swarm (a boosted

psionic race), The Gigantese Socialist State (a

psionic race of cold technology), The Iotian

Amoeba (a lower technology, telepathic soci-

ety), and The Onon-Tau Swarm (a psionic, tel-

epathic race of great physical strength). It is

believed that other Elder Races will become

more active in the near future,

- George Schubel

and the articles therein. The second is that the

editors have a case of the “terminal cutesies”

(terminal meaning “fatal,” not “relating to

CRTs”), including such things as parenthetical

comments in old English type and heavy-hand-

ed wisecracking that gets tiring after about the

third paragraph.

Recommendation: look before you buy,

and buy only if there is some information in

there worth the cost of the magazine. I realize

they’re just starting , . . but I don’t remember

the early Space Gamers being this bad.

- Bruce F. Webster

WYRMS FOOTNOTES (Chaosium); 32,25

per issue or $8/yeai (4 issues). Edited by Charlie

Frank. (R4
W x 1.1*, 32-pages,

The old Wyrm’s Footnotes was a Chaosium

house organ of amateur quality. Now WYRMS
FOOTNOTES is dedicated solely to providing

source material for RuneQuest. The magazine

has both one-shot and continuing articles of

“official” RQ material available nowhere else.

This is Valhalla for the Glorantha gamem as-

ter. Regular features cover RuneQuest variants

and clarifications, Gloranthan history, geogra-

phy and theology, and new monsters and magic

gizmos.

The writing style is dry to the point of re-

sembling a social studies reading assignment.

Emphasis should also be shifted from academic

to practical: knowing the life stages of Yelm,

God of Light, may be enlightening but how does

it apply to running him as an NPC on that next

adventure? WYRMS FOOTNOTES is also heav-

ily oriented to the gamem aster running a Glor-

antha campaign (Glorantha is The Chaosium's

special fantasy wrorld); three-fourths of this

material will be useless to a non-Gloranthan

gamemaster.

I found the magazine to be required reading

for the Glorantlia-orientcd RQ gamemaster, but

only optional for the non-Glorantha GM.
- W. G. Armintrout

UNIVERSE II (Demens & Associates)

Company News, Universe II will be closed

for vacation between September 15 and Octo-

ber 15. No turns will be processed during that

period.

Game News:
Quadrant I. Both the Regajians and the Ixtli

are continuing their buildups. It is rumored that

one Etuel star system is in danger of being cap-

tured .

Quadrant II. A major exploration effort is

being made in the Ansellus area. A Terran star-

ship is placing space mine fields in strategic lo-

cations to block rapid ship movement between

Zosma and Aigieba.

Quadrant Iff. The Muar Raiders lost several

ships, but are still pushing toward A Ikes. Muar

successes may be due to a new “cloaking” de-

vice.

Quadrant IV. A major invasion of the Rega-

jian Empire by Terran starships is in progress.

The I.D.C. base is growing rapidly.

— Jon Clemens

PBM Update reports on professionally-mod-

erated play-by-mail games, Notices are month-

ly* Copy deadline is 60 days previous to the first

of the month, for the issue in which the notice

is to appear. (Deadline for the March issue is

January L) A ll copy should be typed and dou-

ble-spaced. Notices should not exceed 200

words in length. TSG reserves the right to edit

copy as necessary.

PBM Update
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The prices listed in the StarMaster advertise-

nient in the August issue were incorrect. A Star-

Master setup is $12,00, Tlvis includes the setup

and your first two turns. Thereafter, turns are

$3,50 each. We are sorry for any inconvenience

this may have caused.

Patty Schubel

Schubet & Son

•tCTHRS
I was pleased to read that computerized ver-

sions of some of your games may soon be avail-

able. However, l have some misgivings about

them being developed and marketed by an es-

tablished game company. I realize that many of

the problems involved with producing a compu-

ter game are avoided by taking this route, but

the tradeoffs could be disastrous.

One of your trademarks has been good, sim-

ple products at reasonable prices, a philosophy

not shared by most computer gaming compa-

nies. Commercial computer games generally fall

into the following categories:

Poorly done and inexpensive.

Poorly done and not so inexpensive.

Well done and overpriced.

Well done and reasonably priced.

Only a handful of computer games are in the

last category, 1 hope your games will join them,

A reasonable price for a computer game de-

pends on a number of factors. High replay value,

computer opponent options, and multiple sce-

narios will raise a game’s basic value. If I find

that the computer implementations do not have

the above factors or are overpriced, 1 would

probably buy the $3.00 manual version and

write my own program,

I have noticed that most reviews of compu-

ter games in TSG are for TRS-80 versions or

IRS-80 only games. If you only offer TRS-80
versions of your games, I wouldn’t be able to

buy them even if they fall into the “well done

and reasonably priced” category since I own an

Apple 11+ with disk drive. Perhaps you could

run an article covering your plans on what ver-

sions will be offered, the type of graphics that

will be used, the manner of play, the scenarios,

etc. This would be helpful for readers like my-
self who don’t live in the Austin area.

Dave Allen

Lisle, IL

Today I start my subscription to The Space

Gamer. I have not been reading your publica-

tion long, but in the short time I have realized

you have one of the best. I have unfortunately

read only four of your magazines. I especially

enjoy the personal touch. The articles are inter-

esting to read and don’t read as a newspaper

obituary. It appears to me you have an excel-

lent staff. My only minor complaint is that the

magazine has a little too much fantasy and com-

puter material. I appreciate the honest (and

comical) approach used. I do feel the subscrip-

tion rates are higher than other magazines but

you have a higher quality magazine and do suf-

fer double digit inflation as the rest of us. I hope

TSG will give me years of enjoyment.

Cameron Bishop

Las Vegas, NV

NEWS & PLUGS
In competition with companies which have

offered “argent reptiles, auric goats, and 24kt

plated mages” as promotion prizes, Gamelords

has announced a contest for The Terrible Tiny

Tarnished Tinplated Turkey. The Turkey will

go to the gamer who finds the most puns in the

company’s new FRP supplement, The Free City

of Haven. The winner will also get a free trip to

a 1982 game convention of his choice and have

his name immortalized in a future Gamelords

supplement.

Dynacomp has released three new games for

the Atari: Alpha Fighter ($14.95 cassette/

$18.95 disk), Intruder Alert (S 16.95 cassette/

$20.95 disk) and Giant Slalom ($14.95 cas-

sette^ 18.95 disk).

Computer Consultants Iowa (FOB 427, Mar-

ion, Iowa 52302) offers Pornopoly, an X-rated

game for 2-4 players. Available on disk for the

Apple, TRS-80 and Atari, Price: $29.95,

New from GDW: Invasion Earth, a board

game based on "The final battle of the Solomani

Rim War.” Price: $11.98.

SPI is already designing two supplements for

its SF RPG, Universe. Also planned: an expan-

sion for DragonQuest

.

Automated Simulations has rereleased Inva-

sion Orion with a second program, which allows

players to design new scenarios, and to create

their own ships. Price: $24,95.

K ask’s Adventure Gaming magazine (POB

12291, Norwood, Ohio 45212) has made its ap-

pearance, It is a 36-page slick monthly devoted

to “the entire spectrum of the hobby.” 13-issue

sub: $29.00, Sample copy: $3.00.

The Game Designer's Guild has announced

its 1980 awards: Ace of Aces (Nova Games),

TacForce (GDW), Empires of the Middle Ages

(SPI), Streets of Stalingrad (the late Phoenix

Games), and Azhanti High Lightning (GDW),

Automated Simulations has converted Tem-

ple of Apshai for the Atari, 32K. Price: $39.95.

Fidelity Electronics has filed an infringe-

ment-of-patent suit against Tryorn, Inc. and Ap-
plied Concepts. Fidelity has a patent, issued

November 25, 1980, on electronic board games

such as “games normally played between two
competitors wherein the game substitutes for

the second competitor.”

Reliable rumor: Richard Berg’s Review of
Games will soon be printing its last issue. Though

it won a lot of praise, RBRQG never managed

to get much circulation.

Starting with issue 12
,
Different Worlds will

be going monthly.

Dimension Six offers Concrete Wilderness,

yet another post-holocaust game. The special

twist is, you can play yourself as a character.

Rumor: A sequel to Panzer Pranks is In de-

velopment. The tentative title is Squat Leader.

FASA has purchased a half interest in High

Passage, and will be handling business and dis-

tribution. The old owners will retain editorial

control.

SPI is planning three introductory games for

release this fall. One title: The Creature That

Ate New York.

Future releases from Paranoia Press: Aliens

& Artifacts, Ryker’s Catalogue of Arms and

Scenes and Situations, all for Traveller.

Adventures by Mail (FOB 424-D, Cohoes,

NY 12047) offers the PBM game Beyond the

Stellar Empire. $11,00 set-up, including first

two turns; subsequent turns $3.50.

Task Force Games has a new address: 1 110

N* Fillmore, Amarillo, TX 79107.
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Letters, continued , *
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One of the brighter spots of Origins was the

“how to cheat” seminar run by El Draco ,
the

creator of Privateer! We gave him a copy of
KILLER; his reaction was in verse.
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Calendar
September 3-7: DENVFNTION TWO, SF eon.

Contact Denvention Two, P.O. Box 11545,

Denver, CO 80211 or (303) 433-9774.

September 4-7: GLASC VL Simulation gaming

con, including monster games. Contact

GLASC Secretary, c/o L. Daniel, 20550

Wyandotte St., Canoga Park, CA 91306.

September 5-7 : GATEWAY 1981. Strategy gam-

ing con, fantasy & SF included. Contact

Gateway, c/o Mark Snowden, 1864 Nut-

wood PL, Anaheim, CA 92804.

September 11-13: DRAGON FLIGHT, A FRF
con, to be held in Seattle. Contact The Brass

Dragon Society, P.O. Box 33872, Seattle,

WA 98133,
September 11-13: COPPER CON, Wargaming,

FRP, video games, etc. Contact Copper Con,

P,0. Box 1 1743, Phoenix, AZ 85061.

September 25-27: BABEL CON *81, Star Trek,

F&SF con. Contact Steve Harrison, Babel

Con *81, 1355 Cornell SE, Grand Rapids,

MI 49506.

September 25-27: GALACTICON 81. SF con.

Contact Galacticon 81, P.O. Box 491, Day-

tona Beach, FL 32015,

September 25-27: URCON 111. SF and simula-

tion gaining con. Contact P,0. Box 6647,

Rochester, NY 14627,

September 26-27: GAMES DAY *81. Contact

(SASE) Games Day *81, Games Workshop

Ltd,, 17/18 Hythc Road, London NW10.

November 20-22: CONTRADICTION. SF Con,

Contact Linda Michaels, 27 Argosy, Am-
herst, NY 14226,

CONVENTION ORGANIZERS - let us know

about your con! Free publicity never hurts.
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THECOMPLEAT STRATEGIST
THE FANTASYGAMECENTER

THATHAS IT ALL!
magazines and figures for the

historical gamer too!

There’s a friendly atmosphere at

THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST and our

staff is always ready to answer any

questions thatyoumay haveand assist

you with your purchases. Game

Rooms* are located in our stores so you

can start your "adventure’’ right away

Ifyou can't visit one ofour stores, we

accept mail AND phone orders. Mail

orders are accepted ONLY at our 33rd

Street location; or by phone during

business hours at (2 12) 685-3880-1

.

Please use VISA or MASTERCHARGE

r at for phone orders.^ Send for a free Catalog

EGIST to the store location

nearest you.

Ifyou’re into Fantasy, then come

to THE COMPLEAT STRATEGIST

where you’ll find the largest

selection of fantasy related items

ever assembled. We carry all Role-

Playing Games, a Rainbow of

colored dice, every Fantasy and

Science-Fiction Gaming Magazine

currently in print, a complete line

of paints, brushes, accessories

and the largest selection of fantasy

figures available. We also stock the

newest fantasy products as soon as

they’re released. When we call

ourselves y^HTHE
THE COMPLEAT A [
STRATEGIST we’re V^^JiVl I

not just boasting ATHi
because we have 1

games, books, \-/wi
No game room at the 57th Si store.

We are proud to announce the

opening of our newest location

320 West 57 th Street

New York, New York

IN NEW YORK:

HE. 33rd Street

N.Y.C. 10016

(212) 685-3880-1

10:30-6:00

209 Glenridge Ave.

Montclair, NJ. 07042
(201) 744-6622

11:00-7:00

Tues. to Sat. <<

Thurs. till 9:00 $

5406-8 Stirling Rd.

Davie, Fla. 33314

(305)961-5660
11:00-7:00

Tues. to Sat.

Thurs. till 9:00

L J |

v :i 3b
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(Stir 7 v l-,vJLpti

Thurs. till 9:00 on or about June 1
st 1981 /ft '

l

IN NEW JERSEY: IN FLORIDA



THE GEOMORPHIC DUNGEON CHAMBERS GAME

A Complete

Game for

FANTASY ADVENTURING

• Make Dungeon Floor Plans in minutes

using our high quality, numbered,

geomorphic tiles.

• Thousands of combinations

using 28 back-printed

tiles, giving a total of 56

different encounter

areas. xtSW

• Play with all the tiles

showing, or place down
only those tiles the juj

Adventurers are

in or can see. '^Sllra

• Die-cut counters ^
for Adventurers &

"
14

Monsters, plus a pre-

made Dungeon allows

the game to be played

without buying extra

accessories.

• Instructions for use of tiles

and Basic Role-Playing

rules by The Chaosium, Inc.

makes the game the perfect

set for fantasy role-playing

novices and experts.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM BOARD-CRAFT SIMULATIONS, INC.

• FANTASY PATHS #FP80 S14.9B

• BASEBALL CHALLENGE: Fast-

paced simulations using player

statistics and field strategy to

produce one ot the best baseball

games around. Now with 1980 team
rosters. #TV01 $22.9B

• STAR-GATE: A personal or group
self-awareness game. ff CE01 $11.98

FANTASY PATHS can also be used as a playing aid

to complement current fantasy role-playing systems

and is for use with both 15mm & 25mm fantasy figures

AVAILABLE JUNE OF 1981:

CASTLE PATHS: (# FP81) Castle ramparts, turrets,

courtyards, portcullis and many outdoor scenes for

encounters in and around the castle or town.

VILLAGE PATHS: (# FP811) More ramparts indoor,

outdoor and village scenes: tavern, blacksmiths,

peasant’s hut, barn, plus others.

(Both compatible with Fantasy Paths.)


